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We closed the Great Loop at exactly noon, in 
the rain, but we hardly noticed... We enjoyed 

our 9,500-mile trip and we feel blessed that we 
were able to do it when we did. We saw so much, 

experienced more and met some of the  
greatest people…some will be friends for life.

“

Vo lume 42 •  I ssue  5Conten ts

On the Cover: On the hook 
at Midge Creek Provincial 
Park on BC’s Kootenay Lake.
Photo by Dave Heath
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Never before has it been so powerfully simple to enjoy fully integrated 

control across a beautiful glass helm. Everything can be integrated with 

the GPSMAP 8000 Glass Helm series, including sonar, integrated autopilot, 

such as a GHP™ 20, connectivity, apps, and engine data from one screen 

across all screens. SmartMode control allows you to switch all displays 

in sync to a custom preset mode like "planning" or "docking" without 

manually switching each display separately.

GPSMAP 8000 Series MFD Chartplotter 

Choose 8”, 12” or 15” touchscreen displays with pinch-to-zoom 

and other multi-touch controls. Includes external 10Hz GPS/

GLONASS receiver updates position and heading 10 times per 

second. Flush mount or custom fl at mount for a glass helm.

GPSMAP 8500 Series Black Box Chartplotter System 

Simply add Garmin Marine 15”, 17” or 19” touchscreen monitors 

with pinch-to-zoom and other multi-touch controls. Can be 

paired with GPS 19x external 10Hz GPS/GLONASS receiver (sold 

separately). Flush mount or custom fl at mount for a glass helm.

COMPLEX, SOPHISTICATED TECHNOLOGY MADE EXTREMELY EASY TO USE.

A DRAMATIC ADVANTAGE

GPSMAP®
 8000 Glass Helm Series

It’s time you knew more about GPSMAP 8000 – Visit Garmin.com/8000

©2013 Garmin Ltd. or its subsidiaries
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Good food, good friends and good times rank high among most folks’ reasons 
why they love the boating life. Food just seems to taste better when it’s enjoyed 
on the water. And a great evening shared with friends in a favourite destination is 
usually more memorable than a similar occasion shoreside. The food needn’t be 
fancy—it’s the setting or the occasion that matter. 

Jan and I have enjoyed what feels like a lifetime of memorable meals aboard 
our boats, often with friends but just as often only the two of us. Because our 
boats have been small and our galley facilities limited, many of our best meals 
have had humble beginnings. I recall standing in a grocery store near the end of 
a two-week Gulf Islands cruise, sun-dazed, galley-weary and stumped for that 
night’s dinner (my turn in the galley!). I regained consciousness near the fish 
counter and spotted…mussels! With a baguette, a salad and a Kiwi white wine, 
we enjoyed our improvised Moules marinieres while the sun set over Sidney 
Spit, consigning the shells to the deep to mark the occasion. Thea’s galley is a 
big improvement over our 27’ sailboat’s and we’ve already had many great meals 
aboard her, but my first is likely my favourite. I was on my own and, after several 
hard weekends of boatwork, I screwed up the courage to back Thea out of her old 
berth and anchor for the night in scenic Gig Harbor WA. I grabbed burger fixings 
and a Washington State merlot from the local store—and I’ll never forget how 
wonderful both tasted in the cockpit of our new-to-us trawler. 

Boats aren’t the easiest places to work culinary magic, so eating well on board 
requires some preparation, some essential tools, a little knowledge, and a willing-
ness to improvise and adapt, whether dinner comes from the ocean, the store 
or the can. Most of all, as an Italian pizza-maker friend of ours likes to say, “Ya 
gotta love food!” If you love eating and cruising, we hope you’ll find inspiration for 
more memorable meals in our lead feature in this issue, “Entertaining Onboard” 
(page 34). Bon appétit!

RemembeRinG bill baRbeR
For the past 20 years or so, no cruise 
to the Broughtons was complete 
without a visit to Lagoon Cove 
Marina for a taste of the hospitality 
and charm of its owners, Bill and Jean 
Barber. So we were deeply saddened 
to learn of Bill’s death in early April 
at age 78. Bill’s bottomless buckets of 
prawns, tall tales and laconic humour 
brought cruisers back season after 
season. We discovered Lagoon Cove 
not long after Bill and Jean opened the marina, and we feel especially fortunate to 
have returned last summer, Bill’s last season.

Robert Hale, founder of the Waggoner Cruising Guide, remembers Bill this way:
“This is a terrible loss for the many cruisers who planned each year to enjoy 

Bill’s droll storytelling, his fresh-caught prawns, his Canada Day crab races, 
and his easy way on the docks. Bill was an original, and the coast will be poorer 
without him.”

The marina will operate as usual this summer, managed by Pat Kukuruz and 
Bob Ness, who have been helping the Barbers for the past several years.

duartsnow@kerrwil.com 

Tide l ines

Good Food, Good Times

By Duart Snow
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Life is always a reach aboard a Jeanneau
NE W

Sun Odyssey

469

www.jeanneau.com 
in fo@ jeanneau . com   410 .280 .9400 

Navy Point Marine / ON
shawn@navypointmarine.com
www.navypointmarine.com

Fraser Yacht Sales / BC
ian@fraseryachtsales.com

www.FraserYachtSales.com

Marina Lennox / QC
info@marinalennox.com
www.marinalennox.com

Sunnybrook Yachts / NS
syb@eastlink.ca

www.sunnybrookyachts.com
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Life begins at 40.
        Begin yours with a Hunter. 

When the journey takes you 

to more distant shores, let the 

new Hunter World Destination 

Series of sailing yachts get you 

there in comfort and safety.

H40  n  H45  n  H50  n  H50cc
World Destination Series
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Solo SailoR DeRek HaTFielD 
will share his experiences as the 
only Canadian to race single-handed 
around the world twice at a warm-up 
event for this year’s National Bank 
Easter Seals Charity Regatta on 
Tuesday, June 4 at Royal Vancouver 
YC Jericho. Hatfield has sailed more 
than 200,000 miles single-handed in 
three major races, completing two of 
them with podium finishes. All funds 
raised from the speaking event will 
contribute to the overall total raised 
by the National Bank Easter Seals 
Charity Regatta.

Hatfield has also offered a rare 
opportunity for an Easter Seals Regatta 

skipper to sail on his Volvo 60 Amer 
Sports One in the 2014 St. Maarten 
Heineken Regatta. The crew spot will 
be awarded in a raffle for skippers who 
register for the July 13 regatta by July 5.

Registration is open for the 
regatta, hosted by RVYC in support of 
Easter Seals House, which provides 
accommodation for families while 
their children receive medical care 
in Vancouver. The regatta is a PHRF 
handicap race with flying sails and 
no-flying sails divisions. The event 
is pirate-themed and crews will be 
judged for prizes on their costumes, 
boat decorations and spirit in the 
return of the False Creek boat parade. 

Skippers and crews can also recruit 
their favourite licensed establishments 
to compete for bragging rights and the 
“Pub Cup” in the inaugural “First in 
Bar” race. Pubs will sponsor boats and 
compete to see which establishment 
can raise the most in support of Easter 
Seals House. Pub-sponsored boats will 
be scored separately as well as overall 
in the regatta. 

Registration is $100 or requires 
a minimum $250 boat sponsorship; 
sponsorship levels also include $500, 
$1,000 and $1,500. 

For details or to register as a skipper 
or sponsor, visit www.eastersealsregatta.ca 
or call 604-873-1865. 

SoLo RaCER HaTfiELd 
HEadLinES EaSTER 

SEaLS WaRm-Up

 Canadian Derek Hatfield placed third in 
the 2010-11 Velux 5 Oceans Race on his 

Eco 60 Active House. He is guest speaker at 
an Easter Seals Regatta warm-up June 4.

SCUTTLEbUTT
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noRTH VanCoUVeR’S 
bURRaRD YaCHT ClUb invites 
the public to view a huge array of 
classic wooden yachts and mint collec-
tor cars at its seventh annual Classic 
Boat and Car Show Saturday, June 
8. The event is a fundraiser for the 
Disabled Sailing Association of BC. 

The focus of this year’s boat show is 
classic wooden Grand Banks yachts of 
all sizes, which will join other classics 
on the club docks. Meanwhile, 40 to 50 
collector cars will be on display in the 
club parking lot; up to 100 more classic 
cars are expected to drive by through 
the day. Weather permitting, the club 
will also offer free 30-minute sailing 
lessons for children aged eight to 15. 

Proceeds from show admission 
support facilities and programs of the 
DSA’s Vancouver chapter, based at 
Jericho Sailing Centre. Since 1989, the 
DSA has provided sailing programs and 
instruction to persons with significant 

physical disabilities. Last summer, 
volunteers and staff provided more than 
1,000 adaptive sailing trips to disabled 
persons on eight specially designed 
Martin 16 sailboats. Some of the boats 
are controlled by a joystick while others 
are further adapted for those who cannot 
use arms or hands with a sip-and-puff 
system to control rudder and sails.

The show runs from 10 am to 4 
pm at BYC, 10 Gostick Place, North 
Vancouver. Admission is by donation to 
the DSA. For details or to register a boat 
or car, visit www.burrardyachtclub.com. 

BURRaRd YC 
HoSTS CLaSSiC 
fUndRaiSER

 This year’s BYC Classic Boat and Car Show features wooden Grand Banks yachts 
and up to 50 collector cars, like the 1929 Ford Model A five-window coupe below.
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Life begins at 40.

For more information, contact one of the 
following Canadian dealers in your area.

True North Yachts
Mississauga, ON
866.610.1707
allan@truenorthyachts.ca

Marina Lennox
Saint-Paul-de-l’lle-aux-Noix, QC
450.246.2402
marinalennox@gmail.com

Sunnybrook Yacht Brokers
Halifax, NS
902.275.2424
syb@eastlink.ca

Specialty Yachts
Vancouver, BC
604.689.7491
lawrence@specialty-yachts.com

Quiet Waters (Trailerables Only)

Waubaushene, ON
705-538-2343
qwaters@sailboatsales.com

Schooner Yacht Sales (Trailerables Only)

Ottawa, ON
613.825.0207
schooneryachtsales@sympatico.ca

Glenmore Sailboats (Trailerables Only)

Calgary, AB and Edmonton, AB
866.665.SAIL
info@glenmoresailboats.com

all CHRiS-CRaFTS “regardless of age, type or 
condition” are invited to the 2013 Chris-Craft BC 
Rendezvous July 19-21 at Telegraph Harbour Marina, 
Thetis Island. For details, visit www.chriscraftbc.com or 
email meetup@chriscraftbc.com. 

CaLLing aLL 
CHRiS-CRafT

 Chris-Crafts gather at Port 
Orchard WA July 11-14 and at 
Telegraph Harbour July 19-21.
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SeaSoningS, FlavourS 
oF the Southern gulF 
iSlandS by Andrea & David 
Spalding (Harbour Publishing 
2013, $29.95) 2012 was a year 
of feasting, sampling, collecting, 
interviewing and cooking for 
longtime Pender Island residents 
David and Andrea Spalding. They 
roamed extensively on Mayne, Salt 
Spring, Saturna, Galiano and the 
Penders, sniffing out delectable 

recipes, interviewing chefs and food gurus, tracking down lav-
ender growers, sleuthing out cheese-makers, fishermen, coffee 
roasters and artisan bakers, trying out recipes and arranging 
all their discoveries in a very readable book. The result is way 
more than just a cookbook; it’s a compendium of island life 
full of interesting characters, island anecdotes, and insider tips 
and tales. Armed with this book, skippers can become culinary 
experts, impress crew and guests with their local knowledge, 
and have a whole lot more fun visiting the islands. 

Few islanders know more about the Gulf Islands than 
this couple, who between them have published more than 
40 books. All skippers who cruise the Gulf Islands, foodies or 
not, should add this attractive book to their galleys.

–Cherie Thiessen 

BookS  
on BoaTS

GooD weaTHeR brought out strong weekend crowds at 
the BC Yacht Brokers Association Victoria Floating Boat Show 
April 18-21. BC’s largest floating show, in one of the coast’s 

most attractive settings, the event offered more than 150 boats 
on display on the Inner Harbour docks, along with shoreside 
exhibits of electronics, accessories, clothing and services. 

THe VillaGe oF SoinTUla invites sailors and pow-
erboaters to join its Canada Day Regatta June 30 and July 
1. The regatta features fun sail and predicted-log racing on 
the waters off Malcolm Island, along with a marina market, 
marine swap, dragon boat rides and children’s events, a 
Canada Day cake-cutting ceremony and a beer garden. 
Registration is $25 and proceeds go to the local Friends 
In Need Now (FINN) fund, which assists with expenses 
related to medical appointments.

www.sointulacanadadayregatta.com. 

ViCToRia BoaT SHoW 

Canada daY 
REgaTTa in 
SoinTULa

 Sidney’s White Dragon 
won last year’s inaugural 

Canada Day Regatta.
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For the dealer nearest to you

     

          Trotac Marine Ltd. 

          Toll free 1-866-287-6822 

          sales@trotac.ca

 Dt  Series Diesel Heaters

  Three new super quiet forced hot air diesel boat heaters.

Enjoy the peace and quiet of boating with Wallas heat on board.

  The Wallas line of diesel and kerosene heating units offer heating

options for boats ranging from 17 feet to 47 feet. 

You Should Feel The Heat...

           Not Hear It!

If Space is a Problem...

  Here’s a Solution!

85DU/270

800/220

                            You can prepare a meal, then

                            close the blower lid and the

                            cook top is now a hot air

                            cabin heater. Enjoy the warmth 

                            of up to 6500 btu’s of safe, quiet and

                            easy to use heat. Ideal for boats 

                            where space can be a issue.

 

Diesel Cook Top

  Cabin Heater

Kerosene

ENGEL COOLERS
BEAR RESISTANT

BEAR RESISTANT
YETI COOLERS

Dealer Inquiries Welcome

There are two Premium brands 
of coolers,Yeti and Engel.Long ice 
retention, quality throughout, heavy 
duty lid seals, sit on them, stand 
on them.They keep items cold in 
summer and items from freezing in 
winter. Many different sizes up to 
320 quart. We are the Canadian 
Wholesalers for both these top 
brands. We stock 20 different 
sizes and up to 2,000 coolers in 
Edmonton. Orders are shipped 
throughout Canada the same day 
they are received.

UK Products Canada Inc
16652-117 Avenue NW,  
Edmonton, AB. T5M 3W2 
Toll Free: 877-560-2350
P: 780-484-2350 F: 780-444-3989
www.underwaterkineticscanada.com

MODEL  OUTSIDE  WEIGHT
15 qt. Yeti  17 ½ x 12 3/8 x 12 ¼  10 lbs.
25 qt. Yeti  20 5/8 x 14 1/8 x 13 ½  15 lbs.
25 qt. Engel  20 ½ x 14 ¼ x 13.8  18 lbs.
35 qt. Yeti  21 x 15 ½ x 15 ½  17 lbs.
35 qt. Engel  24.4 x 14.8 x 15.1  22 lbs.
45 qt. Yeti  25 ½ x 15 ½ x 15 ½  22 lbs.
65 qt. Yeti  30 ½ x 17 1/8 x 16 ¼  27 lbs.
65 qt. Engel  29.9 x 16.8 x 16 ½  28 lbs.
80 qt. Engel  34.8 x 16.8 x 17.6  33 lbs.
85 qt. Yeti  35 x 17 1/8 x 18  32 lbs.
105 qt. Yeti  30 ½ x 19 x 19 ¾  33 lbs.
120 qt. Yeti  40 x 19 1/8 x 18  39 lbs.
123 qt. Engel  42 x 18.8 x 17.7  45 lbs.
155 qt. Yeti  44 x 19 1/8 x 21 ¼  45 lbs.
240 qt. Engel  51.8 x 22.2 x 21  68 lbs.
250 qt. Yeti  55 x 22 x 21 ¼  77 lbs.
320 qt. Engel  62 x 22.7 x 22.1  102 lbs.

wiTH nine GRanD bankS 36 models for sale—from 
a 1970 wooden classic to a 2001 wide-body that was the 
third-last GB 36 built—Grand Yachts invited prospective 
buyers to “take the helm” of these boats at their sales docks 
in Coal Harbour and Port Sidney. Broker Alan McKillop said 
the March 23 event succeeded in introducing visitors to the 
36 and to Grand Banks in general.

“We wanted to give people the opportunity to experience 
a GB and understand why they have become legendary. We 
had people from a wide background, including sailors looking 
to move to power, people looking to move up in size, people 
who had heard of Grand Banks never had the chance to 
cruise on one, and the generally curious,” said McKillop.

“I think people enjoyed getting out in the boats and 
seeing how they handle, seeing why Grand Banks are the 
legendary boats that they are.”

Grand Yachts’ principal Brian Kell said “Take the Helm” 
resulted in two boat sales and helped answer visitors’ 
questions about the trawler experience: “Moving from sail 
to power, trying out a boat running at a slower, easier pace, 
feeling the sense of noise, light, comfort, security. We moved 
a number of people along a few notches in their thinking. 
And we all had fun!” 

www.grandyachts.com. 

gB 36:  
Taking  
THE HELm

 Grand Yachts’ “Take the Helm” showed off Grand Banks 36s  
in Coal Harbour (above) and Port Sidney.
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SCUTTLEbUTT

knoTS…oR noT?
Another fine edition of Canadian 
Yachting West in March. We especially 
enjoyed the article about Sidney Spit as 
it is close to us on Pender Island.

I have noticed in CY and other 
boating magazines the continued use 
of “miles per hour”? Canada has been 
on the metric system since 1975, 
so distances for landlubbers are in 
kilometres and speeds are in kilometres 
per hour. For boaters, tradition has 
always been distances in nautical miles 
and speeds in knots (nautical miles per 
hour). So why are there two boat tests 
(Grady White Freedom 335, page 65) 
and the Beneteau Swift 34 (page 68) 
expressing their speeds at various RPM 
in miles per hour? In the article on the 
Beneteau we get a combination of the 
two: “instead of a top speed of 10 or 
12 knots, the Swift 34 tops at about 24 
MPH and cruises very economically at 
about 17 MPH”? 

I’m confused! Let’s stick with nauti-
cal terms for the boating public. 

Tony Merry
CPS Instructor

Pender Island BC

Generally we follow tradition and express 
on-water distances in the magazine in 
nautical miles (we call them miles for 
brevity, then use kilometres on land). We 
use knots to express the speeds of boats 
such as sailboats and slower powerboats 
such as trawlers. However, operators of 
faster powerboats typically talk miles per 
hour, not knots, and their boats are often 
equipped with speedometers that read in 
MPH, not knots. Manufacturers typically 
quote performance data in MPH as well. 
So our reviews of boats in this category 
follow that pattern.

Just to keep us all on our toes, 
Canadian charts display depths in 
metres, but most boaters I know, myself 
included, operate in feet. Converting 
keeps the old brain sharp! – Ed.

TRanSiTinG FalSe naRRowS
I recently read your excellent article on 
passes in the Gulf Islands (April 2012). 
I couldn’t help but smile when the 
writer described Georgeson and Boat 
passages as difficult but reasonable in 
good conditions, but False Narrows, 
which has marks and is routinely 
navigated by tugs towing log booms, is 
lovely “in a dinghy.” 

I moor in Degnen Bay and have 
gone through False Narrows in the 
past few years with a 37’ trawler yacht 
and a Morgan 41, as well as numerous 
smaller craft: always on a rising tide 
because the most likely problem is 
inadvertently discovering the sand-
banks that flank the channel at either 
end of the narrows. It’s soft bottom.

Fred Apstein
Victoria BC

This is an interesting insight into False 
Narrows and offers more local knowledge 
of this long (almost 1.5 miles) and 
shallow pass. Of course, both a 37’ trawler 
and a Morgan 41 are shoal-draft vessels 
(under five feet), and False Narrows 
may be quite safe for someone who has 
transited it in numerous small craft on 
a rising tide. For myself, in a boat that 
draws more than six feet, I would pass on 
this pass, but I’d still love to explore it in 
a dinghy. Thank you. – William Kelly

SaFaRilanD GRoUp  
aCqUiReS mUSTanG 
SURViVal
Burnaby BC’s Mustang 
Survival, the North 

American market leader in lifesaving 
equipment for recreational, military, 
law enforcement and industrial users, 
has been acquired by The Safariland 
Group, a leading manufacturer of 
protective products and equipment for 
law enforcement and the military.

For more than 45 years, Mustang 
Survival has developed innovative ideas 

and products for lifesaving, including 
flotation clothing, inflatable PFDs, dry 
suits, anti-g suits and a wide range of 
products to protect serious marine and 
aviation users in extreme environments.

“Joining forces with The Safariland 
Group represents an important 
step in the global expansion of the 
Mustang Survival brand,” said Mustang 
President Jim Hartt, who will remain in 
his current role. “We expect to leverage 
their resources to further drive our 
innovation in new product develop-
ment…as we expand the reach of our 
safety equipment to new customers, 
markets and applications.”

For more on Mustang Survival, 
see “Staying Afloat” in the May 2013 
edition of Canadian Yachting West. 

REadERS  
WRiTE

May 31-June 2 Hunter Rendezvous 
 Telegraph Harbour Marina
June 4 Derek Hatfield, Easter Seals 
 Royal Van YC Jericho 
June 8 Classic Boat & Car Show 
 Burrard Yacht Club
June 14-16 Beneteau Rendezvous 
 Telegraph Harbour Marina
June 21-23 Jeanneau Rendezvous  
 Poets Cove Marina
July 1 Sointula Canada Day Regatta 
 Sointula
July 11-14 Pacific Northwest  
 Chris-Craft Rendezvous  
 Port Orchard WA
July 13 National Bank  
 Easter Seals Regatta 
 Royal Vancouver YC
July 19-21 Canadian Chris-Craft  
 Rendezvous  
 Telegraph Harbour Marina
August 16-18 Canoe Cove Association  
 Rendezvous  
 Genoa Bay Marina

Planning a rendezvous, club cruise or 
other boating event? We’d like to hear 
about it. Email us in advance with details 
at duartsnow@kerrwil.com and send us a 
short report and photos afterward. We’ll run 
your announcements, stories and photos in 
a future issue of Canadian Yachting West. 

on THe CalenDaR



Follow the leader
North technology leadership is 
redefining performance, durability 
and value in cruising sails. 

Durable, lightweight polyester, 
Spectra* and Spectra/carbon sail 
laminates deliver speed and distance. 

†Ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene, produced under the trademark or Dyneema® or Spectra®

 For the greatest return on your sailing investment, contact your North Sails representative today. 
You’ll discover why more cruising sailors rely on North than any other sailmaker in the world.

Superior 3D thermo-molded 
performance and shapeholding,  
with yarn layouts specifically 
designed for cruisers.

North’s patented warp-oriented 
polyester sailcloth delivers a new level 
of performace for woven sailcloth.       

An unmatched blend of 
performance, extended sail 
life and affordability. 

*Restrictions may apply. 
Contact your North Sails 

representative for details. 

Toronto 416-259-9644
Nova Scotia 902-634-3343
Vancouver 604-271-2111
www.northsails.com



TRUE NORTH YACHTS WELCOMES
YOU TO THE NEXT LEVEL!

Exclusive Ontario Dealer for Bavaria Power Boats 29’ to 49’

Experience luxury, 
comfort and space. 

BAVARIA VIRTESS – a new class of yacht

Contact:
Peter Solty
psolty@truenorthyachts.ca
(905) 274-8001

truenorthyachts.ca

CY-Bavaria Motor-Full-Page-2013.indd   1 13-04-25   11:56 AM



Box 134 • South Casco, Maine 04077 
Tel 207-655-3831 • www.sabreyachts.com

Downeast, beautiful . . .  and yours.

Sabre 38, 42, 48 & 54 Salon Express  •  Sabre 42 & 54 Fly Bridge

The All New Sabre 38 Salon ExpressThe All New Sabre 38 Salon Express

The exciting new Sabre 38 Salon Express is 
now available in Central Canada through –

True North Yachts
1 Port Street East

Port Credit, ON L5G 4N1
Phone: 905-274-8001
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 The Port of 
Friday Harbor is the 

Salish Sea’s most 
popular marina.

 Dockside  
in the San 
  Juans

THe San JUan iSlanDS oFFeR an eCleCTiC 
alTeRnaTiVe To CanaDa’S GUlF iSlanDS, 

inClUDinG eiGHT SUpeRb DeSTinaTion maRinaS.

By Roy Stevenson | photography by Linda popovich

F
ew CRUiSinG GRoUnDS can match 
Washington State’s Puget Sound for its wide 
array of natural beauty, wildlife and idyllic 
boating conditions. Right across the border 

from Canada’s Gulf Islands lies the eclectic group 
of islands known as the San Juans, a favourite 
destination for Canadian cruisers for decades.

One of the great pleasures of cruising in the San 
Juans is the islands’ impressive selection of welcom-
ing and well-run marinas. Here are eight great marina 
destinations for you to visit, explore and enjoy.

SAN JUAN ISLAND

Roche haRboR
Roche Harbor is renowned among boaters for 
its peaceful, isolated ambience and its majestic 
centerpiece, the white-terraced 123-year-old Hotel 
de Haro. But there’s far more to this typical Pacific 
Northwest scene, where fir and pine-forested rocky 
outcrops descend to a deep blue harbour. It’s a very 
popular boaters’ haven and hundreds of cruisers 
enjoy visits and rendezvous here every year.

Following the major additions of new docks and 
slips, a fuel dock, modern washrooms, showers and 
laundry in 1997, Roche Harbor Marina has firmly 
established itself as the Northwest’s most idyllic 
and convenient moorage for yachters. Recently 
voted one of North America’s Top 10 Marinas, it 
can accommodate up to 377 boats, from 20 to 150’ 
in length, on 11 long wooden finger docks.

This superb deep-water marina’s telephone 
hookups, high-speed Internet and unique floating 
mobile sewage pump-out service make it a home 
away from home for local cruisers as well as visitors 
from around the world. A covered 40’ by 40’ barge 
is available for guests and complete with propane 

barbecues, chairs and tables. The marina also has a 
mechanic available for repairs. 

The Hotel de Haro has three superb restaurants 
that feature the Northwest’s finest seafood cuisine 
and wines, and a spa. Exploring the art galleries, 
gift shops, bookstore, sculpture park and historical 
landmarks beside the harbour is a pleasant half-
day’s activity. Hiking trails wind through the old 
limestone quarries on the hillside for those who 
prefer dry land. Tennis courts and a swimming pool 
are available closer to the harbour.

In the evenings boaters and hotel guests gather 
at the flag pavilion for Roche Harbor’s moving 
colours ceremony, when flags of the US, Canada 
and the UK are lowered to their national anthems, 
followed by “taps” and a booming shot from the 
cannon. This tradition dates to the 1950s. 

FRiday haRboR
With 15,000 boater visits each year, Friday Harbor 
offers the Salish Sea’s most popular and lively 
marina. You’ll understand its appeal from the 
moment you glimpse this picturesque harbor, 
tucked away between two expansive tree-covered 
fingers of headland. 

“We don’t turn guests away—we raft and 
squeeze people in,” says harbourmaster Tami 
Hayes. “We’ve had five or six boats deep all over the 

San jUanS
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Roche Harbor 
Harbourmaster Kevin Carlton 
kevin@rocheharbor.com 
1-800-586-3590 or  
360-378-2155 
VHF Channel 78A 
www.rocheharbor.com

Friday Harbor  
Harbourmaster Tami Hayes 
tamih@portfridayharbor.org 
360-378-2688 
VHF Channel 66A 
www.portfridayharbor.org

Deer Harbor 
Harbourmaster Marc Broman 
mbroman@deerharborma-
rina.com 
360-376-3037 
VHF Channel 78A 
www.deerharbormarina.com

West Sound Marina 
Harbourmaster Betsy Wareham 
betsy@westsoundmarina.com 
360-376-2314 
www.westsoundmarina.com 
or www.westsoundmarina.net

Rosario Resort 
Harbourmaster Terry Jones 
harbormaster@rosarioresort.com 
800-562-8820 or  
360-376-2152 
VHF Channel 78A 
www.rosarioresort.com

Doe Bay Resort 
Shannon Borg 
marketing@doebay.com 
360-376-2291  
(Front desk, 9-5 pm) 
360-376-8059 (Doe Bay Café, 
5-9 pm; hours seasonal) 
www.doebay.com

Lopez Islander 
Harbourmaster Dick Gardener 
desk@lopezfun.com 
800-736-3434  
VHF Channel 78A 
www.lopezfun.com

Islands Marine Center 
Harbourmaster Chris Coldwell  
imc@rockisland.com  
ccoldwell57@hotmail.com 
360-468-3377 
VHF Channel 69   
www.islandsmarinecenter.com

ConTaCTS & CooRDinaTeS LP9.9LP2.5

LP5.0

THE
WORLDS FIRST

PROPANE
POWERED

OUTBOARD
ENGINES

Contact us for a dealer nearest you

1494 Powell St
Vancouver, BC  V5L 5B5
Phone: 604-253-7721     

Toll Free:  1-800-663-0600

70 Ellis Drive - Unit 1
Barrie, ON L4N 8Z3

Phone: 705-721-0143
Toll Free: 1-800-565-9561

breakwater. People come from all over the world to 
resupply, swap crews, or rest on their way through.” 

Friday Harbor’s number-one attraction is the 
nationally rated Whale Museum. Opened in 1979, 
this museum draws 25,000 visitors each year. Pick 
up the brochure entitled “Discover Historic Friday 
Harbor” from the visitor’s centre and you can take a 
self-guided tour of the town’s old buildings dating 
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from 1867. Farther up the hill, you can visit the San 
Juan Historical Museum—a small pioneer village of 
eight antique buildings. 

Friday Harbor is a popular arts community and 
boasts several galleries and studios for art lovers, 
three well-stocked bookshops, a variety of shops for 
everyone’s needs and wants (including provisions), 
tasting rooms for local wines, about 30 restaurants, 
and many outdoor activities ranging from kayak 
tours to whale-watching. Exploring the rest of San 
Juan Island is a must, and it’s easy to rent a bicycle, 
a moped or a car here.  

The town’s major events are the Fourth of July 
Parade and Fireworks, Splash of Color weekend 
in mid-July (a combined Lavender Festival and 
Summer Arts Fair), and Artstock (visual arts and 
music) on the first weekend of October. 

The Port of Friday Harbor has 120 guest slips 
out of a total of 500 berths, but the port crew fills 
permanent customer slips when they are vacant. 
Services include laundry, showers, electricity, chan-
dleries, provisions, a fuel dock, US Customs Port of 
Entry, vessel assistance and repair. 

ORCAS ISLAND

deeR haRboR 
Deer Harbor is one of Puget Sound’s quietest and 
most picturesque moorages: tall, rocky cliffs topped 
with a thick green cover of Douglas firs line the 
harbour’s west side, with the cabins of Deer Harbor 
Resort along the east side of the harbor. 

Deer Harbor’s easiest access from the south is 

via Pole Pass between Crane Island and Bird Rock. 
With rocks along shorelines and in the approaches 
and sometimes swift currents, this narrow pass 
looks more formidable than it really is. It’s deep, 
well marked, and frequently used. Stay in mid-
channel, keep your speed down, and watch for the 
rocks on the north shoreline, marked with a red “2”.

Inside Deer Harbor, stay well clear of the shoals 
on the east shore, and look for Deer Harbor Resort 
to starboard, a sprawling series of brown and gray 
cabins on the hillside. 

The marina has 111 slips (55 for guests) but 
harbourmaster Marc Broman advises visitors to call 
first to reserve if visiting in July or August. This is 
a busy spot in the summer, hosting 15 to 20 yacht 
club rendezvous each year and Broman has reluc-
tantly turned boats away when the marina was full. 

The marina offers full amenities: power, water, 
shower and toilet facilities, laundry, Internet access, 
pump-out, garbage disposal, recycling, and a fuel 
dock at the south float.

Conveniently located on the dock, the Marina 
Store is a grocery store that doubles as a café with a 
surprisingly lengthy menu. You can rent kayaks right 
off the dock, hire a naturalist to tell you about the 
whales of the San Juans, or visit photographer Peter 
Fromm’s gallery. Boaters have free access to the 
resort swimming pool, located directly across the 
road from the marina entrance. 

And there is a world-class restaurant just a 
10-minute walk up Deer Harbor Road. The Deer 
Harbor Inn Restaurant offers a selection of fresh 
seafood, steaks and gourmet meals. If you need a 

San jUanS

ABOVE
 Deer Harbor 

Marina lies in one of 
Puget Sound’s most 

picturesque bays.

OPPOSITE

 TOP: The 
123-year-old Hotel 

de Haro is a majes-
tic centrepiece 

at Roche Harbor 
Resort.

 BOTTOM LEFT: 
Friday Harbor’s 

most popular 
attraction is the 
Whale Museum.

 BOTTOM RIGHT: 
Orcas Island’s 

West Sound Marina 
boasts a truly 

amazing marine 
store and chandlery.
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ride from the marina to the restaurant, phone ahead 
and they’ll pick you up in their 1972 blue Caddy 
limousine (360-376-1040). 

West sound
Orcas Island’s West Sound is scenic enough for a 
pleasant moorage. “But the main reason why sailors 
come in here is when they need repairs,” says Betsy 
Wareham, president of West Sound Marina. “We 
have the biggest boat lift in the San Juans: 30 tons.”

“We do have some regulars who stay here every 
year for a few days,” adds Wareham. Canadian 
boaters take note: the Orcas Island Yacht Club has 
reciprocal arrangements with most BC clubs. On 
Friday nights in the summer, the yacht club has 
open sailboat races. 

With only six of the 180 slips at West Sound 
reserved for guests, it pays to make reservations at 
least 24 hours in advance and further out before 
long weekends. 

RosaRio ResoRt
Rosario Resort is a must-visit for cruisers in the 
San Juans. A night at this magnificent refurbished 
hotel, on the eastern shore of East Sound, will take 
you back to the early 1900s, when Seattle ship-
builder Robert Moran built this historic home to 
last with 12-inch thick concrete walls. The resort’s 
rich history and ambiance make for an interesting 
and relaxing stay. 

Visit the Moran Museum, walk the trail around 
Cascade Lake or hike up Mount Constitution. 
To explore further afield, take one of the public 

121 West 1st Street, North Vancouver, B.C. V7M 1B2 
Phone 604-985-0911 | Toll Free 1-866-985-0911

Very competitiVe prices with a great selection
MARTIN MARINE

Inflatable PFD with MITTM

Lighter, simpler and all-
around better, this little PFD 
packs a lot of benefits into 
its stylish figure. Manual 
MD2051; Automatic MD2053

Inflatable PFD with HITTM

Neoprene ComfortCollarTM 
with SecureZipTM closure 
and heavy-duty coated nylon. 
With or without safety harness 
MD3153

We have the neW, automatic, canadian coast guard 
approved vests, With or Without sailing harnesses! 

IS YOUR RIG RIGHT?
Prepare for a safe season. 
With a comprehensive 
rigging inspection from  
the rigging professionals. 

Wire, rod and composite 
rigging, huge rope 
selection, Genoa and 
spinnaker furling gear. 
Custom fabrication in 
stainless and aluminum
sales@pro-tech.bc.ca
604-988-3052
1629 Columbia Street  
North Vancouver, BC

Think Sailing!
HalyardS, SHeetS, lifeliNeS
furliNG; GeNoa & SPiNNaker

Think BlockS!
HarkeN, roNStaN, GarHauer
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shuttle buses. The small town of East Sound offers 
many tourist shops, galleries, boutiques, an excel-
lent bookshop, and restaurants. 

The resort spa offers a variety of rejuvenating 
treatments and an indoor pool. You can dine at the 
Mansion Restaurant and Moran Lounge for a fine 
Northwest gourmet meal, or for lighter fare try the 
Cascade Bay Grill and General Store. 

Staying in any of the resort’s 10 suites is a 
treat, with a selection of bayside, waterfront, 
garden or harbour suites. The biggest problem 
you’re likely to encounter at Rosario is that you’ll 
want to stay longer!

The resort marina has 38 slips and 12 mooring 
buoys in deep water in the eastern half of Cascade 
Bay. All slips have power, water and fuel dock 
access. The marina fee includes use of all hotel 
facilities, including pool, showers, laundry, spa 
and tennis courts; there’s also a children’s pool at 
the head of the dock. Rosario Resort takes prepaid 
reservations for overnight and day-use moorage. 

doe bay
Doe Bay is off the beaten track on the southeast 
shore of Orcas, en route to the northern outposts 
of the San Juans such as Sucia, Matia, Patos and 
Clark islands, as well as Lummi Island and the 
Canadian Gulf Islands. 

The resort has one guest mooring buoy that will 
accommodate vessels to 45’, as well as anchorage 
for approximately six boats in depths of 12 to 24’ 
and another six boats further out in 36 to 48’ of 
water. Boaters can dinghy or kayak ashore to the 
property and take the terraced stairs from the rocky 
beach to the café. After dark, be prepared with a 
lantern or flashlight.

This moorage, opposite the 33-acre Doe Bay 
Resort and Retreat, provides a beautiful natural 

setting. Don’t expect a slick resort here. Instead, 
you’ll find 30 quaint cabins, domes and yurts that 
look like they were constructed as part of a hippie 
community circa the 1960s—which, apparently, is 
how this resort got started.

It’s this rustic charm that attracts people to 
Doe Bay. You can come here to resupply and not 
be bothered by other people unless you choose to par-
ticipate in resort activities (yoga, massage, horseshoes, 
volleyball, kayaking, hiking and more). The Doe Bay 
Café serves breakfast, lunch and dinner. Their store 
offers provisions and a variety of arts and crafts.

Although the bay is not well protected from 
southerly winds and occasional swells from passing 
ships, the waters are generally calm, and depths are 
good over a sandy bottom, with a few shallow spots 
that are well marked on NOAA charts.

Note: Peapod Rocks lie just outside Doe Bay to 
the east. With strong currents, shallows and rocks, 
this area calls for caution. Check charts and tides 
carefully before transiting this area. 

Boaters must be able to meet US requirements when 
crossing the border. US Customs wants to know who you 
are, where you live and your citizenship. Travelling with 
a valid passport is the simplest way to cross the border 
without hassles. Other acceptable documentation includes 
a US Permanent Resident Card, a US Passport Card, a 
Nexus Card and I-68, or a CANPASS. 
When you enter the US go directly to a customs port of 
entry before going ashore. Remember that until clear-
ance is granted, only the vessel’s master is permitted 
ashore to meet US Customs. In the San Juans, there are 
ports of entry at Roche Harbor and Friday Harbor, San 
Juan Island. 
The Waggoner Cruising Guide and website offer excellent 
advice for clearing customs in both directions.
www.waggonerguide.com/content/general-tips-crossing-
border-both-ways

CRoSSinG THe boRDeR

San jUanS

 The Doe Bay 
Café serves 

breakfast, lunch 
and dinner, while 

the store offers 
provisions and arts 

and crafts.



REGISTER FOR THE NATIONAL BANK
EASTER SEALS CHARIT Y REGATTA

www.EasterSealsRegatta.ca   •  604-873-1865

H O S T E D  B Y  T H E
R O YA L  VA N C O U V E R

YA C H T  C L U B
Flying and No Flying Sails Divisions 
$100 registration fee or recruit a minimum $250 boat sponsor 
Boat Sponsorship Levels - $250, $500, $1000, $1500 
Join the ‘Pub Cup Challenge’, & get your local favourite involved
“Pirate Parade” through False Creek
Best Pirate Themed Boat & Crew Spirit Awards
Supporting Easter Seals House Vancouver
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LOPEZ ISLAND

Lopez isLandeR
Fisherman Bay, on Lopez Island’s west side, 
provides a serene haven for visiting boaters with 
two marinas. The entrance to the bay is shallow, 
narrow and winding but well-marked—study charts 
carefully before entering. High tide is the safest 
time to enter or depart.

Lopez Island is a lower-key place than neigh-
bouring islands but this is why people visit—it’s 
like going back 40 years to a kinder, gentler time. 
For the active visitor there’s plenty to do: kayak-
ing, cycling, golf and tennis. For hikers, several 
parks offer good trails. Lopez Village, 1.5 kilo-
metres from the marinas, has shopping, a history 
museum, art galleries, gift shops, a bookstore and 
a Saturday Market. 

Mooring at the marina gives you access to 
the Lopez Islander Resort amenities, includ-
ing the pool, hot tub, spa and the Water View 
Lounge and Restaurant. If you crave a night 
ashore, the resort rooms are comfortable and 
equipped with kitchenettes. 

The marina’s 64 slips accommodate small 
boats to large yachts, with power, water, a fuel 
dock with diesel and propane, showers and a 
store. The resort prefers reservations by phone for 
guest moorage. 

isLands MaRine centeR
Only a few hundred metres north of the Lopez 
Islander is Fisherman Bay’s other marina, Islands 
Marine Center has 100 slips and transient moorage 
with 80’ fingers and a breakwater. Harbourmaster 
Chris Coldwell says about 40 percent of his guests 
are Canadians. He recommends that visitors make 
reservations from February onwards. 

IMC is a full-service marina with a 25-ton 
hoist and a full marine repair center, including a 
chandlery and marine parts sales. It also sells some 
brands of premier boats. The marina has a state-
of-the-art pump-out system, like a central vacuum 
system with ports spread out around the facility. 

Note: Directly opposite the two Fisherman 
Bay marinas, a long strip of the harbour is used for 
Kenmore Air float plane take-offs and landings. 
Fisherman Bay is crowded in the summer and rec-
reational boats may venture inadvertently into the 
marked seaplane take-off zone, disrupting flights. 
Be aware of this zone and stay well clear. 

Roy Stevenson is a travel writer and 
photographer based in Seattle, Wash-
ington. With more than 800 articles 
published in 180 regional, national and 
international magazines, newspapers, 
trade journals, in-flights and online 
travel magazines, he is one of the most 
prolific travel writers in the US.

San jUanS
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Get the lightweight 
 heavyweight behind you.

The 3.0L Mercury® 150 FourStroke delivers industry-leading holeshot, piles on the top-end 
speed, and barely breaks a sweat. Engines with this much displacement can produce up to 250hp. 
The 150 doesn’t have to, which helps make it the most durable outboard on the water. And even 
with all that displacement, it’s still 20 pounds lighter than the competition. Which saves money 
on fuel and helps make you one of the happiest anglers on the water. Mercury behind you,  
the world before you. Visit your Mercury Dealer or mercurymarine.com.

© Mercury Marine
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Toll Free 1-877-656-1157
Phone 250-656-1157 FAX 250-656-1155

Sidney, B.C. Canada
www.philbrooks.com yachts@philbrooks.com
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CANADIAN SERVICE AND WARRANTY PROVIDERS
FOR NORDHAVN AND SELENE

Why Choose 
                     Philbrook’s ? 

Because...
We’re Damn Good
We’re Experienced

We’re On Time
We’re On Budget

We Care and
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Experience a Higher Standard

“A New TouchscreeN So EaSy, 
I DIDN'T NeeD The MANuAl!
I've been running charters in the Outer Banks for almost 30 years,
and with the narrow channels here at Oregon Inlet, there's no room for error. The new 
Simrad NSS touchscreen is the most accurate and easiest to use plotter I've seen yet. Clear-cut 
menus and icons with Touch Sensible design make it a breeze to learn, and the Broadband 
Sounder 2, with Chirp, can distinguish a truckload of tuna from a school of bait. That's why I 
chose the Simrad NS series over Garmin, Raymarine and Furuno. –  Captain Billy Maxwell ”

The new Simrad NSS Sport multifunction display — available in 7-, 8- and 12-inch models — 
combines Touch Sensible™ Technology and total integration with Simrad's award-winning  
autopilots, Broadband Radar™, Broadband Sounder™ and StructureScan™ Sonar Imaging  
module. Find out more at www.simrad-yachting.com.

I AM

Garmin, Raymarine and Furuno  are registered in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office and are not owned by or affiliated with Simrad Yachting or Navico. Billy Maxwell is a contracted spokesperson for Simrad Yachting.

SERVICE BEYOND  
THE STANDARD.

Check out our  
new online store!

www.roton.ca

Visit Our Showroom At

1628 Duranleau  Street
Granville Island , B.C. V6H 3S4

604-688-2325
604-688-5162 fax • www.Roton.ca
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 Adamant I tied to the dock 
at the visitors’ centre in the 

Dismal Swamp Canal.

The GreaT 
 Loop

GreaT Loop - PART III

A
dAmAnT 1 hAs hAd An 
AdvenTuRous TRIP 
sInce ReTuRnIng 
fRom The BAhAmAs. 

The InTRAcoAsTAl WATeRWAy 
Is full of TWIsTs And TuRns, 
mARshlAnd, shAlloW WATeR And 
sPecTAculAR sceneRy. IT hAs 
Been veRy quIeT As Well WITh 
lITTle BoAT TRAffIc. We Pulled 
InTo feRnAndInA BeAch AT The 

floRIdA-geoRgIA BoRdeR. We 
heARd IT WAs BeAuTIful TheRe 
so We RenTed A cAR And TouRed 
All dAy. sAdly, We goT cAughT 
In A TRoPIcAl dePRessIon ThAT 
lAsTed foR TWo dAys WITh sus-
TAIned WInds of 80 km/h.

Once the storm abated, we headed 
north again. Georgia doesn’t have much 
to offer except marshland. We did, 
however, see wild horses walking the 

beach on Cumberland Island. We also 
spent two glorious days cycling around 
Jekyll Island. What a resort area that 
must have been in its heyday!

We continued our tour of the 
south by exploring Charleston, South 
Carolina. We did the walking tour 
of the historic section and spent a 
day touring the Yorktown, a retired 
aircraft carrier. For anyone interested 
in warships, the Yorktown has been 

Story and Photos by Lynn and Pat Lortie

heAdIng home

–part III
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 Yacht Coatings

Epifanes Yacht Coatings: in an 
unsurpassed palette of colors and 
seven varnish formulas that define 
exquisite brightwork worldwide 
— at your local chandlery, online at 
epifanes.com or call 1-800-269-0961.

The
Epifanes 
Look

kept to museum standards and is an 
amazing ship to tour. 

Our next stop was Georgetown. 
There we did the real tourist thing. We 
visited a plantation house, took the 

trolley tour and did the walking tour. 
The town boasts a live oak tree that 
is reputed to be 700 years old, has a cir-
cumference of 35’ and is 185’ tall. That 
means it was there when Christopher 

Columbus came ashore!
Our next visit was to Wrightsville 

where the seafood was fabulous and 
the West Marine store handy. The 
water was very shallow, so we had to 

 Calvert Marine 
Museum has one of 
the last screw pile 
lighthouses restored 
to full glory.  The 
Dismal Swamp Canal, 
straight as an arrow 
for 22 miles
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be on guard all the time and keep the 
cruising guide handy. That being said, 
we had some really gorgeous anchor-
ages here. Some nights we were alone, 
other nights we had company. One 
night, we were treated to an air show 
as the air base was only two miles away. 
Every type of aircraft came and went 
that evening, including the Osprey, that 
takes off and lands like a helicopter, but 
when airborne, the rotors tilt forward so 
it becomes a prop plane. 

Next up—beautiful Beaufort, North 
Carolina, was where we spent three 
days touring, walking and relaxing. We 
visited the museum twice, shopped and 
dined. It was a great place for some 
down time. A lot of the homes in this 
town were built in the mid-1700s and 
have been carefully restored (at great 
expense I should add). 

Back on Adamant I, we actually 
managed to do some sailing. There 
were some long open water passages 
and it was nice to get the sails up.

North Carolina was especially 
pretty, with gorgeous homes along the 
waterfront and colourful flowers every-
where; even the lilacs were in bloom. 
The great thing about travelling north 
in April and May is that you follow 
spring up the coast! Our next city stop 
was Elizabeth City. We spent two days 
at a free town dock and were treated 
by the town to a wine and cheese party 
our first night there. On Friday night 
we were able to get tickets to a local 
theater group’s production of Harvey. 

Elizabeth City certainly goes out of its 
way to make visitors feel right at home. 

Then it was off to the Dismal 
Swamp, which, by the way, was 
anything but dismal. It was beautiful, 
peaceful, quiet and green. The greenery 
came right down to the banks into the 
water. For most of the 22 miles, the 
channel was only 40’ wide. Thankfully 
we only met one small boat heading 

south. Here the controlling depth is six 
feet and speed is limited to six knots, 
so the big boats don’t like to do the 
“ditch” which is fine with us sailors. 
The next day took us through the final 
lock and down into Norfolk, Virginia. 
Then it was a free-for-all, from silence 
and birdcalls to mayhem and madness. 
It was midday Sunday and it was hot 
and sunny. There was every type of 
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 Pat and Lynn in 
Times Square, NYC

GreaT Loop - PART III

3 Great Locations to Serve You:
8550 River Road, Delta, BC
(West of Alex Fraser Bridge)

604-946-8566
537 Beach Road, Sandspit, BC

250-637-5432
160 Hast Road, Prince Rupert, BC

250-624-5809
www.bridgeviewmarine.com

our lease  
return and used 
outboards from 

9.9-300 hp  
have arrived. 

reserve
yours now 

before they  
are all gone!

time for  
a new 

outboard?

aluminum boat  
& marine power 

speCialists

sales • serviCe • parts

POWER BEYOND COMPARISON

floating craft on the water from Sea-
Doos to warships and freighters, tugs, 
barges and cruisers. We didn’t linger.

When we left Norfolk, we were 
technically in the Chesapeake. But 
for cruising purposes we still had a 
couple of days of travelling to get to the 
cruising grounds. Our first stop was 
Deltaville. It was a very quiet town, so 
quiet in fact, that we didn’t even go to 
shore. The next day we took a mooring 
ball at a marina in Solomans and 
borrowed bikes to do some exploring. 
It is another quiet place with loads of 
marinas and good shopping. We biked 
to the Annmarie Sculpture Garden 
and Arts Center—a 30-acre outdoor 
art museum where trails wind through 
the trees and showcased a variety of 
themed outdoor sculptures.

From Solomons, we headed east to 
St. Michaels on Tilghman Island. We 
have friends that live there who came 
and picked us up, gave us a tour of the 
area and, thankfully, we found some-
where to get our propane tanks filled. 
Then they took us to the Chesapeake 
Bay Maritime Museum. The museum 
builds replica boats and restores old 
ones. We wanted to go back the next 
day but the winds were so high we 
couldn’t leave the boat.

Our next stop was Annapolis. We 

took a guided walking tour of the 
Naval Academy, the historic down-
town area and the Senate building. 
The Naval Academy architecture was 
stunning. Inside the dormitory was a 
masterpiece of marble and intricate 
carvings. Below the massive Naval 
Academy church is the crypt of John 
Paul Jones, the man who set up the 
navy as we know it. It is an incredible 
marble monument designed to look 
like he was buried at sea. The marble 
below the sarcophagus is carved to 
look like waves with dolphins riding 
the waves. We were so much in awe 
that we forgot to take pictures!

We left the next day, headed into 
the C&D Canal for the night and 
crossed to Cape May, New Jersey the 
next day. We were hoping to finally get 
to sail from Cape May to New York 
City, but the wind gods took the day 
off and we motored the whole way to 
Sandy Hook on a flat calm ocean.

One sailing rule is never to enter 
an unknown harbour in the dark. We 
had so far held fast to that rule, but 
the very first time we had to break it 
was heading into New York Harbor. 
What a blaze of lights at 2:00 a.m. 
We took a mooring ball at Atlantic 
Highlands and sat out a gale the 
entire next day. 
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 The Erie Canal resembled 
Venice in some places with its 

towns bordering the river.

 Loads of pelicans greeted us 
at every bridge along the ICW.

When the weather cleared, we took 
the high-speed ferry in to tour New 
York City. We popped into Central 
Park just to say we’d been there. It 
was green, clean, quiet and very lush. 
We did the walking tour of the Times 
Square area and took yet another “Hop 
On, Hop Off” trolley tour. We visited 
Ground Zero; it was a very sobering 
and emotional experience. We also 
rode the elevators to the top of the 
Empire State Building.

We visited a decommissioned aircraft 
carrier and a Concord airplane. When 
we were boarding the Concord, we met 
a charming British couple. Ironically, he 
was a member of the design team and 
she worked as a labourer in the factory 
where they were built so we got person-
ally guided tour of the plane. 

The trip from New York City 
to Ontario was mostly uneventful. 
The Hudson River was broad, deep, 
free from commercial traffic but, 
sadly, full of debris. The Catskill 
Mountains peaks rose to over 1300’ 
right beside the river. Along both 
shorelines were rail lines; passenger 
trains ran on the east side and 
freight trains ran on the west. It was 
amazing to see them run so close to 
shore while at the same time skim-
ming the edge of the mountains. We 

had trains next to our anchorages 
almost every night.

West Point was the highlight of 
the Hudson River. We went past on 
May 22nd, which happened to be 
graduation day there. We saw President 
Obama’s helicopter arrive surrounded 
by mean-looking military choppers…
very official. We passed by a rundown 
castle that was built as a munitions 

storehouse and was never inhabited. 
Apparently, the State of New York has 
purchased it and they are planning to 
have it restored.

At Hop-O-Nos Marine, we had our 
mast stepped. The workers there really 
know what they are doing; the mast 
was down and secured in 20 minutes! 
We headed north and entered the Erie 
Canal at Troy. We were officially back 
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in fresh water. The locks were easy to handle and the canal 
was picturesque and peaceful.

The Oswego Canal was an easy run and we set ourselves up 
to cross Lake Ontario. We waited one day and got the weather 
window we wanted. We rolled around a bit because the mast 
was on deck, but it was only 30 miles across. We searched the 
shoreline for the lighthouse on the point and we were overjoyed 
to see a giant Canadian flag flying beside it! We were home. We 
still had over 300 miles to go to be in our home waters, but that 
Canadian flag meant we had made it all the way! 

It was good to be back in Canada. We had a terrific time in 
Kingston…sight seeing, shopping, and dining with Pat’s cousin 
and his wife. Then we headed to Gananoque to visit the 1000 
Islands for a few days. We moved on to Picton for a day and 
then to Trenton to start the last leg of our journey

Some of the locks on the Trent Severn Waterway are close 
together, so some days we got through seven of them, other days 
only three. There are two sets of flight locks and two lift locks. 

A flight lock is two locks joined together so that when you 
exit the first one, you are entering the second, continuing the 
lift. A lift lock is actually a big tub filled with water, with an 
identical tub beside it. As one tub goes up, the other goes down. 
Peterborough’s lift lock is 65’ and Kirkfield is 47’. The whole trip 
up or down is done in about three minutes. But then there is the 

GreaT Loop - PART III

binnacle.com  1.800.665.6464 15 PURCELL’S COVE ROAD HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA

“AND PLEASE BRING 
 ME NICE VESTS 

 LIKE THE ONES IN 
   THE MAGAZINE.”

The first annual Binnacle Boy Catalogue is getting rave reviews! 

Dinghy sailors and power boat fanatics agree – the deals are incredible 

(and the pictures aren’t bad either). If you missed your copy, there’s still plenty 

to see at binnacle.com, where good girls and boys always get 

friendly service and free shipping on most items over $99.  

Miracles happen every day when you have faith in The Binnacle!

SALUS Salus Abacus PFD #16252 Red, Gold and Black

 Inside the first of the 
flight locks in the Trent 
Severn Waterway.
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www.epaint.com

• Patented Biocide-free photo-active release technology
• Ablative formula wears away over time
• Use on fiberglass, aluminum, wood, outboards, outdrives & trim tabs
• Will not promote electrolysis on prepared metal surfaces
• Easily applied by traditional painting techniques
• Fast drying formula, multiple coats per day possible
• No maximum dry-to-launch times• No maximum dry-to-launch times
• Safe to haul in and out of the water
• Compatible with most epoxy-type primers and antifouling paints  

EP-21 Photo-Active Release Coating

Biocide-Free
Ablative

The Better Bottom Paint

To find a Canadian ePaint dealer near you visit www.paynesmarine.com

1 - 8 6 6 - 9 4 8 - 5 9 9 6
WWW.LANDSEAPOWER.COM

Visit our website or contact us 
to find a dealer in your area.

light, quiet, clean, extremely efficient reliability
8lv370

370 HP
8LV370Z with ZT370 sterndrive

marine railway at Big Chute. Adamant 
was loaded onto a rail car while still in 
the water and slings were placed under 
her. She rested on her keel for the 
5-minute trip up and over the hill while 
the slings held her in place. I couldn’t 
look over the front into the drop below, 
but Pat took a ton of pictures for us.

We had been told that the waterway 
was shallow and weedy; we found a 
few places at five feet but we only got 
fouled in the weeds a couple of times; 
we were lucky. Most nights we stayed 
at lock walls, many of them in towns. 
The locks shut down at 4:00 p.m. so 
we had plenty of time to tour and get to 
know our fellow travellers. We tended 
to stay with the same group most of the 
way up the system. Our daughter, son-
in-law and two small grandsons met us 
at Lakefield to help us do the last 150 
miles of the trip. It was wonderful to 
have them aboard. Our son Darren and 
his family held down the fort at home 
and kept us informed of the excitement 
about the tornado that had just hit 
Midland—our final destination.

On June 27th, we went through our 
last lock at Port Severn and headed into 
Georgian Bay. Darren and his family 
met us in his boat with Pat’s sister and 
husband aboard. We closed the Great 
Loop at exactly noon, in the rain, but 
we hardly noticed. We had plenty of 
well-wishers to meet us and it felt great 
to be home.

We enjoyed our 9500 nautical mile 
trip south and we feel blessed that we 
were able to do the trip when we did. 
We saw so much, experienced more 
and met some of the greatest people…
some will be friends for life. 

We could never have done it 
without Adamant 1, our summer home 
on the water. She stood up to all that 
we put her through and came out 
smiling, happy to be carrying us on our 
quest. She could probably have held 
out a lot longer than her crew. She was 
stable, comfortable, held everything 
we could cram into her and still left 
us with tons of room to live. She never 
complained, worked tirelessly and 
never let us down. She came home 
with some war wounds, the result of 
encounters with dock pilings and lock 
walls, but nothing that couldn’t be fixed 
with a new coat of paint.

She’s a grand lady and we are proud 
to own her. So here’s to you Adamant 1, 
we love you. Thanks for the memories. 



as muCh as peopLe Love 
boaTs and generally love 
being around the water, what 

keeps most people in boating are 
other people; family and friends.

The lifestyle offered by boating 
brings a unique combination of 
personal experiences that often lead to 
lifelong friendships and great memo-
ries. And, what better way to meet new 
people than to break bread together?

An idea we really like is to hold 
a progressive dinner where friends 
go from one boat to another starting 
with hors d’oeuvres, maybe going to 
the next boat for a salad course, then 
enjoying a main course or perhaps a 
series of ‘tapas’ or light meals on a third 
boat before winding up with a fruit or 
dessert course on a fourth boat.

Making the rounds is a great way 
to finally connect with the folks you 
may have seen at the marina but just 
have never met...until now. Organizing 
a progressive dinner among a few 
friends or with your dock neighbours 
isn’t difficult and this way, no one is 

responsible for a major undertaking.
A simple thought is holding a sort 

of pot luck and making a dinner out 
of hors d’oeuvres, so we gathered a 
few recipes that we wanted to share 
and we hope you might share your 
favourites back with us at our website: 
www.canadianyachting.ca.

Sparkling Wines Say Celebration!

These delightful champagne flutes are 
sold with a caddy that prevents them 
from tipping. They are from MARINE 
BUSINESS, S.A. a Spanish company 
created in 1985 in Barcelona. Marine 
Business specializes in high-end nautical 
equipment for your comfort on board in 

tableware, kitchens, cabins, bathrooms 
and on deck. The Marine Business 
line is distributed in Canada by Paynes 
Marine Group and their dealers. 

Appetizers

baLsamIC 
beeTs and  
GoaT’s 
Cheese 
CrosTInI 
When beets 
are roasted, 
their natural 
sweetness is 
heightened 
and concen-
trated. In this 
recipe, their 
flavour is balanced by the sharp tang of 
goat’s cheese. The pairing is served on 
crostini to create a hearty, hand-held 
appetizer. To reduce your on-board 
preparation time, we suggest cooking 
the beets at home in advance.

For the full recipe, go to  
www.canadianyachting.ca and click 
on “Lifestyle” in the top menu bar, then 
select “Entertaining Onboard”

 The Sea Ray 
life! Our thanks to 

the great people at 
Sea Ray for sharing 

this wonderful 
picture with us.entertaining  

 onboard IT’s All ABouT food 
And fRIends!

enTerTaInInG onBoARd

By Canadian Yachting Staff Writers
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 Champagne flutes in a caddy from Marine Business.

 Balsamic Beets and Goat’s 
Cheese Crostini.
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sherYL 
shard’s  
mexICan 
appeTIzer  
Sheryl wrote to 
us and said, “I 
use this recipe 
a lot aboard 
Distant Shores 
since it is attrac-
tive, flavourful 
and easy to 
prepare at a 
moment’s notice 
from mostly canned and bottled goods 
that can be stored on board long-term. 
Adjust amounts slightly to suit the size 
and type of serving dish you choose 
to serve it in. I use a 6” x 8” x 2” glass 
casserole dish (pictured) to show off 
the layers of ingredients. Everything 
is prepared in the dish you serve it in 
so preparation doesn’t mean a lot of 
dishes to wash up afterwards. 

Not only does this save water, it 
leaves you time to relax and enjoy your 
time on the boat.

For the full recipe, go to  
www.canadianyachting.ca and click 
on “Lifestyle” in the top menu bar, then 
select “Entertaining Onboard”

Award-winning 
filmmakers and 
sailing authors, Paul 
and Sheryl Shard, 
have been cruising 
internationally since 
1989 and are the 
hosts of the Distant 
Shores sailing 
adventure TV series 
that is broadcast 

across Canada on Travel and Escape 
Channel. Over 100 half-hour episodes 
of Distant Shores are now available as 
HD digital downloads as well as  
on DVD. For information visit:  
www.distantshores.ca

Readers Recipes

We recently invited our readers to 
send in their favourite recipes and 
this delicious Caribbean Tropical 
Shrimp recipe was the first to arrive.

Our reader writes, “My name is 
Tatiana Zanardi, I’m Brazilian and I 
live in a sail catamaran called Ocean 

Eyes—a Voyage 43 2000—with my 
husband Alcides Falanghe. We moved 
from Sao Paulo to the boat two years 
ago and we don’t regret one second 
of our decision. We have been sailing 
around Caribbean, from BVI to Aruba, 
stopping by almost all the islands in 
the Eastern Caribbean. When I have 
guests on board I like to serve this dish 
as the first one, to give them a taste of 
the Caribbean. The best place to serve 
it is in Bonaire, Dutch Caribbean, a 
paradise for divers and for everybody 
who loves nature. 

For the full recipe, go to www.canadi-
anyachting.ca and click on “Lifestyle” 
in the top menu bar, then select 
“Entertaining Onboard”

 This dish was shared by Fred Apstein, 
Gabriola Island BC. Fred tells us that 
this is best served with a green salad 
dressed with oil and Balsamic vinegar.

For the full recipe, go to  
www.canadianyachting.ca and click 
on “Lifestyle” in the top menu bar, then 
select “Entertaining Onboard”

 Mexican Appetizer aboard 
SV Distant Shores anchored 

in Green Bay, Antigua.
NSS12$2999

{was $3299}

TouchSensibleTM Technology

Expandable with Performance Modules

Integrated GPS Antenna

WiFi Compatible

Navionics / C-Map Cartography

NSS SERIES

NSS8 w/3G Radar
$2999

{was $3599}

NSS7$999
{was $1199}

pricespricesnew low

To find a Simrad dealer near you, visit 
www.simrad-yachting.com/wheretobuy

SIM13_0416_NSSLowPrice-CY-JuneCOOP.indd   1 4/16/13   1:19 PM
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 Blue Pacific mussels with white wine.

 Paul and Sheryl 
Shard aboard Distant 
Shores II in British 
Virgin Islands
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Marvelous Main Course! GrILLed pepper saLmon  
wITh pIneappLe saLsa
Delicious can also be fast and easy! 
Here’s a great grill recipe shared with 
us by the Kenyon people who make an 
extensive line of marine galley equip-
ment, BBQs and accessories. They 
also publish a cookbook as part of their 
www.CookingWithKenyon.com website.

 –Chef John from Kenyon
For the full recipe, go to  

www.canadianyachting.ca and click 
on “Lifestyle” in the top menu bar, then 
select “Entertaining Onboard”

Amazing Coffee 

sTarTs and ends Your daY
What is better to wake up to, or to 
enjoy after a great evening meal than 
a great cup of coffee? We couldn’t 
resist showing you the Barista; the 
Krups people say it’s the crème de la 
crème of coffee machines. This brews 
up coffee just like a Barista would 
and, let’s be honest, you are worth the 
$3,000 price tag!

Visit the Krups Barista Facebook page, 
which includes a video demonstrating 
all of its features: www.facebook.com/
krupscanada.

enTerTaInInG onBoARd

MARINE ASSISTANCE

24HR VESSEL TOWING 

Peace of Mind at Sea

“CPS Partner in Safe Boating” 33% discount for CPS” “CPS Partner in Safe Boating” 33% discount for CPS” 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

MILPRO
Inland Liferafts &  
Marine Limited

www.inlandliferafts.com

Inflatable Boat Repairs

DBC/Zodiac Liferaft Sales & Repack

Mustang Survival – WE SHIP! 

McMurdo Fast Find EPIRBs

Safety Accessories

416-207-0446

 Grilled Pepper Salmon with 
Pineapple Salsa.  Krups Barista is the crème  

de la crème of coffee machines.
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Eliminating The Limitations

Not many boats have a lot of storage 
space, especially for things that need 
refrigeration. That makes the idea of 
sharing amoung a lot of people and 
a few different boats a much more 
practical course of action.

It also makes the most of the usually 
limited refrigeration space onboard. 
That was an issue for our West Coast 
Editor, Duart Snow aboard his Grand 
Banks, but he has a solution that he is 
very happy with. 

Learn all about his portable freezer 
solution on our website!

The bIG ChILL
Extend your cruising range and provi-
sioning options with a portable freezer.

For the full article, go to  
www.canadianyachting.ca and click 
on “Lifestyle” in the top menu bar, then 
select “Entertaining Onboard” 

EVO ST Winches

OneTouch 
Winch Handles

www.lewmar.com

Simple, no nonsense, built to last!
• Easy to service, with no tools required
• Available in a choice of finishes to suit your boat
• Easily convertible to electric
• 7 year warranty

Patented 'OneTouch' mechanism allows you to squeeze the 
release lever and pull to unlock in one quick, easy motion. 

No twisting, jiggling or fiddling 
around, just squeeze and lift!

To find a Canadian Lewmar dealer near you visit www.paynesmarine.com

To find a Canadian Standard Horizon dealer near you visit www.paynesmarine.com

CMP30
SECOND STATION 
REMOTE MICROPHONE

GX1700 
EXPLORER GPS VHF RADIO
Ultra thin and compact rear case design only 3.5” deep! 
The Explorer GX1700 is the first fixed VHF to incorporate a 
12 Channel GPS built into the front panel, there is no need 
to hassle with wiring the radio to a GPS for DSC.

Controls all the functions of your GX1700 
or other compatible Standard Horizon VHF 
radio from a remote location. It’s like 
having a second radio!

Built-in GPS! 
 The Engel MR040 portable freezer stores out of 
the way in our boat’s cockpit, and its 38-litre bin 
holds more than enough meat, fish, bread and other 
perishables for the two of us.

But, even with supplementary refrigeration, 
how long is too long when you are keeping 
food on the boat? 

Just to be sure (and safe) there are guidelines 
from the Canada Food Guide to help you 
know how long you can keep various 
vegetables, fruits and meats either in a locker 
at room temperature (and boat temperature 
can be quite a bit higher than that in summer 
of course) or in the refrigerator. 

One question we wondered about is if it is bet-
ter to wash and bag your salad at home ahead 
of time? A product we like is the Zip-lock 
Produce Bag. The benefit to using a produce 
bag like this is that the bag can keep more 
prepared salad in a smaller space than carry-
ing the lettuce and vegetables separately and 
the bag collapses as you use the contents.

There is information and few recipes at the 
SC Johnson site: www.ziploc.ca.

how LonG Is Too LonG?
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Cooking Onboard With Added Safety

Obviously, some of the recipes you 
want to try will require cooking and we 
are impressed with the new SilKEN 
Induction 2 Burner Cooktop from 
Kenyon. This comes with special high-
temperature Silicone mats. The biggest 
benefit is that induction heats the inside 
of the pot (and quickly) right through the 
Silicone mat. The mat holds the pot in 
place and is shaped to offer spill reten-
tion and quick heat dissipation.

It’s a major safety benefit in that even 
if you make accidental contact with the 

Silicone mats you won’t get burned. You 
have to feel it to believe it!

Check out the video demonstration 
we shot at www.canadianyachting.ca. 
SilKEN Induction Cooktop. Very cool!

Very hot are rail-mounted and 
portable barbeques for your boat. These 
work just as well as a big home unit but 
it takes the cooking heat and smell out 
of the interior and into the open air.

Of course, the enticing smell of the 
grill might start a party on it’s own!

Some of the manufacturers marine 
BBQs that we have tried and liked come 
from Jackson, Kenyon and Kuuma. 

We Invite You To Join The Party!

Share your favourite or most 
practical recipes with your friends 
at Canadian Yachting by emailing 
thodgson@kerrwil.com. We might 
feature your recipe and photos 
the next time! 
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The Best Tender
Lift Solution

The freedom to 
use your watercraft 
where and when you 
want with just the 
touch of a button! 
FreedomLift ™

is the ideal solution 
for transporting 
your tender or PWC.

� Installs independent of your swim platform

� The ONLY lift with easily removable Lift Arms

� Features wireless, hydraulic remote control operation

� Lifting capacity of 800+ lbs.

� Innovative design better than old-style platform lifts

See our dynamic video and digital portfolio on the web

www.freedomlift.com
Call us toll free: 1-866-543-8669

US Patent #6,474,265       Canadian Patent # 2,393,105

Britmar Marine is now pleased to 
offer a new range of inverters/
chargers and combination units 
manufactured by Kisae. The 
inverters are available in both 
modified and pure sine wave 
forms. 

Pure sine wave produces AC 
power at or above the quality 
level of utility grids. Pure sine 
wave can also help eliminate 
static lines on television 
screens and improve the 
quality of a sound system. 
Portable tool chargers, light 
dimmers, laser printers and 
plasma screens or other 
equipment that require pure 
sine wave technology and will 
not work well with modified 
sine wave inverters.

Pure sine wave inverters require 
more electrical components 
and a more intricate design; 
therefore, they are more 

expensive than the modified 
sine wave versions. Modified 
wave form units produce a 
stair stepped output and work 
well with a majority of kitchen 
appliances.

Kisae offer 3 models of 12V 
battery chargers 20amp, 40 
amp and 60 amp. All units 
are 3 stage chargers capable 
of charging up to 3 banks of 
batteries (Gel, AGM, Flooded 
and Lithium). Kisae also 
produce a home solar kit which 
consists of a portable solar 
panel, inverter and battery box.

This is a perfect unit for RV  
use and when loss of power 
is not an option. Kisae/
Britmar offer a wide 
selection of solutions for all 
customer needs. For more 
information please contact 
Britmar toll free 1-866-401-2288 

Britmar Marine Ltd.  
102-2433 Dollarton Hwy, North Vancouver, BC 
info@britmar.com • (604) 983-4303 • Toll Free 1-866-401-2288

enTerTaInInG onBoARd

 This is new SilKEN 
Induction 2 Burner 
Cooktop from Kenyon.  A Kuuma 

Barbeque in action!

Dometic 
www.dometic.com
Edgestar 
www.edgestar.com
Engel USA 
www.engel-usa.com

NovaKool 
www.novakool.com
Whynter 
www.whynter.com

porTabLe Freezer suppLIers
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There’s nothing as wonderful as 
being on the water with our family 
and friends. We love the whole 
experience so we give our boat  

lots of TLC.
That includes Skippers’ Plan insurance. 

They are marine specialists, so they really 
speak our language. They even arranged a 
discount on our boat coverage when we 
moved our home and auto insurance over 
too – saved us a bundle.

skippersplan.com    1-800-661-7211    905-754-4805  

Boats! We share your passion.

Follow us on Operated by The CG&B Group Inc.

Stunning scenery. Check. 
Family on board. Check.
Insurance?   
Skippers’ Plan has it covered.

Underwritten by Aviva Insurance Company Sail Canada’s exclusive member insurance program
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LIFERAFT SALE
LIMITED QUANTITIES!

Zodiac 6 person racer 
IsaF ValIse  Regular $2995

noW onlY $1399!

Zodiac 6 person coastal  
ValIse Regular $1699 

noW onlY $899!

Zodiac 4 person racer  
IsaF canIster  Regular $2899  

noW onlY $1499!
Zodiac 6 person race 
IsaF canIster Regular $3199 

noW onlY $1599

www.gacheckpoint.com

MARINE

poRt mooDY
3034 St. John’S StReet, 

poRt mooDY, Bc  V3h 2c5

604-461-3434

aBBotSfoRD
#101-31324 peaRDonVille RD

aBBotSfoRD, Bc V2t 6k8

604.854.3440

1-800-268-BOAT (2628)
marine@cowangroup.ca

www.cowangroup.ca/marine

Boat Insurance Made Easy
 “All Risk” Coverage
 Agreed Value Settlement
 Single Deductible for Hull & Machinery
 Flexible Survey Requirements
 Coverage for Southern Excursions

Added Benefits to Members of the:
 Canadian Power and Sail Squadrons
 Sea Ray Owners Club Program

Call Or Visit Us Online For A Quote Today

We care about what you care about. 
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For the portions of Canada where the residents truly 
understand the word, “winter”, 2012/2013 was one to 
forget. It was the winter that refused to leave. 

It wasn’t just Canada with the problem. This March, as win-
ter decided to stay around, a prosecutor from Ohio made in-
ternational headlines when he officially indicted Punxsutaw-
ney Phil for misrepresentation of spring, which constitutes a 
felony ‘‘against the peace and dignity of the state of Ohio.’’On 
February 2, from his home, a rural area about two miles from 
the town of Punxsutawney, Pennsylvania, Phil had prognosti-
cated an early spring. The prosecutor wasn’t fooling around. 
Pointing out that Phil is already behind bars and imprisoned 
for life, he said the only viable sentence would be death, and 
he began to take steps to have Phil extradited to Ohio. 

In the end, Phil’s handler took the rap, but many Cana-
dians might have been on the prosecutor’s side, though the 
sentence did sound a little harsh. After all, the assortment of 
weather forecasting animals that do the job on Groundhog 
Day produced considerably contradictory predictions, some 
for early spring, some not so. Even the groundhogs didn’t 
know what was happening.

All of this has made us more impatient than ever for sum-
mer, and the remembered bliss of days on the water. The 
problem with impatience is that it sometimes makes us reck-
less in situations where we are normally reasonably cautious 
– such as organizing a cruise.

But sometimes all the caution in the world, and all the 
preparedness, doesn’t eliminate serious and, potentially, life-
threatening situations. Consider the Inuit Elders who, says 
Canada’s Number One climatologist, David Phillips, are be-
ing rescued more often lately because they can’t rely on the 
ancient knowledge they had learned about weather patterns 
and ice.

Or consider the situation that Jim Laverdière and Janette 
Wygergangs and their guests aboard Viewfinder found them-

selves in, in spite of their careful planning. (Page 52) The 
RCMP in Saskatchewan this winter faced impossible odds 
when they tried to keep drivers off highways that were listed 
as: “Road closed. Snow, drifting snow, swirling snow, snow 
drifts, icy patches, zero visibility.” Drivers headed down the 
wrong side of divided highways. They removed barriers and 
drove around them. And, of course, they ran into ditches, and 
one another. Multiple-vehicle pileups impeded snow removal 
for hours on Saskatchewan’s major highways, including the 
TransCanada, while the wreckage was cleared away.

Why? Because it’s easy to assume that technology will keep 
us out of harm’s way. Or that where I am going is so important 
I can’t wait another two days. 

In the summer, at anchor, with a hot mug of tea and a gentle 
breeze, it’s easy to laugh at winter fools who risk their lives 
and the lives of the police officers, the ambulance drivers, the 
tow truck operators and the snow plow drivers because they 
don’t check road conditions before they get into a vehicle.

However, how many of us have made a slightly wrong-
headed decision on a deliciously tempting summer’s evening, 
even as potential thunderheads danced around overhead? 

Of course, the problems aren’t always of our own making. 
How do you plan for a rudder drifting away?

But that’s where CPS members have the edge. Training 
does pay off. You pack spares. You know precisely what to do 
in an emergency. The comfort of knowing is the best calm-
ing medication ever invented. And, most important of all, you 
aren’t the only person aboard the vessel who knows how to 
operate the boat, put out a fire, call for help, or read a chart.

And do try to soak up enough summer relaxation, enjoy-
ment, and good memories to carry you all the way through 
next winter, no matter what it tries to do to us.

 

Joan Eyolfson Cadham, S, Editor-in-Chief
Saskatchewan Power and Sail Squadron
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Joe Gatfield, AP, National Executive Officer
Windsor Power and Sail Squadron

W hen was the last time you tried to put a square 
peg in a round hole? 

This was the initial task that the Organization-
al Effectiveness Committee (OEC) faced. Formed as a Com-
mittee of the Governing Board in June 2011, the daunting 
task of meeting the mandate of the 2011-2015 Strategic Plan’s 
goal to improve operational effectiveness was looming over 
us. What were we to do? 

Much discussion took place in meetings and conference 
calls over the next 1 ½ years as we attempted to redraft cur-
rent By-laws to satisfy our needs… like trying to rebuild a 
73’ish year old house. Unfortunately, the end result was like 
pounding a square peg in a round hole.

Discussions continued, but the introduction of a new Not-
for-Profit Act (Act) for federally incorporated Not-for-Profits 
became our salvation. We now had a mandate and a tool to 
achieve our own success. CPS-ECP must file Articles of Con-
tinuance (Transition) and have new By-laws that conform to 
the Act by October 17, 2014 or it will cease to exist as an 
incorporated ‘not-for-profit’ entity.

At this point we scrapped the old house and began con-
struction of what CPS-ECP needed to look like for the fore-
seeable future. With the help of a professional facilitator, the 
OEC became focused on what CPS-ECP is really all about 
and the needs and linkages within CPS-ECP. With the new 
Act as a foundation, the OEC built the framework for the 
future of CPS-ECP. 

Finishing touches were completed by late January 2013 and 
the building inspector (outside legal review) asked for some 
minor changes. Finally our new home was ready to show-case. 

Your Governing Board, after much discussion, approved 
unanimously to recommend that the Articles of Continuance 
and new By-laws be ratified by the Members of CPS-ECP at the 
Annual General Meeting (AGM) of Members in October, 2013.

But what does our new home look and feel like? 
•  Squadrons and Districts roles remain as they have in the past
• Currently no re-alignment of Districts
• One class of voting Member within CPS-ECP

• Each Member will have a vote at the AGM
• Governing Board will become a Board of Directors
•  No longer will a position in the organization entitle you to 

a position on the Board
• The Board will be elected by the Members
•  The Operating Committee will become the Executive 

Committee
• The Board will elect the Executive Committee
•  New Regulations will be inclusive of all levels of the orga-

nization
• Squadrons and Districts will develop Policy Manuals
•  Ability to adjust our “Home” as we move in and live in it 

for a while
Basically we will have a stronger, healthier CPS-ECP. 
The time lines for all of this to happen is as follows:
• April and May – OEC presents to each District
•  Fall Port Hole – Resolution to be put forward at the AGM 

published
•  October 24 – Governing Board (GB) votes on Nomination 

process to be included in new Regulations
•  October 26 – Membership votes on new By-laws at Na-

tional AGM
•  November  – Articles submitted to Canada Revenue Agency, 

Charities Branch, and then to Industry Canada for approval
•  March 2014 (or earlier) – draft Regulations distributed to 

the GB
• April 2014 – GB votes on the Regulations
• October 2014 – first Board of Directors elected
•  October 2014 – first Executive Committee elected by the 

Board of Directors
“Success is the outcome of thinking, visualising, planning 

and taking action…” The OEC has lived by this since the 
team was formed. We have spent a lot of time on each func-
tion of this statement and now it is time for taking action.

Continued on page 47

CPS-ECP Builds a new Home
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Searching for CPS members who have received the Queen’s 
Diamond Jubilee Medal.

The Queen’s Diamond Jubilee began in February 2012 in celebration of her 60-
year reign. The Royal Canadian Mint created 60,000 medals which have been 
awarded to outstanding Canadians of all ages and from all walks of life across the 
country for their contributions to their fellow citizens and their communities, pro-
vincially or nationally. The theme of service reflects Queen Elizabeth II’s own 60 
years of service to Commonwealth nations since the day she inherited the throne 
with the death of her father, King George VI, when Elizabeth was 25.

Port Hole would like to recognize CPS members who have received this medal. 
Because of the potential numbers, we can’t offer space for a full bio of each recipi-
ent. We are looking for names, home towns, the citation printed on the certificate, 
and the reason for the medal being awarded.

Forward information to: theporthole@cps-ecp.ca.

 

 

Find US ON SOCIAL MEDIA
www.facebook.com/CPSboat www.twitter.com/CPSboat
www.cpsboat.wordpress.com www.youtube.com/CPSECP

The twitter hashtag for the 75th Anniversary is: #CPS75th

Donald Knutson received the Diamond Jubilee medal for his tireless work with Branch 
254 of the Royal Canadian Legion. Donald was instrumental in the creation of Veterans’ 
Square beside Whitehorse City Hall. He is an active volunteer with Seniors Supportive 
Living, Council on Aging, New Chelsea Society, Learning Disabilities of Yukon and Au-
tism Yukon. Donald is also a long-time member and Past Commander of Yukon Power 
and Sail Squadron and a drummer with the Midnight Sun Pipe Band.
From left to right: Commissioner Doug Phillips, Donald Knutson, Premier Darrell Pasloski 
and Senator Dan Lang. Photo Courtesy of: Yukon Government.
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Everyday good manners are only common courtesy, customs 
derived from traditions.

Lines and fenders should be taken aboard when leaving har-
bour. Fenders hanging over the side spoil the appearance of any 
boat underway while trailing lines can foul rudders and props.

Always respect the rights of others while underway. 
Power boaters must take note of the affect their wake will 
have on smaller boats and sailing vessels. Make sure to give 
them a wide berth.

When boating near sailing vessels that are engaged in 
racing, reduce speed to minimize your wake and always 
pass to their stern and the leeward sides. Never anchor 
near buoys that mark racing courses or starting lines.

A sailing vessel under sail must never interfere with a 
power vessel just to exert its right of way.

Common courtesy dictates that you shouldn’t enter an an-
chorage at full speed. Always enter at a speed that will leave 
little or no wake. Prepare lines and fenders before entering 
harbour and leave them on the deck until you near the dock.

If anchoring, don’t anchor too close to other vessels. Always 
allow room for the vessels to swing.

If you are going to raft off, communicate in advance with 
the other boats to see who is going to be involved and in 
what order.

Respect your neighbours’ privacy and right to peace and 
quiet. Sound travels a long way on the water and a radio or 
loud voice can be very annoying to your fellow boaters or 
even to local cottagers.

When you are walking along a dock, don’t peer intently 
into the boats made fast at dock. These boats are home to 
the people inside and staring in on them is downright tacky.

Never set foot on someone else’s vessel without first ask-
ing – “Permission to come aboard, captain”? Even though 
in many cases this is just a formality, always observe the 

courtesy. It is a small thing, but marks you as cognizant of 
the proper thing to do.

Always wear the proper footwear aboard a boat. Hard-
soled shoes can scratch or scuff a deck and are very slippery 
when wet. Bare feet are the most treacherous of all on a wet 
fibreglass deck. If a skipper thinks you care about the deck, 
the more likely you are to be invited back.

Remember, the captain’s word is law. The skipper is the 
master of the ship and is legally responsible for the actions of 
the crew and the safety of the passengers. This law applies to 
all vessels. A ship cannot be run by committee. The captain 
must be decisive and give instructions clearly and quickly. 
If you are crewing or are a passenger on a boat, obey the 
captain promptly. 

Captains are legally responsible for their passengers and 
the damage caused by their vessel’s wake. Nowadays soil 
erosion along the shore is high on the agenda, but wake in-
cludes damage to other vessels and people, as well. People 
can be thrown against a bulkhead and break bones because 
someone went racing by an anchorage or marina. The cul-
prit can be charged if caught.

Customs
Your vessel should be made a member of the family and 
should be ‘Christened’. The smashing of a bottle of cham-
pagne on the bow is great for a photograph of the chris-
tening. — Care should be taken that the bottle is suitably 
wrapped to retain the shattering glass.

If your boat has already been in the water and there-
fore ‘launched’ you might want to have a ‘Commissioning 
Ceremony’. This is basically the same ceremony as above, 
except that instead of the boat being ‘Christened’, it is — 
‘Accepted into Service’.
Sourced from the CPS Boating Course

Boating EtiquEttE Ph
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JET SET

Bradley Schmidt

Buying a Boat Online
Much has been written about inspecting a used boat and mak-
ing the purchase, and for good reason. If you haven’t brushed 
up on those skills lately, a simple Google search yielded no few-
er than 29 million results. One of the most important hits is from 
Transport Canada: http://bit.ly/ZmXOPh. Despite all the re-
sources on making a wise purchase, there are precious few tips 
for actually searching for the right boat or how to post a good 
classified ad that will help you sell your item quickly and for a 
fair price. Have you ever wondered how to find great deals or 
rare items? This is something of a hobby for me and I have had 
great success. On many occasions I have found an item by care-
ful searching, purchased it, and then resold it for significantly 
more with little more than a better written and published ad.

Assuming that you know what you are looking for, in this 
issue we will look at how to conscientiously scour the classified 
ads for that special deal. 
A different take on searching the classifieds:
-I use online resources like www.kijiji.ca, www.craigslist.ca, 
www.trader.ca, www.ebay.ca and others.
-Don’t avoid print ads or grocery store bulletin boards, though 
these are more old fashioned they have been seen by far fewer 
people and may just be what you are looking for.
-Before you start searching, expand your search radius. Sites 
like www.trader.ca allow you to enter your postal code, and 
then pick a radius in kilometres. www.kijiji.ca allows you to 
pick a city, but a little-known fact is you can simply select a 
region, or even a province. Searching a larger area allows for 
considerably better results. I frequently search all of Ontario. 
Though I live in the GTA, searching a wider radius allows for 
more hits and the regions outside the city have statistically less 
traffic, so the ads are typically seen less.
-Choose your search terms carefully. If you are looking for 
something specific, think about all the names sellers may be 
calling it. For example, if I am searching for a VW Beetle, a 
search for “Volkswagen” would return all ads that have the 
term “Volkswagen” but not “VW” or the common misspelling 
“Volkswagon”, or the cars that are advertised simply as “Beetle” 
or “Bug”. In recent times the search algorithms have improved 
and this is becoming less of a problem, but I still see it as an 
opportunity to find a special deal that may not be reaching its 
target audience because it is missing keywords. A common ma-
rine instance of this is when searching for outboard motors. 
Searching “outboard” will return many ads, but what if it is ad-
vertised simply as “motor” or “engine” or “6hp Evinrude” or 
“20hp Mercury,” etc. As a rule I think of all the potential terms 

and search all of them and common misspellings of the terms.
-When browsing by category, be wary of poorly categorized 
ads. I have scored a number of deals in the past on items that 
were posted accidentally in the “Wanted” section, an area that 
few people search when looking to buy something.
-Most sites allow you to refine their searches. For example, 
you can choose a price range (say $5,000 - $10,000) or a year 
range (1990 – 2002). Though this quickly narrows the search, 
it also eliminates any ads that haven’t included this informa-
tion in the right field when posted. If you are looking for a 
1998 Sea-Ray, you could miss your dream boat if you’ve re-
fined your search by year but the seller simply listed it as a 
“Sea-Ray” or a “98 Sea-Ray” in the body of the message.
-If you find an ad that interests you, act quickly. If there is a 
phone number, call it. Sellers tend to respond to a call as a 
much more serious level of interest than an email. If there 
is no phone number, write a simple and clear message and 
provide your phone number. At this stage I often ask for the 
seller’s best price. It is surprising how often the list price drops 
with the initial email. 
-Sometimes a seller won’t include their phone number, but 
try clicking on the “seller’s other ads” link before you respond. 
You might be surprised how often the same seller has another 
item listed with their phone number included.
-Once you make contact, work to make the process as easy as 
possible for the seller. For example, be clear about your avail-
ability to see the item and make an appointment right away. 
The more “ifs” that you pose the less likely the seller will be 
to do business.

A word of warning: Searching will become addictive. Un-
fortunately, the more time you spend searching classified ads, 
the more scams and ill-meaning ads you will find. If something 
appears too good to be true, it probably is. A $15,000 boat listed 
for $3500 is a pretty strong indicator of a problem. Often these 
ads will include a stock image taken from another spot on the 
web. Look for the clues – if the ad is posted locally, but the 
registration of the boat or the license plate on the trailer is from 
afar, it is likely the seller is putting you on. If you receive re-
sponses saying “I have moved overseas but the boat is located 
locally, we can complete the sale through Ebay’s seller protection 
program” or something similar, this is a scam, so simply erase the 
email, or send it to spoof@ebay.com, or spoof@paypal.com, both 
emails will trigger an investigation that will advise if the email 
you have received is legitimate.

Stay tuned next issue for a concise how-to on creating and 
posting a winning classified ad to sell your items quickly!
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John Gullick, AP
Manager, Government & Special Programs

“First Mate” Responsibilities
I often get asked by the partners of boat operators what kinds 
of things they should know so that they can take over in the 
event of an emergency or just be a knowledgeable helping 
hand. Here is a review of the primary things that a “First 
Mate” should know, ranging from boat handling, reading 
charts, anchoring, calling for assistance, routines for dock-
ing, person overboard and other emergency procedures.

Situation: The Skipper is incapacitated. Your vessel is at 
anchor, you are away from home and the engine is not 
running. Would you know how to:
• Attend to the skipper
•  Prepare to get under way, check the equipment, run the 

blower
• Start the engine, inboard or outboard
• Raise the anchor
• Get under way, power or sail
• What to do if you can’t get under way

Situation: The Skipper is incapacitated and you are un-
der way on a river, lake or channel. Would you be able to:
• Conduct a person overboard procedure
• Get a person back on board from the water
• Find the safety equipment
• Put out a fire
• Anchor the vessel
• Call for help using the VHF marine radio

Situation: The Skipper is incapacitated and you are un-
derway in open water. Would you be able to:
• Render first aid

• Read a compass
• Read paper or electronic charts
• Take down sails
• Assist with a medical evacuation

In any situation where you are required to assume the 
operation of the vessel, do you:
• Know the rules of the road – who has right of way
• Know what the various navigation aids mean
•  Know how to dock the vessel or leave a dock  under vari-

ous wind conditions

There is a great deal to know. The simplest answer would 
be to take a boating safety course and then practise handling 
the vessel in various situations. If you are going to operate 
a powered vessel of any type you will need proof of compe-
tency, the most common form of which is a Pleasure Craft 
Operator Card (PCOC). This will require that you take a 
course or home study and pass a multiple choice test.

To operate any type of marine band radio you will need 
to be familiar with the radio and have a Restricted Opera-
tor Certificate (Maritime), ROC(M). This will also require a 
course, a multiple choice test and a three question oral test.

Boating is a great family recreational activity and being 
prepared is the cornerstone of safe boating. The more you 
know, the more confident you will be and the more confi-
dent you are, the more fun you will have.

So, take the time now to prepare yourself and the rest 
of the family. Learn what to do and practise how to do it. 
Don’t let a potentially bad situation get worse. The lessons 
are simple, they should not be intimidating and they can 
actually be fun.

JUST ASK JOHN

CPS-ECP Builds a new Home  

Continued from page 43
Resources you have available to further your knowledge on 

what has been developed are:
• Contact your District Commander
•  You can read the Act at http://laws.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/ 

C-7.75/
•  Go to the “Organizational Effectiveness” area noted under 

“News and Events” on the CPS-ECP Website for copies of 
the recommended Articles, By-laws , frequently asked ques-
tions and supporting documents

•  Go to the “Organizational Effectiveness” thread on the Forums 
•  Contact the OEC through the Headquarters Contact on 

the Web site
If you attended one of the District presentations, you have 

heard how we built our new home and how we plan on mov-
ing in and living within the new structure. If you have not, 
hopefully this article has given you some insight and provided 
you with additional resources to use.

The OEC has made a commitment to CPS-ECP to insure 
we are the premier boating organization nationally… we are 
positive you will agree.
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Graduates of the CPS Boating Course fly the CPS Flag on 
their vessels in recognition of their achievement and mem-
bership. Since 1938, CPS has taught more than 850,000 
boaters from coast to coast. 

 CPS had its beginning with Windsor Power and Sail 
Squadron in 1938. Three members of the Windsor Yacht 
Club (WYC) took the Junior Piloting Course at the De-
troit Yacht Club with the Detroit Power Squadron in 1937 
and instructed the first course in Windsor at the WYC in 
1938. In honour of this 75th milestone in our history, and 
two commemorate our origins, two specially designed CPS 
anniversary flags arrived by boat from the US.

 These were delivered by USPS Chief Commander John 
Alter and received by CPS Chief Commander Richard Bee 
on May 5 at WYC, blessed by Fr. Stan Fraser and then be-
gan their journey: one West to Vancouver Island, BC and 
one East to Avalon, Nfld., stopping in each CPS District 
and most Squadrons during their journey. Participation by 
various levels of government officials has also been planned.

 To symbolize how CPS has touched every major waterway 
in the country, dipping ceremonies were scheduled for Wind-
sor on May 5, the Atlantic Ocean in St, John’s on October 12, 
and the Pacific Ocean in Sooke, B.C. on October 11.

The flags will return to the CPS Annual General Meet-
ing in Toronto on October 26 for the culmination of 
the CPS 75th anniversary celebrations. One flag will be 
retained by CPS and the other will travel to the United 
States Power Squadrons (USPS) 100th anniversary cel-
ebration in January 2014 to symbolize the importance of 
the role that USPS had in our beginning and our growth 
eventually coast to coast.

For more information, check the website: www.cps-ecp.ca

Editor’s note; Given our publishing deadlines, these events were 
all still in the future when the Summer issue of Port Hole was 
printed. We sincerely hope that all the dates and events remain 
accurate. 

CPS 75th Anniversary
FLAG RELAY
May 5 – October 26, 2013

75th Anniversary Shirts
Available in both Women’s and Men’s
Sizes: Small to XL

Short sleeve $44.95
Long sleeve $49.95
$5.50 extra for XXL and XXXL
Add your Squadron or District name below the logo for 
$1.00 extra
Includes taxes, shipping and handling 
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Check out our history, awards, and events as we mark our 75th Anniversary by visiting our website at: 
http://bit.ly/CPS75th 

P/C/C George M. Bruce, N

Editor’s Note: This article is reprinted from the February 1972 
issue of Canadian Boating. Our organization at the time was 
called Canadian Power Squadron – its not a misprint. The 
heavy use of capital letters is also common to the time.

The story of the Canadian Power Squadrons’ Flag be-
gins in the year 1946. The majority of Canadians were fully 
occupied attempting to rehabilitate themselves; tired from 
war; tired of uniforms. The small group of men who had 
imported the idea of Power Squadrons in 1938 at Windsor 
and to a lesser extent in Halifax, were not ready to take up 
the full tasks of Canadian Power Squadrons. 

However, a small group of enthusiasts did reach into 
their own pockets, and with determination rekindled the 
flame of Power Squadrons in Canada. 

Clarke Gibbs Walton, an Engineer, Alexander Cameron Fer-
guson, an Inspector, both of the City of Windsor, and George 
William Bowman of the town of Riverside, Barrister-at-Law, 

applied to the then Secretary of State, The Honourable Colin 
Gibson, for the approval of Letters Patent to form Canadian 
Power Squadrons. The Letters Patent were approved on Oc-
tober 27, 1947.

During 1946 a symbol was devised by a Committee of 
the early members, the symbol which has become our Ca-
nadian Power Squadron Flag. On November 25, 1946 the 
design of the Flag was chosen and with later registration 
of the Flag as an industrial design on June 14, 1948, and 
because the design was the work of many members, our 
first Chief Commander W. G. Bowman was listed as the 
“supervising author of the Design.”

It is believed that a Mr. Len Baker, the holder of Certifi-
cate No. 1 (1947) in the tradition of Power Squadron, with 
the help of his First Mate, produced the first Flag at his 
textile plant. This Flag was formally adopted by the Gov-
erning Board on November 29, 1947, in Hotel London, 
London, Ontario.

the Canadian Power Squadrons’ Flag

Youth note Card DigitaL PHoto Contest
Tracie Berekoff, P
Chair, Youth Education Committee

Theme is “The Old and the New.” Ages 6-10 will submit a 5x7 digital photo and brief description of a nautical scene or 
object with a descriptive paragraph of something within the last decade. Ages 11-14 will submit a 5x7 digital photo and 
brief description of a nautical object that is old and preferably with some history with a descriptive paragraph. Please 
include in your logs, websites, Twitter, and Facebook pages and make sure your Squadron Training Officers are com-
municating this contest to all youth. Submit your printed photo and write up by October 24th, 2013 to Tracie Berekoff.
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Something New Something Old
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May 21st, 2012. Up early after spending our first 
night on the boat at Saint-Paul-de-l’Île-aux-Noix, 30 km 
east of Montreal. Excitement was high, and it took a while 
to get to sleep, but in the morning I still felt well rested and 
ready to go. We had breakfast and finished getting settled 
in and finding places for everything. 

The boat has three berths, one on each side in the main 
cabin, plus a quarter-berth on the port side. The forepeak 
with the cushions removed would serve as storage area for 
sails and our clothing. One of the problems on an ocean 
crossing is the humidity inside the cabin. After 2-3 days of 
wet weather, everything gets damp, including clothes. The 
captain had purchased some large zip-lock type bags, and 
those were very handy. Place the clothes in these bags, press 
down to get as much air out as possible, zip them closed, and 
you have dry clothes to wear, even on rainy days. We had 
purchased survival suits (one piece, thick insulated suits) to 
wear if we ever had to abandon ship and get into the life raft 
until rescued. We found a spot for those at the bottom of the 
hanging locker behind the forepeak. 

On a 34 foot sailboat, space is at a premium, and it is im-
portant to have a place for everything and keep everything 
in its place when it is not in use. It could be a matter of life 
or death, especially with safety items, such as those survival 
suits, and life vests. We had bought the self-inflating models 
with built-in harnesses. An eye bolt was installed near the 
companionway hatch, so we could hook on before leaving 
the cabin. Jacklines were attached from the stern to the bow 
mooring cleats on both sides of the boat. Our tethers had 
the connection to the life vest at one end and a 3' and a 6' 

strap at the other end. The short strap would be used when 
sitting in the cockpit, and the long one clipped to the jack-
lines and slid along with when going to the mast or the bow. 
(Part one, Preparing for an Atlantic Crossing, is in the Winter 
2013 issue.)

The captain went to the marina’s office for a document 
required to bring the boat back into the USA after having 
spent the winter in Canada. We left the dock at 0938, on 
a beautiful, warm sunny day. There is an old tradition that 
we cut the mooring lines when leaving for a crossing, but 
we dispensed with that because we would need these moor-
ing lines for stops at marinas along the way. 

The trip across the lake went well, with light winds that 
did not create significant waves. May 23rd, off at 0645, we 
entered the Hudson canal around midday, and crossed three 
locks before stopping for the night. The canal is very nice to 
travel on, and very efficiently run. It travels across the coun-
tryside, and you can see cows grazing along the sides. There 
are bald eagles who build nests on the buoys, and we saw 
them flying above, and small heads peaking out of the nests. 
By the 25th, we made it to Hoponose Marina on the Hud-
son River, a popular spot for stepping the mast. We spent 
the night there and stepped the mast the next day. 

We arrived in New York May 28th, and anchored just 
north of the Washington Bridge for the night. May 29th, 
we raised sails for the first time and spent the day practic-
ing maneuvers around the Big Apple, then came back to 
anchor near the Statue of Liberty for the night, something 
the captain had wanted to do. Bad idea. The ferries run late 
into the night, creating waves that rocked the boat to the 

PART II 

atlantic Crossing
Gaetan Lapierre, N, West Island Power and Sail Squadron

Above: Sunset at sea Top Right: Miko, Gaetan and Richard celebrating their arrival in Horta, Bottom 
Right: Volcano on Pica Island, east of Horta on Faial Island. Photos by: Miko Mahjoubi.
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point of driving one mad. The waves were hitting us on 
the beam, so we set a second anchor to turn the boat’s head 
into the waves. That helped a bit, but it’s still not the ideal 
place to spend a night.

May 30th, we headed for Sandy Hook where we spent a 
couple of days sailing around the bay, giving us crew members 
an opportunity to get a feel for handling the boat under sail. 
The Sandy Hook area is a large bay, well protected from east-
erly winds and the ocean swells. If the wind comes from the 
west or south, you can anchor near the yacht club, behind the 
breakwater. We anchored in the bay near a nice sandy beach, 
and went into the yacht club the next day, May 31st. 

The Tartan Owners Association had prepared a little send 
off party for us at the Atlantic Highlands Yacht Club, Satur-
day June 2nd. We got a very warm reception from everybody 
at the club. We were greeted by Mr. Peter Coggins, an abso-
lutely amazing gentleman. At 78, he is still working and en-
joying life to the fullest. He drove us around town to show us 
where the laundromat and stores were so we could pick what 
was needed to stock up for the trip across: hardware, boat 
supplies, and groceries. James Boyle, club manager and Jack 
Flannery, commodore, were also very helpful. A very friendly 
place to visit. Everything you need is within walking distance. 
We were assigned a mooring. There’s a water taxi service; a 
call on the VHF, and they are there in minutes. Saturday eve-
ning, we had dinner at the club. After, the captain made a pre-
sentation on our planned voyage. We spent the next couple of 
days shopping and stocking up on groceries and water jugs.

We met our friends Gordon Applebee and Wayne Ad-
ams from Ile Perrot Yacht Club, who had a rather wild 
experience with their first attempt at crossing on their Al-
berg 29. They had returned to Sandy Hook for repairs, and 
were waiting for us so we could leave together, which we 
did June the 6th. They have a web site where you can read 
about their crossing at: http://longreach.byethost5.com/ 

We had a very knowledgeable weather man, Jess Grondin, 
who teaches our weather courses at the West Island Squad-
ron, and we waited until he gave the OK to go. An email 
came on June the 5th saying we could leave the next morn-
ing. That was a rather hectic day, with last minute things to 
be done. Deflate and roll the dinghy, change the oil and fil-
ter in the engine, top-up the water and fuel tanks, pick up a 
few last minute items at the grocery store. We also installed 
¼” Lexan glass reinforcement on the bow portholes as a pre-
caution. We made arrangement to meet Long Reach the next 
morning at 0600 and anchored in the bay for the night.

June the 6th, 0600, D day. Up at 0500, had breakfast and 
as Long Reach came motoring towards us, we weighed anchor 
and raised sails to meet them and headed out on the big blue. 
Beautiful sunny day, but very little wind, so we had to motor 
for a few hours until the wind picked up. I had wondered how 
it would feel to see New York disappearing behind us. This is 
a big step. Would I be scared, worried or asking myself, what 
have I gotten myself into? Actually, excitement got the best of 

me, and the rest of the crew, I think, and with a Gravol just in 
case, I felt confident and anxious to keep going. 

Gordon had mentioned that Long Reach would be slower 
than Indian Summer, and it soon became apparent that the 
Alberg 29 could not keep up with the Tartan 34C. We had 
good wind by midday, and with two reefs in the main, and 
the yankee fully unfurled, we were doing 6 knots, so we 
radioed that we would take advantage of it and keep going. 
They agreed and wished us well; we had lost sight of them 
by the end of the day. We kept in touch through ham radio 
during the rest of the trip. 

We were very fortunate to have nice weather, decent 
wind, reasonably warm temperatures for the first few days. 
We settled into our 3-hour watch schedule, and that worked 
out well. Stomachs were holding out but I stayed out of the 
cabin as much as possible. It is absolutely amazing sitting in 
the cockpit admiring the blue wonders of the ocean, blue all 
around, and with the blue sky, mesmerizing. 

June 7th we started trailing the hydro generator which, 
with the solar panel, would allow us to run the refrigerator 
and the electronic navigation instruments throughout the 
trip, as well as use the autopilot most of the time. 

Getting used to sleeping with the boat in motion was a bit 
difficult at first and it took us a few days to get over that. Hav-
ing a nap (or trying to) during the day helped make up for 
lost sleep, and after 4-5 days, all was well. We ate most of our 
meals in the cockpit to prevent seasickness. Even though I 
have been sailing for over 30 years, I still have to watch for 
that. The waves on inland lakes are very different from the 
long swells of the ocean. These can be real killers even for 
those who are not prone to seasickness. Most people adapt 
after 3-4 days and feel fine, unless it gets really rough. 

By June the 8th, it warmed up enough that we were able 
to go on the side deck to wash ourselves with a bucket of 
ocean water. We found that Johnson’s baby shampoo works 
well with salt water. It foams well and you are not left with 
the sticky feel on your skin that one gets from bathing in 
salt water. Jess advised us to head more south to get into the 
Gulf Stream and take advantage of the 1.5 to 3 knot current. 

The same day we heard from Jim Laverdière on Viewfind-
er, his CS36, who was also crossing over. He and his crew 
had left Halifax the day before and were experiencing very 
difficult conditions. Two of his crew were seasick.

June 9th. Sighted dolphins for the first time. Amazing they 
are, so graceful, they put on a good show. At 1700 we entered 
the Gulf Stream, position Lat 38º 13'N, L 67º 39'W. With 
light wind from the south west, full main and poled out yan-
kee, we were doing 7 knots, SOG. The wind was suddenly 
warm, and the water temperature went from 18º to 23.8º. On 
a direct course to the Azores, we had 1823 NM to go.
–to be continued in the Fall issue
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aBanDoning SHiP
27 February 2013 | Santa Cruz de Tenerife: This will 
probably be the last blog entry, at least for a while. View-
finder is drifting in the Atlantic Ocean without a crew as we 
had to abandon ship.

The crew aboard Viewfinder, our CS 36, included my 
wife, Janette Wygergangs, Federica Frongia, who, until 
she joined us, was a paid crew member on another sailboat 
that was with us in Mindelo Cape Verde, and Gilson Alves, 
a medical doctor who was looking for adventure. Every-
thing was going pretty smoothly, maybe too smoothly for 
all the events that had happened since October when we 
had lost our rudder on a passage from Portugal to Madeira.

(Jim and Janette had set off from Halifax in early June for a 
year-long sail to Portuguese ports of call, the Canary Islands and 
parts of the Caribbean with a different crew on board. They were 
towed to safety and the problems were, supposedly, fixed.)

We left Mindelo in the Cape Verde Islands on Saturday, 

February 16, at 15:00. Not long afterwards, the crew started 
falling like dominoes to seasickness. Gilson was the first to go; 
he put his head over the railing and emptied the contents of 
his stomach into the agitated waters we were sailing in. He 
had never thought it would be like this. He asked me to con-
tact any passing vessel that might be going back to Mindelo so 
that he might jump ship and head for home and the stability 
of terra firma. Next to go was Janette, but that is to be ex-
pected. It takes her a couple of days to get used to the motion 
of the ocean; she was not quite as bad as Gilson. The last to 
join was Federica, and she really wasn’t too sick.

Everyone stood watches in pairs, as Gilson had no expe-
rience and Fede (her nick name) had limited experience. I 
stood with Gilson and Janette with Fede. They all had the 
task of taking the helm when needed. When Gilson wasn’t 
steering the boat he lay his head down so as to get some rest. 

The days passed and everyone started feeling better, in 
reverse order, and began eating solid food slowly. When 
meal time came, Fede stepped up to the plate and prepared 
sandwiches for lunch and pasta or beef stew for the evening 

Jim Laverdière, AP and Janette Wygergangs,S
West Island Power and Sail Squadron
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meal. The weather wasn’t too bad. The days would start out 
cloudy but by noon the sun would shine. The winds were 
usually in the 16 to 17 knot range coming pretty much 
straight onto our stern. I thought the winds too strong to 
use the whisker pole, and with a novice crew not advisable. 
This led to the genoa luffing occasionally as the wind would 
go over to the other side of the sail.

Sleep did not come easily. Gilson, being afflicted and not 
used to being at sea, had very little sleep. As for the others, 
it was catnaps, but I do remember having to jostle Janette a 
couple of times to wake her for her watch.

It happened on my watch and I was at the helm. 
There wasn’t anything different about the conditions 

since we had left Mindelo, and I was confident that we 
were going to be on Martinique in 12 to 13 more days, 
when there was a slight jerk in the wheel, followed a few 
seconds later by a second. When the third one hit we lost 
steerage once again. The crew quickly came into the cock-
pit and we all saw the rudder floating away.

I hastily got our milk crates out again to drag in the water 
behind us to help us stay on a steady course with reduced 
sail. Again I got in touch with the rescue centre in Halifax 
(nothing like hearing a familiar voice in a time of crisis) to let 
them know what happened, but that I was not declaring an 
emergency yet, as I had not had time to look at all of our op-
tions. He told me he would contact the Portuguese authori-
ties as this was their area of responsibility in the Atlantic.

The boat was heading in a north north east direction, 
the opposite of where we wanted to go. We were over 600 
nautical miles from Mindelo, our departure point, against 
wind and waves. The Canaries would have been our closest 
landfall, but nearly 1300 miles away and we were only do-
ing 1.5 knots, a very long time to get there. To add insult 
to injury we were nowhere near any shipping lanes. The 
weather was starting to deteriorate with wind speed and 
wave height increasing. 

The satellite phone rang. It was Portuguese Search and 
Rescue asking how we were, what the conditions were like 
and if we needed assistance. With one crew member ner-
vous, anxious and close to panic, worsening weather, and 
no prospect of nearby landfall I decided that it would be 
necessary to abandon ship at the earliest convenience. On 
the plus side of the equation, Viewfinder was not taking on 
any water, and not in danger of sinking. We were told that 
the area did not have a lot of shipping, the vast majority 
of sailboats leaving either the Canaries or Cape Verde had 
already departed and our chances were pretty slim of being 
intercepted by either pleasure or commercial craft. They 
said they would get the word out through GMDSS (Global 
Maritime Distress and Safety System).

A few hours later the phone rang once again. This was a 
sailboat headed for the Caribbean. He was 250 miles from 
us and said it would take him 2 ½ days to reach us. He of-
fered us all passage but he could not tow our boat as his was 

an 80-year-old wooden boat, and she would not be able to 
handle such a long passage under that strain. He also said 
he would call the coast guard in Cape Verde to see if there 
would be any help from there. 

It was time for people to get as much rest as they could, 
so it was back to standing watches, which really meant sit-
ting in the cockpit with the Sat phone. A couple of hours 
later the Portuguese called back saying that a commercial 
vessel was being diverted to us and would be on station 
at 10:00 the next morning. The wait seemed long but in 
reality we had only been drifting for 16 hours when the 
Amazon Guardian contacted us and was in sight. Her nor-
mal run is between the oil terminals of Brazil and ports in 
the Caribbean. Two days out of their originating port, the 
captain received orders to divert to Rotterdam. 

This ship is a large oil tanker well over 750 feet long, 
whereas Viewfinder is only 36 feet. We were all overcome 
by the sight of this very large vessel coming towards us. 
We felt like a toy boat. How was this vessel going to come 
along the starboard side of our sailboat without running us 
over? As she got closer and closer I wondered how this was 
all going to play out. The seas were relatively calm but see-
ing this leviathan so near I could only hope that the person 
at the controls knew what he was doing.

I left what little of the genoa sail I had out so as to keep 
Viewfinder as steady as possible. I left the cockpit to go for-
ward to grab a line as instructed and as I approached the 
shrouds a wave shook the boat and I teetered over the side, 
grabbing onto the shroud before going over. I was tethered 
but with the two boats so close to each other, being crushed 
was a real possibility. Messenger lines with monkey’s fists 
were thrown over the side to us, only to miss and fall in 
the water. I saw that they had a line cannon ready to fire 
another heaving line, but this did not seem to be working. 
Finally one line landed near the cockpit and I scurried back 
to retrieve it and then forward to attach to the bow cleat, 
which I had great difficulty doing as this was a large hawser 
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that barely fit around and had to jam in place as putting a 
locking turn was impossible. 

The line secured to the bow, a crew member walked it 
towards the stern, passing it from one hand to the other, 
clearing obstacles in his path when the inevitable hap-
pened. It dropped clear to the water. We were still not 
made fast and Viewfinder was drifting quickly towards the 
stern. I returned forward on the deck to uncleat the line 
and by the time this was done we had drifted all the way 
back to the stern where the hull sheers at an angle.

The bow of Viewfinder was now under the hull and very 
near the rudder of our rescue vessel, and as one bobbed up 
and the other down the pulpit was crushed like a fly being 
swatted. It was time to return to the relative safety of the 
cockpit. The crew slowly manoeuvred away to give us a little 
breathing room. The second attempt was successful and we 
were brought alongside, being dragged forward, the shrouds 
scraping the side, peeling away the paint and rust as we went 
towards the boarding ladder. It was time to go. 

With the two hulls banging into one another we were to 
climb up the ladder. One by one we were set to go. I helped 
Fede, followed by Janette and Gilson, into a harness at-
tached to a safety line to climb the swaying ladder up what 
seemed like Mount Everest. As quickly as I could, I got all 
our personal belongings hauled up to the deck. I was then 
instructed to take off one of the mooring lines and to pre-
pare the second one to be retrieved by the crew once I was 
safely on board. It was now my turn to get into the harness 
and leave the deck of Viewfinder for the last time.

As I stepped over the railing of the Amazon Guardian and 
had my two feet on the deck, reality set in. This wasn’t a 
dream. It was for real. We had smiles on our faces as did 
as all the crew members of the Amazon Guardian, as they 
had accomplished a successful sea rescue. I later found out 
this was Captain Pavlos Pavlopoulous’ first rescue at sea as 
well as a first for the helmsman. It was the seventeenth for 
Elefthepios Vasilakis, the chief engineer. The engineer and 

the helmsman, Jose Chiu, were operating blind from the 
wheelhouse, getting their information from a deck officer 
and the captain who was out on the wing. All was carried 
out as delicately as possible under the circumstances.

We are all very grateful and thankful to the officers and crew 
of the Amazon Guardian for all of the efforts that they put in to 
rescuing us as well as making sure of our comfort on board.

Janette writing:
The first thing we were told was to leave our bags on the 
deck. The crew would bring them in later. We were offered 
colas, water, and juice in the officers’ lounge. Then we were 
invited to lunch in the officers’ mess. We were seated to-
gether at one table. Later we were shown to our quarters. 

Jim and I were assigned the owner’s room on the Nav deck 
which is at the very top. Fede and Gilson were assigned rooms 
on the level below where there are spare officers’ rooms. Each 
room has its own shower, toilet and sink. Each room has a 
closet, sofa and desk. This was luxurious for all of us. We were 
now the guests aboard an oil tanker, Amazon Guardian. The 
captain, officers and crew members were all very welcoming. 
We were, to say the least, a curiosity from the sea. 

Our bags were brought up to our rooms. We were told 
that the dinner would be served at 1700 hours. We had time 
to have a shower and rest up after our rescue. Jim went to see 
the captain and hand over our passports and ship’s papers.

Life aboard is like being in a floating hotel with meals 
served at specific times. Breakfast is from 0700 to 0800, cof-
fee at 1000, lunch at 1200, coffee and cake at 1500 and din-
ner at 1700. The officers’ pantry is open at all times. There 
are snacks like cheese, fruit and drinks in the fridge at all 
times. There are no dishes to wash up and no cooking to do. 
We only make up the bed and keep things tidy in our rooms. 

So, Fede showed me how to make bracelets from string. 
She makes jewelry from beads and string and sells it for 
extra money to support her travel life style. She is also a 
trained esthetician so she gave me a manicure and pedicure 
with French nails. Jim had the privileges of the bridge. 

One of the first things we all wanted to do was to let our 
families know we were safe. We were given free calls in the 
captain’s office. There is no internet service on board this 
ship. Emails can be sent from the captain’s office. We kept 
ourselves busy by watching DVDs in the officers’ smok-
ing lounge, by writing in our journals, by reading. We had 
nothing to do but eat, rest and sleep. 

For how long? Well this ship was headed for Tenerife in 
the Canaries (possibly Santa Cruz) to take on bunker fuel 
and then to Rotterdam. It would be five days before we had 
to go back down the boarding ladder to a service boat, as 
the Amazon Guardian refuelled while at anchor.

To read more about Viewfinder visit: http://www.sailblogs.com/
member/viewfinder/
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Mark Burley, AP Kelowna Power and Sail Squadron

In the boating community, it is often seen as bad luck to re-
name a boat. Unfortunately for a lot of boaters, the name that 
comes with the boat isn’t appropriate for the new owners. A 
friend passed over several boats he would’ve bought because he 
didn’t like the name and will not change it because of this belief.

I’m not one of those people. I’m as superstitious as the next 
person. I, too, believe it’s bad luck to change the name…IF 
you don’t do the official de-naming/ re-naming ceremony. 
Yes, there is such a thing. 

I know the superstition to be absolutely true. In 2004, on 
launch day of our 1992 Thompson Santa Cruz I radioed the 
marina where we moored the boat. I used the call sign AMFM 
as I had with our previous boat although the name had not been 
“officially” put on the boat. The old name, Sea Yaa, had been 
removed by the brokerage, but the ceremony to de-name had 
not been performed. When we tied to the gas dock awaiting 
slip assignment, I shut the boat down. When I then headed to 
the slip, my port stern drive seized. So, after we had the logo 
designed and printed, I set out to de-name the boat first.

We had fellow dock mates on board and performed the 
de-naming part of Vigor’s ceremony. The next day, my son 
Ryan and I cleaned the stern and applied the new logo. We 
followed that with the re-naming ceremony. 

Fast forward to 2012. Being the superstitious person that I 
am, the procedure had to be done exactly the same this time 
around as in 2004. The logo had to be designed for me. I 
enlisted Ryan to do that. 

Given I’m a radio/music guy, the old name, Right Here 
Right Now, could’ve worked as it was inspired by the Lenny 
Kravitz tune of the same name. But, our last two boats were 
AMFM, so tradition and superstition had to continue.

Next on the list was to remove the old name. Ryan and I 
got to work. The old lettering was weathered and the glue 
old. A heat gun, razor blade and patience got things done at 
a fairly decent pace. Removing the remnants of glue from 
the old lettering took a little while with some elbow grease 
and scrubbing. After that, some mineral spirits cleaned the 
last lettering/glue off. We then cut polished the fibreglass 
with some Buff Magic, my new favourite product.

Next up was the de-naming of the boat using Vigor’s cer-
emony. It includes bubbly and some ceremony. For this, 
the whole family participated including the grandsons, who 
enjoyed bubbly as well…lemon-flavoured sparkling water. 
After the ceremony, the bubbly is poured over the bow.

On Sunday it was time to get the new logo on the boat and 
then re-name it. The application process was a bit tricky, but 
we got the first of the two sheets on. Next we applied the blue 
outline that goes around the AMFM III part of the logo. The 

cool thing is that the orange applicator tool that Ryan used 
was the same one we used in 2004. Funny how I can’t find 
many things all the time, but I always know where that is.

The final part of the process was to do the re-naming cer-
emony. It’s short and sweet and, yes, involves more bubbly in 
glasses and the remainder poured on the bow.

 Setting superstitions aside, we turned this into a family 
event. Ryan was a big help, Nathan, Heather and the grand-
sons Koen and This were there. Many of our dock neigh-
bours came over to watch the process and make comments.

When all is said and done, our 1995 Sea Ray 370 now 
really feels like it is ours. The bonus? We love this boat, all 
the fun it has brought to the Burley family, and all that it will 
bring in the future.

What does AMFM III mean? First of all the “III” is for the 
number 3. This is our third boat. Both Janet and I are in radio. 
We’ve worked in it all of our professional lives. So the AMFM 
is the reference to the two bands of radio we’ve worked in all 
those years. Yes, I started on air playing 45s on turntables. 
There’s another private name. The last word is “money”.

Used with permission from Mark’s blog which can be found at 
www.burleyboating.com

Re-naming Your Boat
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Letter to the Editor - Pacific Yachting Magazine
Capt. Duke Andrash, Duke’s Marina Ltd. Secret Cove, BC

On Sunday afternoon, December 30, 2012, there was trag-
ic event in a boathouse in Secret Cove, BC.

Two men and their dog were overcome by Carbon Mon-
oxide (CO), while preparing to get underway. I wish to 
share some of the facts of this incident with the boating 
public, in order to raise everyone’s awareness of the insidi-
ous nature of CO, and to set the record straight.

Contrary to some press reports, the two men were not do-
ing repairs on their boat. They had just driven up to the ma-
rina, from the Langdale ferry terminal, loaded their supplies 
and were preparing to depart. They intended to spend New 
Year’s festivities at their property on a nearby island. Also con-
trary to some of the rumors now circulating, they were not 
“drunk and/or stupid”.

People are too quick to attach these labels in order to tell 
themselves that such a thing could never happen to them. 
It can happen to intelligent, sober individuals, if they are 
not fully aware of the dangers of CO and don’t take all 
possible precautions. Unfortunately, the vast majority of 
boaters, and the public in general, fall into this category. As 
a retired 30 year veteran of the VPD, that included 5 years 
(1997-2002) as the NCO i/c of the VPD Marine Squad, I 
believe that there is a need to continually warn the boating 
public about this danger.

When I found them, one man was still breathing (with 
great difficulty), but sadly the other showed no signs of 
life. After a quick assessment of the situation, I shut off the 
engines and hastily retreated outside, then phoned 9-1-1. 
Due to the relatively remote location, it took the two teams 
of paramedics close to 20 minutes to reach the scene. They 
however, don’t carry any self-contained breathing equip-
ment and couldn’t go in and render assistance until mem-
bers of the Halfmoon Bay Volunteer Fire Department ar-
rived, 5-10 minutes later. Three members of the RCMP 
also arrived and conducted the investigation.

The firemen quickly brought out one victim, who was 
still alive, and handed him to the paramedics. They admin-
istered initial first aid, then rushed him to St. Mary’s Hos-
pital in Sechelt. He was later flown to VGH, but the prog-
nosis was grim and he was not expected to survive. The 
other team of paramedics worked on the second victim, 
but he couldn’t be saved and was pronounced dead at the 
scene. The firemen then brought out the men’s little white 
dog. He was semi-conscious and was rushed to the vet by a 
nearby marina operator and his wife. The deceased’s body 
was removed by the Coroner two hours later. All emer-

gency personnel performed their duties professionally, and 
did everything possible under the circumstances.

How did such a tragic turn of events take place?
The men were aboard their 33' Sea Ray Sundancer, the 
twin gasoline I/O engines were idling, warming-up. The 
boat was inside a 40' boathouse with the boathouse curtain 
raised (open), in preparation for departure. As most people 
would, the two men assumed that this was adequate ven-
tilation, and indeed they had done the same thing many 
times before, without incident.

So what was different this time?
Because it was winter, the canvas covering the cockpit was 
left in place, with only the access flap and the transom door 
open. The exhaust, bubbling under the swim step, only 
needed the gentlest breeze to silently sneak aboard and fill 
the interior with deadly poison. This can happen even on 
boats out in the open, at anchor, if their engine or genera-
tor is running and the air movement is just right.

These situations are why CO detectors/alarms should be 
essential equipment aboard and can be real life savers. They 
are relatively inexpensive to purchase and simple to install. 
They are also available in a portable, battery operated ver-
sion. Every enclosed boat, equipped with a potential source 
of CO (engine, generator, stove, furnace, heater, etc), should 
have at least one CO detector aboard. I prefer two, one hard 
wired and a battery operated portable, placed next to my 
berth. My house has 4, two downstairs and two upstairs.

The danger and tragic consequences of CO poisoning 
cannot be overstated and must not be underestimated.

My letter should end there, however, there’s a little more 
to the story.

On Wednesday evening, Jan. 02/13, I received a totally 
unexpected phone call. It was the survivor, and he not only 
sounded very much alive, but totally lucid. Everyone, includ-
ing his mother, was told that he wasn’t expected to survive, 
but if he did, he would be severely brain damaged. The doc-
tors at VGH were astounded by his apparently full recovery. 
He spent an extended period of time in a hyperbaric chamber 
which obviously countered the effects of the CO poisoning.

On Saturday, Jan. 05/13, I met with him at his home 
in the Lower Mainland. He was grateful and happy to be 
alive, but deeply saddened by the loss of his lifelong friend 
and partner. I was also greeted at the door by a barking 
little white dog. Unfortunately, the dog was blinded by the 
CO and is unlikely to regain his eyesight.

There’s one thing that really stood out, when we talked about 
the incident. The man expressed great surprise at how rapidly 

Carbon Monoxide Warning
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and unexpectedly he was overcome. The two men were mak-
ing the boat ready for departure, when he told his partner that 
he was feeling a little dizzy. Since this was not that unusual for 
him, neither of them became alarmed by it. His partner told 
him to sit down and relax for a minute. He sat down on the 
bottom step of the cabin stairway and placed his head between 
his knees. That’s the last thing he remembers, until he woke up 

in the hospital, 3 days later.
Let me say it again, the insidious nature of CO and the 

danger it poses, must not be ignored. The public, espe-
cially boaters, need to pay attention. Their lives and the 
lives of their loved ones depend on the decisions they make 
and precautions they take.

Muck in our water
Joan Eyolfson Cadham, S, Editor-in-Chief
Saskatchewan Power and Sail Squadron

It was in 1988 when the National Oceanic and Atmospher-
ic Administration first spoke about the area in the North 
Pacific Ocean where a floating island of concentrated 
plastics and other pollution has created a tangled mass of 
toxic debris known as the “Great Pacific Garbage Patch”. 
However, the problem has come closer to home. Research 
presented at an April meeting of the American Chemical 
Society in New Orleans points to toxins attached to minute 
bits of plastic floating in the Great Lakes.

The Great Lakes toxins, known as Persistent Organic 
Pollutants, or POPs, can remain in the environment for 
50 years and can travel up the food chain, becoming pro-
gressively more concentrated at each step. Until now, most 
POPs in the Great Lakes were found in sediments. But 
while sediments sink to the bottom, many plastics float. Be-
cause they break into tiny particles, they become food for 
zooplankton, small sea creatures primarily found in surface 
waters where food resources are abundant. The zooplank-
ton become fish food and humans, in turn, eat the fish. 

Toxin-bearing plastics were found last summer, during 
the first-ever Great Lakes plastic survey, conducted across 
Lake Erie, Lake Huron and Lake Superior. Researchers, 
including Rios Mendoza of the University of Wiscon-
sin, believe that these plastic particles and, therefore, the 
contaminated sea life that consumes them, will spread 
throughout the Great Lakes. One problem, she says, is 
that the plastic particles are so small – as compared to some 
other much more visible garbage – that humans don’t see 
them on beaches and in the water. However, they are there.

The problem is not so much the plastic. The problem is 
the humans who use that plastic. American environmental-
ist Veronica Grey, creator of the award-winning documen-
tary “Aqua Seafoam Shame,” (www.Pacific-TV.com), says, 
“People eat the seafood that eats plastic, and the planet gets 
its rain from the oceans, which are being polluted at an expo-
nential rate. We use significantly more of our planet’s surface 
as a dump than for growing food; this has to change.”

The sources of plastic are many - plastic bags, bottles, 
discarded fishing lines, household cleaners, synthetic fibres 

that, when they are washed, come off those soft fleece vests 
we all love.

The problem is human-made and the only solution will 
come from humans. Veronica Grey insists that we can 
break some of our bad habits.

Consider plastic bags. Canadians use 9-15 billion plastic 
shopping bags every year. The average bag is used once, to 
carry home your groceries. Given the cost of collecting and 
processing, recycling isn’t a really viable option. Giving up 
one-use bags and switching to a sturdy, reusable, washable 
bag is the solution. 

Consider bottled water. By 2005, Canadians, on aver-
age, were consuming 60 litres of bottled water per person 
per year. Is bottled water safer than tap water? From the 
Health Canada website, “The Food and Drugs Act and 
Regulations do not require bottled water operators to have 
a license to start bottling water commercially. However, the 
provinces and territories may have regulations, guidelines 
and policies that apply to the bottling of water.” Eight-
eight percent of water bottles end up in land fills where 
they can, over long periods of time, leach into our water 
systems. The solution: a sturdy metal reusable water bottle. 
One that doesn’t leak. Recycle the bottles you do use.

Consider all the plastic bottles we use – shampoo, de-
tergent, motor oil, squeeze bottles of ketchup, the list is 
almost endless. Our houses, our car trunks, our garages and 
our boats are filled with plastic containers. There are gen-
erally no alternatives. The only solution is to do as much 
as we can to ensure that the empty containers are recycled 
where possible, or disposed of in a way that will ensure that 
the plastic does not gravitate into our waterways.

Finally, remember that each and every time you flush, it all 
ends up in the ocean. Be mindful of what you toss in your toilet.

For more information:
Great Lakes Echo, Michigan State University Knight Center 
for Environmental Journalism, April 9, 2013, original story by 
Kathiann M. Kowalski, 
greatlakesecho.org/2013/04/09/toxic-chemicals-turn-up-in-
great-lakes-plastic/ 
http://www.upi.com/Science_News/2013/04/09/Plastic- 
pollution-invades-Great-Lakes/UPI or 
http://motherboard.vice.com/blog/theres-a-great-plastic- 
garbage-patch-in-the-great-lakes-too
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Canadian Power and Sail Squadrons’ 75th Anniversary AGM, October 23-27, 2013 
Come and celebrate with us in Toronto: 
we’ve been expecting you!

The Venue is the Chelsea – Canada’s largest hotel – which 
offers a variety of options in guest rooms and meeting 
spaces. It is located in the heart of downtown Toronto and 
is within walking distance of the College subway station 
and the city’s central business district. The Hotel is also 
minutes from the city’s best shopping (including the Toronto 
Eaton Centre), Yonge-Dundas Square, fantastic live theatre, 
vibrant nightlife and exciting attractions. 

The Tours
WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 23rd 2013
Wine!
The Great Canadian Coach Company will whisk us away 
for a day of wining and dining amongst the vineyards of the 
Niagara Wine College. Tour the vineyard – learn about wine 
making and taste the wine. We will tour their micro-brewery, 
see how beer is made and taste the results. The college also 
has a large greenhouse and a cooking school. Our lunch 
is in their restaurant overlooking the vineyard. Returning to 
Toronto, we will stop at the Welland Canal. At Lock 3, we will 
see how boats are lifted over the Niagara Falls escarpment. 
Games and prizes on the return coach trip.

THURSDAY OCTOBER 24th
Cheese!
Another great tour with the Great Canadian Coach 
Company. A leisurely ride through the Southern Ontario 
country side will bring us to the Mennonite community of St. 
Jacobs. Mennonites are famous for their fine cheeses and 
meat. Their crafts and quilts are world renowned. Besides 
a Mennonite museum on the main street, there are many 
interesting boutiques and shops selling crafts, local food 
and cheese. We will also stop at a large outlet mall. Our 
buffet lunch is at the local restaurant “The Stone Crock”. We 
will visit a cheese shop on the way back to Toronto. More 
games and prizes on the return trip.

The Entertainment 
FRIDAY NIGHT OCTOBER 25th
Hollywood North
Come join the Celebration of our 75th Anniversary. This 
is your chance to dress as a Hollywood Star! Either Movie 
or TV, any era will do. How about John Wayne as Rooster 
Cogburn? Fred Astair and Ginger Rogers, Lucille Ball and 
Desi Arnaz, Marilyn Monroe, Bela Lugosi (Dracula)......the 
list goes on. 
Districts could be the entire cast of a Movie or TV Series. 
How about Dale Evans and Roy Rogers? Don’t forget about 
Trigger. The only limit is your imagination. Awards, Prizes, 
Fun, Laughter and Entertainment. Walk the Red Carpet to 
Fame on the 2nd floor concourse at 18:00 hrs

SATURDAY NIGHT OCTOBER 26th
Chief Commander’s 75th Anniversary Gala 
Saturday night is the Chief Commanders Ball and the 
culmination of our 75th anniversary celebrations. We will 
toast our success and look forward to the future with several 
special presentations. Seating is limited to 400.
 
Other Things To See and Do
We will provide maps of all the places of interest within 
walking distance of the hotel. Within a few steps of the base 
of the CN Tower you can tour:
The Railway Museum
The Steamwhistle Brewery
The Rogers Centre
The new Ripleys Canadian Aquarium, due to open June 2013.

Other Sites:
The Art Gallery of Ontario,
The Royal Ontario Museum
“The Path”: Toronto’s 27km of underground shops and services.

Details of our 75th Anniversary conference can be found at 
www.cpstoronto.ca/agm
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CPS NATIONAL CONFERENCE 
PRELIMINARY AGENDA

tuesday october 22, 2013 
OPCOM Meeting (Restricted)   0800 – 1700

Wednesday, october 23, 2013
OPCOM Meeting (Restricted) 0800 – 1700
Wine College Tour 0900 – 1500
Registration 1200 – 1700
Competitions and Prizes Drop Off 1200 – 1700
General Directors’ Meeting 1900 – 2330 
District Commanders’ Meeting 1900 – 2330

thursday, october 24, 2013
Registration 0800 – 2000
Quebec 2014 Registration 0800 – 1000
Daytime Hospitality 0800 – 1200
Governing Board Meeting 0830 – 1700
St. Jacob’s Tour 0900 – 1500
Competitions and Prizes 0900 – 2000
Ship’s Store 0930 – 1600
Governing Board Luncheon 1200 – 1330
Daytime Hospitality 1330 – 1600 
1st Timers/Local Conference Committee/75th Anniversary 
Opening Ceremony 1600 – 1745
Marketing Meeting 1700 – 2200
Course Directors’ Meeting 1930 – 2200
District Training Officers’ Meeting 1930 – 2200

Friday, october 25, 2013
Chief Commander’s Walk 0630 – 0700
AGM Official Delegate Registration 0730 – 1430
Registration 0800 – 1700
Quebec 2014 Registration 0800 – 1000
Squadron Commanders’ Meeting 0800 – 1200
Training Department Meeting 0800 – 1200
Daytime Hospitality 0800 – 1200
Competitions and Prizes 0930 – 1700
Ship’s Store 0930 – 1600
Training Department Luncheon 1200 – 1330
Daytime Hospitality 1330 – 1600
75th Anniversary Expo & Display 1400 – 1700
General Reception - Cash Bar 1800 – 1900
Hollywood North Dinner 1900 – 2400
Great Lakes Hospitality 2230 – 0100
 
Saturday, october 26, 2013
Registration 0730 – 1200
AGM Official Delegate Registration 0730 – 0830
Annual General Meeting 0830 – 1200
Ship’s Store 1200 – 1600
Competitions and Prize Pick-up 1330 – 1700
AGM Luncheon 1230 – 1400
Conference Committee Meeting 1430 – 1630
Governing Board Meeting 1430 – 1600
75th Anniversary Exhibitions, Displays  
and Demonstrations 1430 – 1700
Registration 1630 – 1730
General Reception - Cash Bar 1800 – 1900
Chief Commander’s 75th Anniversary Gala 1900 – 2400
2014 Hospitality Suite 2200 – 0100

From top: Art Gallery of Ontario, Royal Ontario Museum, Balzac’s in the 
Distillery District.
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LEADERS IN ALUMINUM BOAT CONSTRUCTION 

DAIGLE WELDING & MARINE LTD.  
2177 Island Hwy. Campbell River B.C. Canada V9W-2G6 

Phone: (250) 286-6749   Fax: (250) 286-6847   Toll Free: 1-888-393-6464 

www.eaglecraft.bc.ca     

 Builders of Quality Aluminum Boats since 1985 

1999 3388 Bayliner 

Twin 250 Hp. Cummins Diesels, 
Full bridge enclosure,  
Propane Galley ,Sea-Wise Davit 
system,  Tender with 9.9 Johnson 
GPS, Chart Plotter. 
Great Family  
Cruiser 

$89,900.00 

Twin 140 HP Suzuki Outboards 
Lowrance HDS10 GPS, Chart 
Plotter & Radar, Windlass,  
Galley Package, Galvanized 
Trailer. $84,900.00 

2008 25’ Thunder Jet 

$309,000.0

29’ EagleCraft Fishing Machine 
“LOADED” with Equipment and  
options, Triple axle trailer, Volvo 
D-6370, 25Hp Kicker  
 

Call for  
details 

2012 29’ EagleCraft Fishing Machine 

Twin 250 four stroke Yamaha 
Outboards, Triple Axle Alumi-
num Trailer, Full remote 9.9 
Mercury Pro Kicker, Raymarine 
E-80  Low 
Hours $139,900.00 

- Twin 6.2 Bravo III MPI, FWC, 
Generator, Heating & Air Condi-
tioning, Camper Canvas, North-
star GPS Chart Plotter, Windlass 
Loaded & in excellent Condition, 
Priced be-
low Current  
survey. 

$69,900.00 

2002 Sea Ray 300 Sundancer 1975 25’ Albin Cruiser 

Volvo Inboard Diesel, Trailer, 
Dual batteries, Auto-pilot,  
Propane Galley, Head,  
Anchor Package  
Priced Below Current Survey 
Call for more Details 

$13,995.00 

Fiberglass Boats For Sale 

2006 30’ Grady White 300 Marlin 

Photo: Don Butt, AP
Gabriola Power and Sail Squadron
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A New SpecieS  
of SoNAr

View the world beneath your  

boat with the photo-like clarity  

of DownVision™ sonar, the first high-resolution imaging 

sonar for anglers to use CHIRP technology. Dragonfly’s 

dual channel CHIRP technology lets you explore structure 

and target fish like never before.

Imagery for illustrative purposes only.

CHIRP  
DownVision™

1-800-661-3983    
email navcommsales@cmcelectronics.ca  

www.cmcmarineelectronics.ca  

Available from Your Marine Electronics Expert

The New Dragonfly™ 
Sonar/GPS with  
CHIRP DownVision™
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Perfect 
 for Dads 
& Grads

Celebrate 
World 
Oceans 
Day!  

Spend $75 at 
West Marine on 

June 8th and 
receive this  FREE 

Blue Future Tote Bag

for
&

Perfect 
 Dads 

 Visit our stores! For the location nearest you,
or to shop 24/7, go to westmarine.com

West Marine Gift Cards
Always the “just right” gift for Dads, 
grads, or anyone else who loves the 
water. With over 75,000 items to choose 
from, anyone on your gift list is sure to 
fi nd a lot to like at westmarine.com or at 
one of our store locations. 

West Marine Gift Cards are available 
at westmarine.com or at your local 
West Marine store. 
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Going 
online 
–onboard
leT’s fAce IT. PeoPle 
lIke To Be onlIne.

eLeCTRonIcs

LasT Year In Canada nearly 
28 ½ million of us were online at 
least once a month, almost 83% 

of the population. Canada has just over 
18 million people who are subscribed to 
Facebook. With stats like these, it’s no 
wonder that boaters have started to ask 
themselves: How is it possible to take the 
online experience onboard their boats?

Traditionally boats have been a 
safe haven from the hustle and bustle 
of life. It’s a chance to unplug and 
unwind, to break the connection with 
the office and with the electronic 
world. However, the last number of 
years has seen technology using the 
internet more and more to provide 
us with the experience we’ve become 
used to seeing. Online maps, web 
searches, social media; they all require 
an internet connection to stay in the 
loop. Home offices have become more 
common now giving people an oppor-
tunity to mix business and pleasure, as 
ones colleagues don’t know if you send 
an email from your home office or your 
“floating” office. Luckily, the technology 
behind mobile internet has grown as 
quickly as people’s demands for it. By 
making a few adaptations, you can turn 
your boat into a floating hotspot.

The easiest way to get online is 
WiFi. Fast, cheap, and commonplace, 
virtually every mobile device we use 
now has it. A WiFi basestation consists 
of 2 parts, a wireless router and a 
modem, with the modem usually being 
either a cable or ADSL (phone) type. 
The obvious issue on a boat though, is 

that the traditional modem setup won’t 
work. However, most modern marinas 
now offer WiFi, meaning if you’re close 
enough to the signal, you can connect 
directly to their router with your laptop/
smartphone/tablet/etc. But, what 
happens if you’re at one of the slips 
furthest away from the clubhouse?

A solution many turn to is a WiFi 
booster. There are a number of com-
panies who produce these products, 
with prices that generally ranging from 
$100 to $500. The principle behind all 
of these devices is the same: instead 
of the 50mW to 200mW of transmit 
power that most household routers 
have, they boost the output signal to 
nearly 1000mW. Combined with a 
high-gain antenna, they can dramatically 
extend the distance from which you 
can connect to a WiFi basestation. The 
world record for a WiFi connection is 
somewhere in the vicinity of 125 miles, 
done by some HAM radio experts with 
extremely specialized equipment, but 
this is obviously beyond the capability of 
most people. However, there are several 
companies who produce devices that 
claim to make reliable connections at 
up to five miles. There are many factors 
that can affect that range, landscape, 
trees, buildings, etc., but onboard a boat 
you can reasonably expect a connection 
within one mile, and up to four miles in 
ideal circumstances. 

Another big factor in range is the 
quality of the WiFi signal provided 
by the basestation itself. A household 
router sitting on the manager’s shelf 

providing “free internet” will have 
limited range no matter how good your 
equipment. That being said, many busi-
nesses these days recognize the benefits 
of providing free WiFi, and offer a 
signal through a good quality setup. 

Digital Yacht’s WL510 is a good 
quality WiFi booster, consisting of a 
high power transmitter and a remote 
high gain antenna that you mount on 
the boat much like a VHF antenna. 
This model features an Ethernet 
output, meaning if it’s plugged into 
another WiFi router onboard it can 
offer a rebroadcasted signal that can be 
utilized by any WiFi device onboard, 
such as a tablet, laptop or smartphone. 
It can also be plugged straight into the 
Ethernet port of a laptop and used as a 
standalone device. 

Bitstorm, a Canadian company, 
offers a device called the BadBoy 
Xtreme. It shares the same principle as 
the WL510, with the exception that the 
transmit unit is connected directly to 
the antenna, eliminating any potential 
power loss introduced by a connector 
wire. An Ethernet based unit as well, it 
offers versatility and performance. 

For plain ease-of-use, The Wirie is 
a winner. It uses a USB port to make 
the connection to a computer instead of 
the network port. This approach greatly 
simplifies operation as it is pretty much 
plug-and-play, but it also means the 
connection is limited to one computer. 

For those boaters who want internet 
even when too far away from a hotspot, 
mobile internet can be a good 

By Lorne Spence
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 Bitstorm, a Canadian 
company, offers the BadBoy 
Xtreme WiFi booster. 
 Currently the most cost-
effective satellite internet is 
provided by KVH Industries.
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solution, having grown in leaps and 
bounds over the last number of years. 
Data plans are synonymous with smart-
phones, and they allow users to stay 
online on the go. However, the same 
issues that are present with household 
routers (small antennas, low power) are 
present in smartphones. Once offshore, 
cell signal begins to drop off dramati-
cally, becoming spotty and inconsistent. 

An easy answer to this is to use a 
portable internet device. They use a 
SIM card just like a cell phone, but 
typically offer a pure data connection 
only. Depending on the unit, this data 
connection is then typically shared 
through local WiFi provided by the 
device itself. Many cellphones will do 
something like this already as you can 
put them in hotspot mode. But, with 
more output power than a cell phone, 
the range of mobile internet boxes is 
often much better than can be achieved 
with a handset. Also, with a dedicated 
device, the internet connection isn’t 
dependant on one person’s phone. 
Thirdly, many of these devices have a 
port for an external antenna, allowing 
their range to be extended even further.

Granted, there is a cost associated 
with the mobile internet box, monthly 
fees, etc., but the ability to maintain 
a connection even when in a more 
remote anchorage can be an attractive 
option. Both Bell and Rogers offer 
mobile internet devices, as well as 
some of the smaller cell providers. Also, 
if an unlocked device (not tethered to 
one provider) is purchased, the unit 
can often be used internationally by 
purchasing a SIM card in the country 
of travel. For those doing the Great 
Loop, having this ability can make the 
cost worthwhile.

For a truly seamless worldwide 
experience, the only real answer is 
satellite based internet. Once only the 
domain of large ships and megayachts, 
the cost of satellite units has dropped 
dramatically in the last few years. 
Satellite internet offers the ability to 
always stay online, no matter where you 
are in the world, from the Arctic Circle 
to Antarctica and all points in between. 

Regardless of which service provider 
you choose, the cost of satellite is 
higher than all other forms of internet. 
That being said, the cost of data plans 
has been steadily dropping, and will 
likely continue to do so.

Currently the most cost-effective 
satellite internet is provided by KVH 
Industries, a US-based company 
that also provides products to the RV 
market and military markets worldwide. 
Through the Mini-VSAT platform, 
KVH has managed to lower data costs 
to $1.00/Mb, which in satellite terms, 
is a real bargain. It may sound expen-
sive, but being able to have reliable, 
true high-speed internet anywhere in 
the world is an opportunity some may 
not want to pass up.

The other main satellite internet pro-
vider is Inmarsat. Historically Inmarsat 
has focused on the commercial shipping 
market, but once again, as technology 
advances these options are being brought 
to personal users on smaller vessels. 
Inmarsat’s data costs are roughly $24.00/
Mb, but they justify the cost with very 
reliable connections from a network that 
has been around for many years.

Now there are some who may not 
be able to decide which system will 
work best for them, factoring in price 
vs. performance. The solution? Use 
multiple providers that will comple-
ment each other. It is possible to design 
a system that uses any combination of 
local WiFi, Cellular internet or Satellite 
internet that will choose which one 
to use based on your preferences and 
their availability. Imagine having a 
system that will use cheaper cellular 
internet when available, but once the 
vessel is out of cellular range, it will 
automatically and seamlessly switch 
over to satellite internet without you 
even noticing the change. The same 
can be done with local WiFi systems 
changing to cell or satellite. This option 
can offer considerable savings over 
using a more expensive system alone, 
and still have the benefits of each.

Now if all of this sounds compli-
cated, it can be. But, it doesn’t have 
to be so. Whether you’re a weekend 
boater looking to stay in touch, or a 
long distance cruiser trying to keep up 
to date with family and friends, there is 
a solution for users of every skill level 
with the same result: it has never been 
easier to bring the online experience 
onboard your vessel. 

Lorne Spence: 
lorne.spence@cmcelectronics.ca

Lorne is the Lead Service Technician 
with CMC Electronics Esterline in 
Mississauga, ON.

Boat insurance is our only business.  
We really understand the needs of boaters.

Northstar covers  your runabout, water  
ski or wakeboard boat, pontoon boat,  
fishing boat, sailboat, cruiser or personal 
watercraft.

Get out on the water, knowing you’re  
covered. Call Northstar – it’s what we do!

Speak to a  
Northstar  
broker today.
TOLL FREE AT:  
1.866.717.9295

Boat  
insurance. 
It’s what 
we do!

www.northstarinsurance.ca
info@northstarinsurance.ca

1.866.717.9295      

• Emergency Towing
• Emergency Fuel Delivery
• Battery Boost
• Soft Grounding Tow
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Specifications, product features and colours are subject to change without notice. Read your owner’s manual carefully and always make responsible boating your #1 priority on the water. 
Respect the environment and always ensure everyone on your boat wears an approved personal floatation device. See your participating Authorized Suzuki Marine dealer for details on the 
complete Suzuki line up of four stroke outboard engines. Suzuki. Way of Life.

WWW.SUZUKI.CA
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Canadian Power and Sail Squadrons
Celebrating 75 Years – 1938-2013 

www.cpsboat.ca  | 1-888-CPS-BOAT

Find US ON SOCIAL MEDIA
www.facebook.com/CPSboat www.cpsboat.wordpress.com
www.twitter.com/CPSboat www.youtube.com/CPSECP
#CPS75th

Canadian Power and Sail Squadrons
Celebrating 75 years in Canada!
The CPS flag will journey to the east and west coasts from Windsor starting May 5!

Over 850,000 boaters have contributed to safety on the water in Canada by being 
responsible boaters and taking courses through CPS. Are you one of them?

Check for celebrations with a CPS Squadron near you and join us in marking this 
achievement!

Track the flags and find an event at: www.cpsboat.ca
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 Gracious 
lady underway

q
uAlITy, BeAuTy And PeRfoRmAnce are 
the criteria Jeanneau focuses on in the innova-
tion and design of new boats. The 2013 Sun 
Odyssey 469 is the latest example of Philippe 
Briand / Jeanneau achievement of those crite-

ria. The 469 comes from the pedigree of the 509, and shares 
many of the elements of that successful design. The 469 has 
moderate freeboard, a vertical bow, beam carried aft, a soft 
chine aft of the beam, and a drop transom. Long lines and a 
low rise in the coach roof give the 469 an elegant and sleek 
appearance. Flush hatches and recessed handrails maintain 
these clean lines. 

The deck is well thought out for today’s sailor. Sheets, 
halyards, outhauls, furling and travelers are all led aft in 
channels, dramatically de-cluttering the deck. The primary 
winches are comfortably within reach, forward of each of 
the twin helm stations. The double-end main sheet takes 
the windward winch, while the headsail is on the leeward. 
Alternatively, stoppers allow both sheets to be adjusted 
on the same winch. Each helm station was also equipped 
with its own compass and Raymarine E95 chart plotter. An 

i 70 display for wind, speed, and depth is located on the 
aft side of the cockpit table. Moving forward is facilitated 
by the wide de-cluttered decks. There are no lines, raised 
tracks, hatches, or handrails to get underfoot. The sturdy 
double lifelines and stanchions provide a secure purchase. 
The forward sail locker with lockable hatch and access 
ladder keeps flying sails accessible and keeps sails out of 
the forward berth. Wide seats, cushions and large centerline 
console folding table make the spacious cockpit quite 
comfortable. Large seat lockers hold lines and fenders, 
while the table console encloses an icebox and storage 

saIL REVIEW: sun odyssey 469

sun odyssey 469
Jeanneau

By John Armstrong and Robin Ball

LENGTH OVERALL:  � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � 46’1” / 14�05 m
HULL LENGTH:  � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � 44’9” / 13�65 m
BEAM:  � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � 14’8” / 4�49 m
DRAFT:  � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � 7’4” / 2�24 m
LIGHT DISPLACEMENT:  � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �23,830 lbs / 10,809 kg
SAIL AREA:  � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � 1136 sq ft / 105�5 sq m
FUEL CAPACITY:  � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � 63 gal / 240 L
WATER CAPACITY:  � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � 162 gal / 615 L
AUXILLIARY POWER:  � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � Yanmar 54 hp / 40 Kw

PRICE: � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � $400,000�00 CDN Funds

DEALERS
Test boat provided by Jeanneau America

speCIFICaTIons
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saIL REVIEW: sun odyssey 469
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Main Duck Island and 
Scotch Bonnet Island courses

5th year for LO300 Solo Challenge

For information contact 

lo300@loor.ca 
Register online at loor.ca

loo
r.c

a

Challenge 
Yourself
The LO300 has been 
acknowledged as 
the longest annual
freshwater yacht 
race in the world.

Great Prizes
Great Trophies
Single-Handed
Double-Handed 
& Fully Crewed
White Sail and 
Spinnaker Fleets
Sperry Top-Sider 
Breakfast
Hosted at Port 
Credit Yacht Club

   The 
Lake Ontario 300
              challenge

 JULY 13
     2013

Saturday
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 Beautifully 
appointed 

main salon

mechanisms and pneumatic assists 
make this interior better than most of 
our homes. LED lighting overhead, 
in reading lamps and indirect lighting 
make efficient use of power.

The cabins both fore and aft also 
make good use of space. Our three 
cabin layout slept three couples each 
with privacy and there are two extra 
salon berths for guests or children. The 

cabins each have comfortable high 
density foam double berths. The aft 
cabins include a hanging locker with 
storage shelf and side cabinets. The 
forward berth boasts a large hanging 
locker starboard and another to port, 
a vanity/desk area, and upper storage 
cabinets under the side decks as well as 
large storage drawers under the double 
berth for impressive accommodations. 

compartment. Six people could easily 
have dinner on this table. 

There is a very well designed 
cockpit and it is enhanced by a large aft 
fold-down swim platform. 

The spaciousness, comfort and 
utility is continued below where the 
extensive use of Alpi Fine Teak® 
provides a warm and comfortable 
feel. The wide beam, the chine which 
provides interior volume in addition to 
performance and stability, and taking 
the cabin sole low to the hull, result 
in this interior being impressively 
spacious. The headroom in the salon 
is 1.93m (6’4”) and 1.87m (6’1”) in 
the forward cabin. In our three cabin / 
two head configuration, the U-shaped 
settee with two armchairs provides 
excellent seating capacity. There is also 
a convertible navstation with leather-
ette chart table on the starboard side. 
The combination of coach top sidelites, 
fixed hull ports and hatches provide 
for a bright interior. The cabinetry 
is precise and clean. The hardware 
with full track drawers, softclose 
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We have over 19 years of experience in offering policies 
from many of the best insurance providers to ensure full 
coverage, specific to your needs. Trust us with all your 
worries and sail off into the sunset with peace of mind.

Please visit our website for the many  
special servcies benefiting you.

604-261-9200   1-800-460-0619     
www.dolphininsurance.com

insurance services inc.

We’ve got your back... just go boating.

With over 19 years of providing peace of mind to the 
marine industry, Dolphin Marine Insurance continues 
to look after the best interest of the boater. 

Please visit our website for the many  
special services benefiting you.

604-261-9200   1-800-460-0619    
www.dolphininsurance.com

insurance services inc.

We’ve got your back... just go boating.

20

Again the extensive use of teak provides 
warmth, while the hatches and fixed 
hull ports, supplemented by direct and 
indirect lighting, provide brightness.

Our galley was L-shaped to star-
board and equipped with solid counter 
tops, a double sink, a top access fridge 
and icebox, a two burner stove with 
oven, and a microwave. Ample storage 
space is available in the galley and the 
salon. Sliding waste bins and a storage 
drawer were located under the sink. 

The entire lower space is all on one 
level, making it very safe and easy to 
walk around.

Now to the sailing …
We had the privilege of sailing 

the Sun Odyssey 469 immediately 
following the Miami Boat Show in 
February. We were with Paul Fenn, 
President of Jeanneau North America 
and Eric Stromberg, Director of 
Product Development for Jeanneau. It 
was partly cloudy, 25 °C and blowing 
15-25 Knots from the ESE. Wave 
heights were 5-8 feet when we exited 
Government Cut to the Atlantic against 
the tide. Some boats were pitching 
significantly, but our 469 cut through 
the chop with absolutely no pitching. 
The Yanmar 54 drove us through nicely. 
With those conditions this test cruise 
was looking to be an adventure. 

Once we were set to exit the 
channel we simply unfurled the inmast 
main sail using the coach top electric 
winch. In spite of +15Knots and 
waves it was effortless. We then fully 
deployed the 106% standard headsail 
and went sailing. 

We reached back and forth then 
headed up and tacked a couple of 
times. The main is only slightly larger 
than the jib and the boat never wanted 
to round up. The helm responded well 
to driving through the waves which is 
always more of a challenge than when 
flat water sailing. We sailed at a very 
comfortable heel and the boat tracked 
exceptionally well. Tacking angles with 
the small headsail and the inboard 
sheeting were nice and tight. 

As we said earlier all sheets lead aft, 
are on stoppers and are winched on pri-
maries just forward of the helm station. 
This might not be good for a fully crewed 
race team as it concentrates all the 
activity in the back half of the cockpit, 
however for the cruiser or shorthanded 
sailor, it allows the helmsman to easily 

assist with the tack. This layout made it 
easy to handle the boat and these were 
not average conditions. 

The entire time the boat was 
responsive and balanced. We eventu-
ally headed back to the cut sailing 
up the channel where we furled the 
sails, reversing the simple process and 
maintaining some outhaul tension while 

the electric winch did the work. There 
was no drama. Despite conditions on 
the higher end of what many people 
would enjoy, we had a great sail and the 
469 performed remarkably well. 

Jeanneau has once again succeeded 
in producing a marvelous sailboat with 
updated design, innovation, quality, 
performance and operability. 
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RECREATION VESSEL 
COURTESY CHECK

Prepare for your boating season by getting a 
FREE Courtesy Check from Canadian Power and 
Sail Squadrons (CPS) and get your safety 
inspection sticker.

CPS, working in partnership with Transport Canada’s 
Office of Boating Safety, will help ensure that you 
and your family have an enjoyable and safe 
summer on the water. 

Get a Courtesy Check from a CPS Boating Safety 
Specialist at your marina or launch ramp and 
verify that you have all the required safety 
equipment on board.
 
For more information go to www.cpsboat.ca

Canadian Power and Sail Squadrons 
www.cpsboat.ca  | 1-888-CPS-BOAT

Financial contribution from



 This is the Barracuda at 
its best, flying up the coast or 

out to the fishing grounds.
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T
he new beneTeau 
barraCuda 9 is set to 
devour old-fashioned com-
petitors as it redefines the 

design and performance realities for 
power boats under 30 feet. 

Parts of the Beneteau Barracuda 
9 may seem familiar, but we can’t 
recall seeing all these features rolled 
into one boat. It’s just a wild com-
bination and it’s sure to send other 
designers scrambling back to their 
drawing boards.

The Beneteau Barracuda 9 is a 
29’3” pilot house outboard boat with 
a 9’9” beam and both an amazing 
list of clever design features as well 
as an option list to enable buyers 
to further customize or personalize 
their Barracuda for their particular 
tastes. Here’s a fast “laundry list” of 
design features; deep-vee “Air Step” 
hull, high flared bow with sharp 
entry, high sides with recessed side 
decks, large aft cockpit, single or twin 
outboard power options, pilot house 

with interior helm, but also flying 
bridge helm station, cabin seating that 
converts to a dinette, enclosed head, 
compact galley and even an optional 
generator and air conditioning!

First, let’s explain that the hull 
is a deep-vee design but with the 
addition of the Beneteau “Air Step” 
hull feature. There are air intakes 
mounted up on the cabin sides that 
are exhausted into the keel area under 
the boat, reducing drag to plane off 
faster, cruise with a lower fuel burn 
and to deliver higher top speeds. It’s a 
unique and successful innovation.

Taking significant advantage 
from the light weight and compact 
mounting opportunities that the 
latest four-stroke outboards allow, 
the Beneteau Barracuda 9 is offered 
with single or twin outboard engines 
up to twin 225 horsepower each for a 
maximum of 450. Outboards free up 
interior space for other amenities and 
allow the cockpit to be carried almost 
to the transom for maximum exterior 
space. A clever hinged transom 
section still lets you tilt the engines 
clear of the water when moored.

beneTeau

By John Armstrong and Andy Adams

Barracuda 9

power REVIEW: barracuda 9

Engines: Twin Yamaha F225 Offshore 
outboards, four stroke V6 engines displac-
ing 4�2 litres / 254�4 ci with dual overhead 
cam, 24 valve direct action with variable 
camshaft timing (VCT) and multi-point 
electronic fuel injection, producing 225 hp 
each� Stainless steel props�

ENGINE RPM  SPEED MPH
Idle  � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � 3�5
1000  � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � 5�9
1500  � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � 8�0
2000  � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � 9�5
2500  � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � 12�4
3000  � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � 23�6
3500  � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � 30�1
4000  � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � 35�6
4500  � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � 39�9
5000  � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � 45�5
5200 max  � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � 47�9

CRUISING SPEED rpm / mph
3500 / 30�1

SPECIFICATIONS
LENGTH:  � � � � � � � � � � � � � 28’ 10’’ / 8�78 m
BEAM:  � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � 9’ 9’’ / 2�98 m
WEIGHT:  � � � 7,584 lbs / 3,441 kg with engines
FUEL CAPACITY:  � � � � � � � � � � 106 gals / 400 L
WATER CAPACITY:  � � � � � � � � � � � 26 gals /100 L
PRICE:  � � $199,000 USD as equipped plus duty

Test boat provided by and price and perfor-
mance data supplied by: Annapolis Yacht 
Sales – www.annapolisyachtsales.com�  
Visit: www.beneteau.com  
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The cockpit can be left open for 
fishing but an aft bench seat and 
available folding seat on the aft end 
of the cabin can provide family-sized 
seating. Removable side sections over 
the step-in areas increase seating again. 
The transom design includes a boarding 
ladder and teak-trimmed swim plat-
forms. The test boat had teak hardwood 
flooring and gunwhale tops with two rod 
holders per side, deck hawes to inboard-
mounted cleats and there’s an optional 
side net roller to bring crab pots aboard! 

If you order the optional Fischer-
Panda generator, it is installed in an 
enclosure outside the aft cabin wall. 
It takes up some cockpit space but it 
can also double as a seat or a spot to 
spread out tackle.

Our test boat was loaded including 
the generator, air conditioning, full 
suite of electronics and more.

You might expect a 29 foot out-
board boat to be a centre console or 
dual console design, so seeing the pilot 
house cabin is unexpected but it looks 
good to our eyes and offers surprising 
accommodation.

To easily get around a pilot house 
boat, you need side decks and these 
are recessed below the sweeping 
sheerline, offering both secure footing 
and greater freeboard in big water. 
There are stainless steel handrails on 
the cabin roof and sliding cabin side 
doors port and starboard for fresh air 
and docking convenience.

The fore deck features a forward 
facing bench seat and two neat 

options are a Bimini sun shade and 
an optional hammock-like sun lounge 
too! Unbelievable versatility and space 
utilization. The flared bow reduces 
spray and also results in more flat deck. 
You can enter and exit by the bow. The 
Barracuda also has a Lewmar electric 
windlass, big anchor and chain rode.

But, perhaps the most amazing 
thing about the boat is that it has an 
optional flying bridge!

This is such a clever design. The 
port-side ladder to the bridge has teak 
steps. The bridge is comfortable for two 
people, puts you way up in the fresh air 
and yet the design has you sitting like 
you’re in a sports car; very appropriate 
for the performance level!

This would be a tremendous design 
for British Columbia where you might 
be looking for logs or debris in the 
water. The test boat had a stainless 
steel mount ready to install a radar 
system too; great for foggy coastal areas! 

I had the pleasure of sea trialing 
the Barracuda 9 with Patrick Hopkins 
of Annapolis Yacht Sales. We left the 
tranquility of their yacht basin and 
headed out to the Chesapeake where 
we encountered some light chop. The 
acceleration was phenomenal (about 
four seconds to plane off) and the ride 
was exceptional. We initially stayed at 
the lower station but then transitioned to 
the flying bridge and put the Barracuda 
through her paces. The boat tracks very 
well in all phases of running, and we 
pushed the better part of 50 miles per 
hour as we raced towards the Annapolis 

Yacht Club. This is a fun, functional boat 
that will serve her owners well; Beneteau 
has done it again!

The pilot house cabin interior is 
equally versatile. Entering through 
either sliding side door, the helm is to 
starboard with a non-reflective gray 
binnacle, well-located controls and 
the helm has a flip up seat bolster 
and a nice sport wheel. The test boat 
was equipped with a Lowrance HDS 
10 multifunction display for most 
functions and Yamaha LCD displays 
for the twin Yamaha 4.2 Litre F225 
Offshore 225 hp engines. To port, 
there’s a chart table over the entrance 
to the lower cabin area.

The vertical glass design reduces 
greenhouse effects on sunny days, 
has an overhang for shade and rain 
and offers very good outward vision, 
plus two big wipers to clear rain and 
spray. Then, a large glass roof panel is 
included and it slides and lifts for fresh 
air, has a screen and a sunshade too.

Beneteau also gave the Barracuda 9 
an aft cabin window like a pickup truck 
that can slide open and being vertical, 
you get air circulation yet you would 
probably not get rain in, even when 
you’re running. Another smart feature is 
that the entire cabin is curtained all the 
way around for privacy in the evening.

All the interior seats do double-duty. 
The helm pedestal seats are adjustable, 
comfortable and they swivel around to 
be dining chairs. There’s a fold-down 
table on each of the port and starboard 
sides and a bench seat across the back 
making a dinette for up to four people. 
There’s very limited galley space for 
provisions and a small refrigerator is 
installed under that seat. There’s also 
underfloor storage and storage beneath 
the bench seat. A removable BBQ is 
your best cooking option.

There is a port side passageway to 
the forward berth and enclosed head. 
The area is not big but could work for 
a couple spending a night on board. 
The head had a Jabsco MSD and a 
hand-held shower. You can stand or sit 
but get in and out with care - the panel 
over the door is low.

And actually, that’s my most 
serious complaint with the Beneteau 
Barracuda 9. Otherwise, it is a simply 
amazing collection of great ideas and 
versatility wrapped up in a blazing 
fast package. 

power REVIEW: barracuda 9

 Great outward vision and added 
light from the sunroof make the 
pilot house cabin bright for driving 
as well as dining.
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www.boatcan.com
Boatcan.com receives  35,000+ unique 
visitors per month all across Canada!

• 23% Western Canada 
• 55% Ontario 
• 22% Eastern Canada

Whether you are 
buying or selling

boats, products or
services, Boatcan 

is always with 
you on the 

go at boatcan.mobi.

Scan this code
with your smartphone
and go to Boatcan

Allied with Canada’s 
leading marine publications

13_366_Services_CY_Half_HR.pdf   1   16/02/13   11:33 AM



CALL 888.293.3505 OR VISIT: SUNSAIL.COM/CY

®

More choice of yachts than any other company More breathtaking destinations More value for the money

Yacht Charter         |         Sailing Schools         |         Racing         |         Corporate Events

 US_21313_SS_APR13_AD_CY_FULL PAGE.indd   2 2/19/13   4:55 PM
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CHARTER

If you know how to Boat or would like to hire an instructor, 
charter one of Blue Pacific’s well-maintained yachts and 
explore Desolation Sound, the Gulf Islands, the San Juans 
or the Sunshine Coast. We are conveniently located on 
Granville Island and offer bareboat charters and Cruise and 
Learn vacations on sail or power boats from 27 to 65 feet. 
To see our fleet, go to www.bluepacificcharters.com then 
call or email us to check availablility.

07416_fullpagead-OP.pdf   1   11-12-06   12:20 PM

Book now for your Summer Vacation!
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CHARTER

Ordinary People. Extraordinary Vacations!
CYOA has been helping Ordinary People
just like you make the most of their 
vacations for over 30 years with beautiful
yachts, sensible prices, and a caring, 
professional staff.

Call your favorite crew, select an air-
conditioned cat or monohull from our fleet,
and set a comfortable heading for a 
vacation well Beyond the Ordinary.

Better yet -- invest in your own exciting
CYOA charter yacht with guaranteed 
payments, optional commitment terms, 
and much more! Contact us today!

Sail Cats | Power Cats | Monohulls | Trawlers | Bareboat | Skippered
Frenchtown | St Thomas USVI
800-944-2962 | 340-777-9690

www.cyoacharters.com | info@cyoacharters.com

CYOA is enviro-friendly and 100% holding tank equipped

• Bareboat/Skippered
• Monohulls 32' - 52'
• Catamarans 38' - 47'

25    Year 
Anniversary

Our Cat prices will make you purrr!!
WWW.CONCHCHARTERS.COM

email: sailing@conchcharters.com - (284) 494-4868
Toll Free: USA 800-521-8939 • Canada 800-463-6625
Yacht Brokerage Division: charteryachtsales.com

“BestYacht Management Program”

“BVI’sBest Dealson Keels!”

Est. 1986

Conch Charters Ltd.
British Virgin
Islands

Conch Charters Ltd.
British Virgin
Islands

CANADIAN OWNED  
AND OPERATED



Telegraph Cove Oceanfront Home: Exceptional 
5-bedroom oceanfront residence, with an 
expansive gourmet kitchen and wonderful 
detailing through-out. Panoramic ocean and 
coastal views, expansive deck, private bay. 
Detached shop with over height doors. $998,500

West Coast Vancouver Island: 10 acre 
oceanfront properties overlooking Broken Island 
Marine Park with 275ft – 555ft of pristine easy 
access beach front. Roughed in internal access 
roads to loading area. Best value oceanfront on 
the Coast.                         $74,000 to $110,000

Tlell Acreage, Graham Island: Haida Gwaii. 
Unbelievable 46acres, approx. 2400ft of 
oceanfront and 3000ft of riverfront on the Tlell 
River. Electrical, phone service, drilled well. 
Modest cottage, workshop. Versatile and unique 
property, lots of options.                    $850,000

Busby Island, Owen Bay: 2.55 nicely treed 
acres, 250ft tidal oceanfront. East side of the 
island adjacent to Sonora Island and across 
from Quadra Island. Picturesque setting in the 
Discovery Islands, great affordable location for 
your island retreat.                               $69,000

Alder Bay RV Resort: Vancouver Island. 
Approx 30 acres prime oceanfront, RV park 
and marine resort with mixed use zoning.  105 
sites, boat launch and marina facility, resort 
building. Only opportunity of its kind on the 
north island!                               $2,200,000

Winter Harbour, North Vancouver Island: 
930sqft oceanfront cabin on. Post and beam 
features, furnished, with appliances and 
woodstove. Community water, phone and 
electricity. Road access to this famous fishing 
and outdoor recreation area.               $200,000

Quatsino Sound Acreage: NW Vancouver 
Island, 29 undeveloped oceanfront acres, 350ft 
waterfront at the entrance to Hecate Cove. 
Electrical and phone service at the road. Zoning 
allows subdivision for 14 dwellings. Superb 
fishing region.                                    $229,000

South Central BC Coast Oceanfront Acreage: 
160 acre wilderness property in Bessborough 
Bay, north of Hardwicke Island. Approx 1200ft 
tidal oceanfront, mostly low bank. Southern 
exposure.  Substantial creek through property. 
Water access.                                    $295,000

Quadra Island Oceanfront: Very desirable 5.2 
acres with 350ft of walk-on oceanfront on Sutil 
Channel. 2515sqft oceanside main residence, 
plus 1380sqft guest home/rental, tucked into 
forest away from main residence. Fabulous 
privacy and value!                              $675,000

Ed: 250.287.0011  Shelley: 250.830.4435  Toll Free: 800.563.7322
edhandja@bcoceanfront.com & shelleymckay@bcoceanfront.com

Your BC OCeanfrOnt team  
Specializing in Unique Coastal Real Estate in British Columbia

Ed Handja Personal Real Estate Corporation & SHEllEy McKay

www.bcoceanfront.com
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Redonda Bay, West Redonda Island: Substantial, 
licensed oyster aquaculture business with 20+ 
acres of beach and deep water lease, equipment 
and large oyster inventory. Also 1 acre upland 
property with a 500sqft cabin and good fresh 
water source.                                     $399,000

Tahsis Oceanfront Acreage: West Coast 
Vancouver Island.  Substantial 186 acres. 5300ft 
shoreline, power, road access, full mechanical 
shop, new 40ft accommodation trailer with 
underground services. Largest private property 
in the Village of Tahsis!                       $995,000

Vancouver Island Saratoga Beach: Stunning 
oceanfront properties. Driftwood Estates, 
an exclusive oceanfront development, offers 
privacy, a beautiful walk-on beach and marina 
facilities and amenities nearby. 20 minutes from 
the Comox Airport.                        $479,000ea



Charter yachts built by 
Jeanneau & Beneteau

www.coastlinemarine.ca
250-656-7070

Sailing CourSeS
Join one of our cruise and 

learns this summer and enjoy 
an all inclusive vacation while 

you learn to sail.
Day Skipper - Coastal 

navigation - Coastal Skipper 
Yatchmaster offshore

June Charter SpeCialS on 
now CheCk our weBSite 

for promotionS.
own a charter yacht

affordable ownership
www.islandcruising.com

New Delivery (Base Price)
Leopard 58 ............................... $1,299,000
Leopard 44 ...................................$509,000
Leopard 39 Charter Special ..... $329,000
Sunsail 45......................................$360,000
Sunsail 41......................................$245,000
Sunsail 38......................................$210,000
recommeNDeD Pre-owNeD
2008 Leopard 40 .........................$249,000
2007 Leopard 43 .........................$275,000
2008 Beneteau 40 .......................$170,000
2010 Jeanneau 44i .................... $220,000
2008 Meridian 411 .....................$295,000
2008 Meridian 490 .....................$325,000

Charter reServationS | 250-656-7070
Sidney & Comox | learn from the profeSSionalS!

Preferred Partner

arriving June
the leopard 44 owners version

Book Charter  
arrange Viewing

leoparD 39 powerCat
Comfort for eight, 879 sq. ft. 

living area, fuel economy
5.1 gal/hr at 12 kt

FACTORY 
SPECIAL





BLACKFISH MARINE
L u x u r y  y a c h t  S a L e S

1 800 796 8081     |     www.blackfishmarine.com     |     604 669 8081

See all of our listings at www.blackfishmarine.com  Open 7 days a week to serve you better
1815 Maritime Mews Granville Island, Vancouver BC

48 MaritiMo 2009
Duty PaiD $779,000

53 Carver
2 to Choose froM

57 Carver 2001
$479,000

500 Marquis 2009
$774,000

72 viteCh 2000
$1,199,000

30 Baja outlaw 2008
$79,000

65 Marquis
3 to Choose froM

48 sea ray 2002
$399,000

40 forMula PC 2009
New listiNG

58 BayliNer 1999
$379,000

36 Carver 2003
$154,900

39 BayliNer 1995
$119,000

 The New 

 50

 Master  
Stateroom 

 230% Larger

Visit us on

SOLD!

Check out 80+  
yacht listings & view  
our boats in action!
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1999 40’ MaxuM  
Boathouse Kept, Only 1500 Hrs on Her twin 
320 Hp Cummins Diesel Engines, Very Pop-
ular Aft Cabin model Features a Queen Sized 
Island Berth , Two Vacu-flush Heads, Hardtop 

Over Aft. Deck. $149,900

1978 40’ Marine Trader Tri Cabin  
Twin Economical Ford Lehman Diesel Engines, 

Beautiful Teak Interior, Updated Propane 
System, Large Aft. Cabin, Vacu-Flush Head 

$65,000

1986 Chris CrafT CaTalina 281  
Built In Uniflite Factory, Original Engines with 
Only 680 Hrs, New Risers, Only Two Owners, 
Very Rare Factory Hard Top. Owner Is Very 
Motivated to Move This Boat, Don’t Miss 

Your Chance To Own Your Own Chris Craft. 
$24,900

1979 28’ Trend  
Twin 5.0 Liter Volvo Engines (980/937 Hrs) 
With 280 Legs, New Water Tank, Risers & 

Manifolds, Both legs serviced, New Canvas, 
Steering Serviced, Engines Tuned In 2009. 

This Is A Turn-Key Boat.  
$24,995

1976 32’ unifliTe  
Very Fuel Efficient New In 2003 Twin Daewoo 

Diesel Engines, Bow Thruster, Blister Free, 
Full Bridge & Camper Canvas, Radar & GPS, 
Windlass, 1000 Watt Inverter, Lower Controls 

At Aft. Deck. Priced To Sell   
$24,995

1977 28’ bayliner 2850 
Twin 5.7 Liter Rebuilt Engines (Port 190 Hrs, 
Stbd 80 Hrs)Volvo 280 Legs, Built In Marine 

Battery Charger, Inverter,  
Very Motivated Seller $8,995

2006 32’ Proline exPress  
This immaculate boat is turnkey. The owner 
has purchased a new boat so this one has to 
go. Merc 225 Verado’s with Only 500 hours, 
5kw Kohler generator, a/c, flat screen TV, bait 

well fish boxes with macerator pumps.  
The list goes on and on $109,000 

2004 34’ searay 340 sundanCer  
Navman GPS, Inverter, SMX Reverse Air Heat 

& Air Conditioning, Clarion Sound System, 
Ridged Hull Inflatable C/W 8 Hp Yamaha 

Kicker On A Sea- Wise Davit System. Fully 
Loaded and Ready to Cruise  

$99,900

2008 bosTon Whaler 180 daunTless  
A family tradition of outstanding versatility for 
all kinds of boating activities, serious fishing, 

waters ports or comfortable cruising. It’s 
loaded with standard fishing features, such 

as rod holders and casting space for multiple 
anglers, including a full-width aft casting deck 

that converts to a bench seat. $34,995

2007 28’ bayliner 285  
Mercruiser 350 Mag 300hp With A Bravo Three 

Drive, Blue Hull, Hot Water System, Shore 
Power, Holding Tank, Fridge, Stereo/CD. Extras 
Include: Electric Windlass, Remote Spotlight, 

Teak Saloon Floor, Uniden VHF, Northstar GPS. 
Very Clean & Ready to Cruise. $52,250

1989 28’ fairbanks sedan  
Perfect West Coast Cruiser for a Couple or 

Small Family, Top End of both Engines Rebuilt 
In 2010, Reliable & Economical. Very Clean, 
Pride of Ownership Shows, Slip Available @ 

Crescent Beach Marina for this boat, Moorage 
Paid until March 31/2014  $39,995

1975/2007 28’ CenTury VenTure  
New Aluminum Aft. Deck & House, Both Engines 
Rebuilt, Prewired For Downriggers/Trap Puller, 

C/W Tri Axel Galvanized Trailer. This Would Make 
A Great Crew Boat. $29,995

2004 sea doo GTx-4 TeCh  
New Pump & Battery, Rebuilt Coolant Plate 
& Supercharger. Turn Key, Needs Nothing. 

Comes With Trailer.  
$8,500

1990 28’ sea ray da  
Both Drives Just Serviced, New Hot Water 
Heater, New Start Batteries, New Electronic 

Battery Charger, New High End Fusion Sound 
System. Very Clean. Moorage Available At 

Crescent Beach Marina For This Boat  
$24,995

1981 30’ CaMPion adVenTure 300  
Very Economical Long Range  Cruising 
With Her Single six Cylinder Mercruiser 

Engine. Stable 11’ 11” Beam. New Holding & 
Water Tanks, New Marine Battery Charger & 
Batteries, New VHF Radio. Updated Interior. 

$18,995

Cresent BeaCh Marina
Call

604-538-9666
or afTer hours ConTaCT

derM Connors
604-230-544712555 CresenT road, surrey bC, Canada. V4a2V4

Boathouses For Sale With Moorage - From 40’ to 65’ - Prices from $25,000 to $100,000

We have slips available from 20’ - 50’ on a yearly basis
“View all our boats online at www.crescentbeachmarina.com”

1997 35’ CarVer Bosch On-Demand Water 
Heater, Seawise Davit System, New Simrad 

Touch Screen Navigation System (GPS.Radar), 
New Fusion Sound System C/W Sirius Tuner, 

New Sealand Masterflush Toilet, New Magnum 
Inverter/Charger C/W Six Golf cart Batteries, 

Rebuilt Starboard Engine. $79,950



50 YEARS OF QUALITY, RELIABILITY, SAFETY & PERFORMANCE… 
That is why Grady-White is your family’s best choice in a coastal boat!

The finest materials mean built-in value & security | Built by craftsmen & superbly engineered through customer input
Safe & secure…the Grady-White difference | The ultimate offshore designs

TIME FLIES, BUT YOUR GRADY DAYS WILL NOT…THE MEMORIES WILL LAST FOREVER!

Capstan Marine | 100-6260 Graybar Road, Richmond, BC  V6W 1H6
Phone: 604-273-9048 | Fax: 604-273-9343 | www.capstanmarine.com | capstanmarine@shaw.ca

Capstan Marine
Factory Authorized GRADY-WHITE Dealer

2006 Grady White 306 Bimini - Twin Yamaha counter rotation F250’s 
with 470 hours, power assist steering, two 12" Raymarine displays,
4 kW Open Scan radar, Icom VHF radio, auto pilot w/remote, Wavecall 
satellite phone, inverter, diesel heat & hot water, electric head, Lewmar 
winch w/22lb S/S Delta anchor & remote at the helm. Local boat sold 
by Capstan Marine.  $89,900.

1990 Grady White 226 Seafarer
Twin 2000 - F115 Yamahas, E Z Loader Tandem Trailer
Clean local boat. Reduced to $24,900.



* Plus freight and PDI

Marine Centre
BC’s Premier marine Dealer

Welcome to G.A. Checkpoint Marine - your authorized dealer of Yamaha G3 Boats, G3 Pontoon 
Boats, Yamaha Outboards, Zodiac Inflatables, Yamaha Waverunners and many other marine 

products in Vancouver, BC. Come into our showroom and see what we have to offer!

Port mooDy
3034 St. John’s Street,

Port Moody, BC  V3H 2C5

604-461-3434

aBBotsforD
#101-31324 Peardonville Road

Abbotsford, BC  V2T 6K8

604-854-3440

www.gaCheCkPoint.Com

New 2012 8SMH Yamaha
fourstroke. $2,195*

2013 Yamaha Waverunners. In stock. 
starting at $199 per month*

New 2012 Yamaha 50L. 
now only $4,900* 

Limited supply.

Zodiac 650 Rec Pro. In stock. only $49,995*
Powered by Yamaha 115 fourstroke.

Zodiac Cadet 200.  
now only $895*

Only 6'7" and weighs just 46 lbs.

Zodiac Cadet 240 Air Floor.  
only $1,595*

Only 7'11" and weighs just 60 lbs.

Zodiac 470 DLX. In stock. 
only $31,900*

Powered by Yamaha  
90 fourstroke.

Zodiac 380 DLX. In stock. 
only $21,900*

Powered By Yamaha  
40 fourstroke.

new



   

New ListiNgs

expeditioN Charter

YaChts for saLe

John Pillsbury
778-886-8695

Wes badke
250-505-3112

rich roberts
604-880-3806

chris baker
604-729-0719

dave kane
778-885-9991

Gerry Prefontaine
604-724-6788

at skyline marina - 7851 river road, 
richmond, bc. v6X 1X8, canada.

Jesse burch
604-250-7972

david rossi
604-306-9375

caPt. heiko hansen
604-760-6500

Do you alreaDy own a boat anD want to traDe up or Down in size?   
Call our brokers now... they will finD your next Dream boat!

expeditioN resorts

Charter or purChase

127’ Custom mega yaCht launChing 2012  
Opulent accommodations abound on this World Class Yacht. 

Huge Interior Space, 6 Ensuited Staterooms, Skylounge, 
Fantastic Finishing.  amazing priCe!  

Call riCh roberts for Details 604-880-3806

105’ browarD
Regarded as one of the most attractive Browards built.  

Huge interior space plus 4 staterooms and crew. Cruise in 
 luxury at 20 knots... great priCe $1,980,000!

Call John pillsbury 778-886-8695

131’ worlD Class Cruising yaCht 
Ocean crossing range, luxurious accommoda-

tions, built to a very high standard. Nearing 
completion. Buy now and pick your final fin-

ishes. Excellent price. Call riCh 604-880-3806

42’ garDner trawler tri-Cabin  
Very reliable & economical diesel trawler @  

1.5 gal/hr. Good accommodations with  
2 ensuited staterooms. only $89,000 

Call John 778-886-8695

40’ bill garDen pilothouse Cutter 
Set up for blue water cruising well  

equipped and maintained.  
only $69,000  

Call John 778-886-8695

albemarle 28’  
Proven Express Fisher with Great Hull 

Design, Well Appointed cabin & Luxury 
Details... Buy the Best! 

Call riCh for Details 604-880-3806

50’ granD houseboat 1998 Spacious 
1500 sq.ft., 3 Bedroom /2 Bathroom floating 

vacation home and more! Full Kitchen, large 
deck, water slide, great revenue potential.

only $49,000. Call heiko 604-760-6500

57’ gulf CommanDer  
Well built 2 stateroom, 2 head yacht with 

many upgrades. Twin Cummins. Transferable 
moorage in False Creek. only $88,500.  

Call John 778-886-8695

45’ Jenneau DeCk salon 2008
Exquisite 2 stateroom/2 head yacht with many 
upgrades incl. bow thruster, diesel hydronic 

furnace, Sunbrella enclosure, dual helm, walk 
through transom. Call John  778-886-8695

2011 albemarle 41’ Convertible
Fish in Style & Comfort. 2 Luxurious Cabins, 

Full Galley & Large Salon.  
Special Introductory Pricing! 

Call riCh 604-880-3806 

39’ hollins sloop 2002 Strong and fast 
steel, offshore vessel. Quiet & warm fully 
insulated hull. Low hours on economical 

Yanmar diesel. A must see well built sailboat!  
only $59,000-Call gerry 604-724-6788

This 105’ beautifully restored Gentleman’s 
Yacht will be cruising from the Caribbean 

to Vancouver on a 12 week expedition. 
Charter opportunities for different legs 

of the journey for up to 8 guests with full 
service. Expressions of interest are  

now being accepted.  
Call riCh for Details. 604-880-3806  
 rroberts@meriDianyaChts.Ca

41’ Canoe Cove-One of the 
cleanest & most affordable Canoe 

Coves on the market. Many up-
grades, large salon, twin Perkins 

diesels. only $92,800... 
Call John 778-886-8695

introDuCing henley  
aluminum boats  

Canadian made, High Quality, 
Welded Aluminum boats for 
Pleasure or Commercial use. 
Lapstrake or flush strake hull. 

Call heiko for Details 
604-760-6500

Join our exClusive Club  
Join our Exclusive Club and enjoy fantastic cruising aboard beautiful, 

fully crewed Yachts like these in some of the Best Destinations  
in the World... Call Rich for details 604-880-3806 or 

rroberts@meridianyachts.ca

42’ tri-Cabin motor yaCht - only $149,900 Very comfortable  
salon, full galley, separate dining, 2 staterooms, 2 heads, heated & 

enclosed flybridge and aft deck, many recent upgrades. 
Call Rich for details on purchase or charter. 604-880-3806

www.meridianyachts.ca
 

saLes • Charter • fraCtioNaL owNership • MaNageMeNt

This One sOld

Now Sellin
g Hull #

4

60’ leClerCq 2011 - 5 State-
rooms each with private head. 

Currently the heart of a successful 
charter business. “Expedition 

Class” vessel. Great opportunity.  
Call heiko for Details 

604-760-6500

sOld



farpointmarine.com
Fred Warriner
fwarriner@farpointmarine.com

Direct: 604 209 2464
Toll free: 877 822 0354

Visit our website for updated pricing and details

40 Formula PC 2006   
Twin Yanmar diesels, generator, Raymarine electronics, tender, Sea 
Wise Davit. Economical cruise and very low hours. $294,000

39 Tiara Convertible 2006 
Original owner. Cummins power, 
full electronics, Sat TV & phone, 
watermaker, inverter, furnace, 
glass windshield, teak interior, 
cockpit controls, much more 
$425,000

290 Sea Ray Amberjack 
2002 One owner. Twin 5.0 
Merc MPI B3 FWC. All service 
records. Boathouse kept 
summer/warehouse kept winter. 
Immaculate and loaded with 
options. $58,000

48 Alaskan - New! 
Purpose built for Northwest 
cruising, fishing & adventuring. 
Moorage included until 
September 30th 2013. 
$659,000

305 Boston Whaler 2006 
Twin Merc Verado 4 strokes. Low 
hours. Garmin electronics. Low 
hours and rigged for fishing.
$125,000

54 Hatteras 2007  - Legendary Hatteras quality, luxury and 
capabilities. Many Northwest options included. Cruise and fish  
the entire west coats in absolute comfort. Twin Caterpillar power.

2007 Silverton 33 Convertible 
Roomy 2 stateroom cruiser. 
Economical cruise w / twin 5 liter 
Crusaders. Electronics, Diesel 
furnace, full enclosure, and lots of 
room.Well equipped and ready for 
the season. $123,900

Rayburn 82 2002 Spacious comfortable and sophisticated. Ready 
to cruise.

44 Sea Ray Sedan Bridge 2007 –  Original owner, and low hours on 
Cummins power. Diesel furnace, watermaker, Sat TV, bow thruster, 
spare props, tender w / Sea Wise davit. $315,000
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Far Point engages a team of  
experienced marine professionals 
ready to respond to any project,  
service need, or emergency including:

• Electronics Installation, Calibration 
and Repair

• Furnace and Inverter Installation

• Electrical Installation and Repair

• Captain Services/Transport and 
Relocation of Vessels

• Fibreglass Repairs

• Diving & Inspection Services

• Propeller Installation and Repair

• Interior and Exterior Detailing

Yacht Management Services - 
contact Far Point Marine to schedule 
regular inspections to keep your yacht 
ready to cruise at all times.

FAR POINT MARINE

SERvIcE ANd YAchT 
MANAgEMENT TEAM

28 Formula SS 2006  
Twin Mercruiser FWC  w/ B3 
drives. Large cabin with dinette/ 
V Berth, enclosed head. Full 
canvas. Less than 150 hours.
$65,000

SISTERSHIP



serving sailors since 1964
exclusive  
dealer

western 
canada
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Find us on  
facebook

new 2013 Hunter 33

you speAK of our service, 
our reputAtion speAKs for itself

Hunter #1 In North America

new 2013 Hunter 50Ac
At our docKs 

Specialty SELLS boats. Visit www.specialtyyachts.com to view our listings and all of our recent sales.

granville island, no. 102-1676 duranleau street, vancouver, british columbia, v6H 3s4  
phone 604.689.7491   toll-free 1.800.665.2336   email info@specialty-yachts.com    We are a 100% endorsed Certified Professional YaCht Brokerage

yachts for sale

2000 Hunter 380

$109,900

1995 Hunter 29.5

$44,900

2008 Ocean alexander 50

sold

2001 Hunter Hc50

$207,000

2002 MainsHip 34

sold

2000 Hunter 340

sold

sistership

Lawrence Fronczek  
CPYB

Ian Libke  
CPYB

John Burley  
CPYB

Evan SeysBruce Kennedy  

coMe see tHis AwArd winning yAcHt on our docKscoMe see wHy tHis yAcHt is so AMAzing

next sold Hunter 40 Arriving in June

1982 c&c 30 MKii

$34,900

1981 alOHa 341991 Hunter 30t

$43,900

1995 Hunter 336

$57,900

new 2012 Hunter e36

sold

2003 Hunter 356

$102,500

tHe All new 2013  

Hunter 40 
 

tHis 40tH AnniversAry 
Model sets A new 

bencHMArK in design, 
perforMAnce  
And luxury.

We have buyers... Let us sell your quality listing

2003 Hunter 420 passage

$172,900

What our customers have to say:

“My wife Lesley and I were in the market for our first sailboat, we had heard nothing but good 
things about Speciality Yacht Sales (and in particular Lawrence Fronczek) from our co-workers 
here in Nanaimo. We quickly realized that Lawrence had a following of loyal customers, 
maybe better called friends, who had dealt with him in the past and who could not speak 
highly enough about how well they had been treated.

We contacted Lawrence and eventually bought a Hunter sailboat from him. Lawrence was 
a superb broker in every way. He was helpful, honest, engaging and treated us more like 
friends than customers. He was always available, always helpful and a complete pleasure 
to deal with. We would heartily recommend Specialty Yacht Sales and Lawrence to anyone 
looking for a quality yacht.”

Rick and Lesley Kroeker beside their 37’ Hunter “Lady Kay.”

2007 Hunter 38

sold

new 2013 Hunter 40
At our docKs

1987 VagabOnd 47

p.o.r.

1997 Hunter 376

sold

sold

new price!

new price!
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Chedecastro1@gmail.com Phone: North America 1 416 417 6823 Phone: Caribbean 1-721-559-8572
www.yachtworld.com/theyachtshop/ - The reAl serviCe begiNs AfTer you buy The boAT. 

Timorian is truly unique and will stand out in comparison to any racer/cruisers under 40’.  
She has a replacement value that sits above $400,000 CaD. Well proven and respected in the 
Toronto racing community but equal attention was paid to her ability to fully transform into a 
beautiful family cruiser with full enclosure and too many custom extras above and below deck to 
mention here. Truly a winning racer, and proven cruiser.

2009 C&C 115 Timorian  
listed at $229,000 CAD

an open inviTaTion To a DoCkSiDe vieWing on June 22nD  
at the port Credit Yacht Club running from 10 am until 2 pm.

Contact Che Decastro for details, 1-416-417-6823 or chedecastro1@gmail.com

based in st Maarten and established 
in 2003 we are the “go To” brokerage 

in the marine trades capitol of the 
Caribbean. 

With office and mooring balls located 
right in simpson bay lagoon The yacht 

shop is a brokerage with preferred 
status and connections to vital service 

providers which are the key to any 
successful caribbean deal. 

As the Newly appointed exclusive 
Caribbean and Canadian Dealer for 

grand soleil yachts we are ready to put 
your new boat dreams on the water. 

We are just minutes from the airport 
which offers daily flights from North 

America and europe. 

Call us Today and let the fun begin!

JMC Yard & Marina  |  Sandy Ground,  
Simpson BayLagoon, St. Maarten/St. Martin 
Tel +1 721 524 9903  Fax +1 416 981 7292

From Canada +1 416 417 6823

2011 Dufour 405 - Rare in North America, even more rare 
is to find a fresh water version. A long list of factory options 
as well as AC/Large Screen Entertainment Centre and the 
desirable L shaped galley. Located in Toronto Canada.  
LiSTeD aT $259,000 uSD

58fT Tom CoLvin SuLTana SChooner 1984
Stunning, fresh water one of a kind. No maintenance is 
overlooked and many beautiful features.  
Located in Port Elgin Ontario.
LiSTeD aT $255,000

2001 Bavaria 51 oCean SerieS
Centre Cockpit, massive owners cabin,  has added Hard Top 
and Bimini, AC / Gen Set / In Mast Furling.  
Located in St Maarten. 
LiSTeD noW aT $199,000 uSD

1987 SCorpio 72
Complete 2007 refit, owners version. Sapphire inspires you to 
set sail and go any where.
Located in St Maarten.  
LiSTeD aT $499,00 uSD

2003 Jeanneau 54 DS
Recent 2nd Owner, this vessel has had a professional captain 
since new. Interior converts from 2 Cabin to 4 Cabin. New 
Generator 2012, and so much more, very clean.
Located in St Maarten. LiSTeD noW aT $319,000 uSD

1981 47fT hYLaS / Sparkman STevenS DeSign  
2010 a major refit at $100,000  including new Yanmar, and 
interior upgrades. High gloss beautiful cabinetry throughout.  
Literally ready to sail away.  
Located in St Maarten. LiSTeD noW aT 199,000 uSD

Grand Soleil alt (Convertito)-1 27-01-2009 11:55 Pagina 1 

Colori compositi

C M Y CM MY CY CMY K
Proud Dealers for

www.yachtworld.com/theyachtshop



 
TRUST
INTEGRITY 
KNOWLEDGE

TORONTO
Port Credit Harbour Marina

1 Port Street East, Mississauga 
905 271 2222 

SACKETS HARBOR
500 West Main St.

Sackets Harbour NY
315 646 3364

ROCHESTER
  1 Joy Lane

Rochester NY
585 266 3980

NAVY POINT YACHT SALES GETS RESULTS! 
Whether you are selling or buying a sailboat, NAVY POINT has the solution for you.

As well as being one of the top JEANNEAU dealers in North America,  
Navy Point has extensive knowledge of the used boat market and with three locations  
around Lake Ontario - Sackets Harbor, Rochester and Toronto - we have you covered. 

Our sales consultants work hard to get you the results you want. BEST DEALS - BEST BOATS

EXCLUSIVE ONTARIO AND NEW YORK DEALERS FOR:

2009 HUNTER 36 - Air, heat, enclosure, like new - $132,000

NAVY POINT SELECT BROKERAGE

2004 CATALINA 387 -  clean - good shape - $144,000

 navypointmarine.com

Canadian Yachting mag full page aug 2012.indd   1 13-04-06   1:16 PM



Visit our website for photos of all our boats!   
www.anchoryachtsales.com

Beneteau Oceanis 34

Lagoon 45

1989 42 Catalina

2007 Beneteau 343

Beneteau First 30

Oceanis 41

1985 C+C 41

1987 Nauticat 33

Beneteau Oceanis 45

1997 29 Carver Sedan

2010 Steel Tug

Available for Viewing

$94,000

$109,900

New in Stock

Available for Viewing

$49,500

$113,000

New in Stock

Arriving in May $21,900

$225,000 us

$380,000

Sail

28 Aloha 1978 $14,900

28 Edel  1982  $9,000

30 Express  1982  $23,900

30  CS (SOLD)  1985  $41,900

30  Ticon (delisted) 1983  $19,900

33  Mirage  1983  $34,900

33  Nauticat  1987  $115,000

35  Scorpio (SOLD) 1980  $19,900

36  Beneteau CC  2003  $140,000

36.7  Beneteau  2006  $122,900

36.7  Beneteau  2010  $135,900

40  Island Packet  1994  $198,800

43  Beneteau  1986  $119,000

43  Beneteau  2008  $225,000

43  Beneteau  2008  $219,900

43  Irwin  1990  $130,000

47  Beneteau  2002  $259,900

47 Beneteau  2004  $295,000 US

Power

28  Bayliner  1988  $15,900

31  Cruisers  2007  $99,900

34  Mainship  2004  $139,000

35  Chris Craft  1980  $34,500

37  Four Winns 1992 $59,900 

40  Mainship  1981  $59,500

If you don’t find the boat of your 
dreams we can help you find it.

1 Port Street East [Port Credit] 
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada L5G 4N1

Phone:(905)891-0191 Fax:(905)891-3712
www.anchoryachtsales.com

sales@anchoryachtsales.com

PrOud dEaLErS FOr:

Feature Boat: 2005 Hanse 461
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2003 Silverton 38
Convertible      $165,000

2008 Cruisers Yachts 420
Express     $325,000

2014 Bavaria VIRTESS 42 FLY
Arrives first week of July!

2008 Cruisers Yachts 420
Express         $259,000

2009 Cruisers Yachts 360
Express        $269,000

2009 28’ Monterey 280
EXpress    $72,900

2009 Rinker 280
Express Cruiser   $71,900

2008 37’ Carver 36 Mariner
$179,000

2014 Sabre 38 Salon
Arrives the end of May!

2006 Rinker 32’
Express Cruiser   $84,900

Fresh water only!
Versatile flybridge convertible 
delivers big boat comfort and 
performance at an exceptional 
price. Spacious interior and 
exterior that is ideal for luxury 
entertaining and excursions.

Commissioned 2010, bought 
new, one owner.

Upgraded 8.1L Volvo Duoprop 
engine and many other extras, 
including all chain anchor rode. 

Big rear sliding doors provide 
cottage feel.

This pristine one-owner boat is 
a must see if you are looking 
for one of the nicest Carver 
Mariners on the market.

The 38 Salon was an all-new 
model for 2013.

Call Peter for an app’t to Sea 
Trial this work of art. She is 
fully equipped and has Volvo’s 
famous DIESEL IPS pod drives.

Very clean – a must-see boat!

This very well laid out spacious 
sport cruiser provides great 
boating features at an
affordable price.

This RARE DIESEL IPS Express 
Cruiser is just as she was 
when new.
Only 215 hours and has
outstanding performance. 
Please come and have a look – 
no disappointment here!

Come and see the quality & 
style that has won the 2013 
European Power Boat of the 
Year Award & the Nautical 
Design Award. Fine German 
engineering, comfort and 
performance!

This gorgeous HARDTOP 
express Cruisers Yacht is 
absolutely one of the nicest 
boats I’ve seen.

It was sold by me to wonderful 
owners NEW in 2009.

Practically new!
Hardtop. IPS Drives with 
joystick, cockpit BBQ and 
fridge. 
Air-conditioning and a 
generator. Fully-equipped & 
ready to go!

Loaded with options and 
meticulously cared for since 
new by her original owners. 

They have moved away and 
are motivated to sell – call 
Peter today to view her.

See a boat on
yachtworld.com?
Let us help you buy it.

Looking to buy a boat
in the USA?
We can help.

Peter Solty, BOCP

psolty@truenorthyachts.ca

(416) 802-9251

We accept trades on
any of our listed boats
including brokerage units.
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BROKERAGE

RCR YACHTS Sabre Spirit 36, 386, 426, 456

Your US Brokerage Advantage – Servicing both Canada and the US

Locations on Lake Ontario and Lake Erie
Buffalo . Erie . Rochester . Sodus Point . Youngstown
716-745-3862  E-mail: sail@rcryachts.com

SailBOaTS
41 HUNTER 41 AfT CoCkpiT 2004 .................$174,000
41 HUNTER 41 DECk SAloN 2006 .................$169,900
41 MoRGAN oi 41 kETCH 1973 .......................$29,900
40 BENETEAU fiRST 40.7 2005 .......................$159,900
40 JEANNEAU DECk SAloN 2003 .................$164,900
39 BENETEAU 393 2006 ..................................$129,900
38 CATAliNA 38 1983 ........................................$34,800
37 BENETEAU oCEANiS 37 2008 ...................$146,900
37 HUNTER 376 1996 .........................................$76,900
37 SEiDElMANN 37 1980 .................................$24,900
37 TRipp 37 1987 ................................................$44,900
36 BENETEAU oCEANiS 36 CC 1998 ................$89,900
36 BENETEAU fiRST 36.7 2004 .......................$110,000
36 BENETEAU fiRST 36.7 2003 .........................$98,900
36 BENETEAU fiRST 36.7 2003 .........................$97,900
36 SABRE 362 2001..........................................$189,000
36 SABRE 362 1993..........................................$119,900
35 C&C 35-3 1984...............................................$39,900
34 C&C 34 1978 ..................................................$29,900
34 CATAliNA 34 1986 ........................................$32,900
34 CATAliNA 34 1987 ........................................$47,900
34 iRWiN CiTATioN 34 1982 .............................$19,900
34 ClASSiC WooDEN Sloop 1938 .................$39,995

33 J/33 1989 .......................................................$34,900
33 pEARSoN 10M 1973 .....................................$14,900
32 BENETEAU EvASioN 32  
 MoToR SAiloR 1979 ...................................$14,900
32 BENETEAU 323 2007 ....................................$84,900
32 MElGES 32 2006 ...........................................$89,900
31 BENETEAU oCEANiS 31 2011 ...................$109,900
31 BENETEAU oCEANiS 31 2011 ...................$113,900
30 AlliED CHANCE 30-30 1973 ..........................$5,900
30 C&C 30 1974 ..................................................$14,900
30 C&C REDWiNG 30 1969 .................................$5,900
30 CATAliNA 30 1975 ........................................$11,500
30 MUMM 30 1997 ............................................$84,900
30 pEARSoN 30 1973 ..........................................$9,900
30 pEARSoN 30 1978 ........................................$13,900
30 TARTAN 30 1974 ...........................................$11,900
29 C&C 29-1 1977...............................................$16,400
29 C&C 29-2 1984...............................................$20,900
29 HUNTER 290 2000 .........................................$39,900
27 CATAliNA 27 1982 ..........................................$6,500
27 CoRSAiR f-27 1992 .......................................$46,000
27 ERiCSoN 27 1976 ............................................$5,900
27 HUNTER 27 2005 ...........................................$49,900
27 HUNTER 27 2005 ...........................................$46,900

27 iSlAND pACkET 1990 ...................................$35,900
27 o’DAY 27 1977 ................................................$7,500
26 C&C 26 1977 ....................................................$6,900
26 CATAliNA CApRi 26 WiNG kEEl 1990 .......$16,900
26 S2 8.0 1983 ......................................................$5,995
22 J/22 #909 1988..............................................$13,900

POwer BOaTS
48 EGG HARBoR GolDEN EGG  
 SpoRT fiSHERMAN ....................................$124,900
48 JEffERSoN MoNTiCEllo 48 1988 ...........$149,900
43 BAYliNER 4387 MoToR YACHT 1991.........$76,900
41 MAXUM 4100 SCR 1997 ..............................$89,900
41 SEA RAY 410 SUNDANCER 2000 ..............$115,000
40 BAYliNER 4087 1999 ....................................$99,500
38 BAYliNER 3888 MoToRYACHT 1989..........$79,900
38 CHRiS CRAfT RoAMER 1968 .......................$15,900
38 SEA RAY 38 SUNDANCER 2006 ................$189,900
36 AERoCAT 36 EXploRER poWERCAT 2010 ..$139,900
36 MAiNSHip 36 NANTUCkET 
 DoUBlE CABiN 1988 ....................................$64,900
36 TRoJAN 36 TRi CABiN 1974 ........................$11,900
35 CHRiS CRAfT CATAliNA AfT CABiN 1974 .$24,900
35 TiARA 3500 1995.........................................$106,900

32 DoNZi Z32SS 2002 .....................................$104,900
31 THoMpSoN 3100 SANTA CRUZ 1993 ........$23,900
30 CHRiS CRAfT CRoWNE 30 1995 .................$21,900
30 SEA RAY 300 DA SUNDANCER 2006 ..........$82,900
30 SEA RAY 300 DA SUNDANCER ‘89 .............$22,900
30 SEA RAY 300 SEDAN BRiDGE  .....................$19,900
30 SpoRTCRAfT fiSHMASTER 1990 ..................$9,900
30 TiARA 3000 opEN 2008 ..............................$179,000
29 pRoliNE 2950 1999 ......................................$42,900
29 SEA RAY 290 SUNDANCER 1993 ................$22,900
29 SEA RAY 290 SUNDANCER 2000 ................$52,900
29 WHiTTlEY CRUiSERS 2800 SD 2008...........$69,900
28 BERTRAM 28 flYBRiDGE 1982 ....................$26,900
28 CARvER 2807 RiviERA 1982 ........................$14,900
28 REGAl 2860 CoMMoDoRE 2004 ................$65,900
27 SEA RAY 270 SUNDANCER 1998 ................$31,900
26 BACk CovE 26 2007 ...................................$104,500
25 CRoWNliNE 250CR 2006.............................$44,900
22 BAYliNER 225 BoWRiDER 2004..................$14,900

Serving 
Great Lakes 
Sailors for 
41 years, 
1972-2013

www.rcryachts.com

PRICES SHOWN IN US FUNDS

We proudly represent:    Furuno   |   Intellian   |   Kohler Generators   |   Maretron   |   Raymarine   |   Side Power

Tel:  416-886-9992    Fax: 866-812-6785    info@torontoyachtservices.com     983 Rangeview Road. Mississauga, Ontario  L5E 1H2

www. to rontoyachtse rv ices .com

offering a comprehensive range of mobile professional 
marine services and yacht management

We do:   Plumbing, Electrical, Mechanical, Fuel Polishing, Electronics,  
Bow and Stern Thrusters, Air Conditioning, Heating and more.

TYS certified mechanical technicians are qualified to 
perform repairs, maintenance and winterization to all 
makes of marine diesel and gas engines including: 

Volvo Penta
Mercruiser

Yanmar
Fischer Panda

Kohler Generators
Onan

Caterpillar

Cummins
Crusader

Detroit Diesel
Mann

Universal
Perkins

Westerbeke

Authourized Volvo Penta Dealer

MOBILE MARINE SERVICE
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PAT STURGEONYACHTS LTD.

Pat Sturgeon Yachts Ltd.
1 Port Street East

Mississauga, Ont, L5G 4N1
Phone: 905-278-5100

Dealers in
association
with Hans Fogh
for:

www.patsturgeonyachts.com
Viking 34
C&C 34
Aloha 34
J 100
Mirage 33
Hunter 33
C&C 33 MK II
C&C 33 Sloop
CS 33
Union 32
Ontario 32
C&C 32
Tanzer 31
Hughes 31
Ticon 30
Nonsuch 30
Mirage 30
CS 30
C&C 30
Paceship PY 29
Telstar 28 Trimaran
Grampian 28
Aloha 28
C&C 27 Mk I
C&C 27 Mk V

1979
2 FROM
1984
2006
1981
2006
1985
1976
2 FROM
1986
1978
1982
1986
1981
1985
2 FROM
1984/5
4 FROM
1979
1973
2005
1977
1980
1973
1986

$24,900
$39,800
$29,900
$95,000
$32,900
$89,900
$39,900
$42,000
$37,500
$44,500
$29,900
$38,900
$34,900
$24,900
$21,900
$63,000
$34,900
$33,000
$29,900
$14,000
$69,000
$18,500
$18,000
$23,000
$19,300

$199,000
$49,900
$149,000
$94,900
$65,000
$179,000
$139,900
$119,900
$105,000
$99,900
$119,900
$69,900
$49,500
$59,900
$43,900
$42,000
$59,900
$79,900
$64,900
$115,000
$54,900
$159,000
$39,900
$59,900
$29,500

Beneteau Oceanis 461
Reliance 44
Beneteau Oceanis 44 CC
Endeavour 42 CC
Whitby 42
Beneteau 423
Sabre 42
Yankee Clipper
C&C 41
CS 40
Hughes Aura 40
C&C 37/40R
Beneteau First Class 12
Starflight 38 by Jim Taylor
O’Day 37
Roberts Ketch PH
CS 36 Traditional
CS 36 Merlin
Catalina 36 Tall Rig
Beneteau Oceanis 361
Niagara 35
Goderich 35
Express 35
C&C 35 Mk II
J 34

2000
2 FROM
1995
1988
1973
2004
1987
1977
1983
1989
1984
1990
1987
1988
1982
1982
2 FROM
1988
1989
2002
2 FROM
2002
1987
1988
1985

Introducing the new Hanse 415 2011 Hanse 355 - $149,000

These are just some of over 90 brokerage
boats for sale - please visit our website for a
complete list or to use our exclusive Online

Listing Service to list your boat!

Now Available

The new one-design
performance sailboat for
people who love to sail!

Drop in and say hello at the
Port Credit In-Water Boat

Show
August 23-25, 2013

THE 2013 J70 SPEEDSTER

salesinfo@patsturgeonyachts.com

 on Georgian Bay

Spring In-Water Used Power & Sail

June 8 & 9  .  10am to 6pm

BOAT SHOW

This show is for the used

boat seller and buyer – 

and is free to the public.

There is a no charge for

show parking or attendance

YACHT SALES & BROKERAGE

Certified Marine Professionals

Jack Pady

705 529-1828

Gerry Zidner

705 333-0741

Hindson Marina

79 Champlain Rd., 

Penetanguishene, ON L9M 1R5

Boating

Ontario

Dealer

BOATING

Discover

OMOA

Member of

.com

YACHTWORLD

www.yachtworld.com/jackpadymarine

It is not too late!

List your boat in time for the Show!

Log onto www.jackpadymarine.com

Or call 1 705 549-2628

To get going.

Selling or buying,

You are invited to participate.
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BROKERAGE /ANCHORAGE

Manufacturer of Custom Upholstery,  
Cushions and Mattresses

Come see our new expanded showroom

14722 64th Avenue, Surrey, BC 
604-595-5075  www.rcb.ca

Royal City Bedding
&

Upholstery
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STAR CLIPPERS

Luxury European Sailings - Save up to 60%

Your Guide to Great Vacations - Don’t Delay Call Today - Toll Free 1.866.870.1377 
Toronto 416.840.3448  Newmarket 289.470.5444  Visit us at europatravel.ca and like us on
163 Main Street South  | Newmarket | Ontario | Canada TICO #50014161 

•  Spain & Morocco  7 Night Sailings  from $1492 per person

•  Western Mediterranean  6-11 Night Sailings  from $1519 per person

•  Eastern Mediterranean  7-11 Night Sailings  from $1629 per person

•  Northern Europe  6-11 Night Sailings  from $1650 per person

SAVE  
UP TO  
60%

45 years of boat 
building in canada

full line of o.e.m. 
parts, sails and 

upgrades available 
for all years and 

models

make the best
boats better

967 HELENA ST. UNIT A 
FORT ERIE, ON L2A 6G2

T: 905.871.GOCL (4625)
E: INFO@CLBOATWORKS.COM

VISIT CLBOATWORKS.COM
FOR INFO, C&L FORUMS 

C&L Boatworks
Builders of Quality Sailcraft Since 1968
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ANCHORAGE

• Westerbeke Gas and Diesel Generators
•
•

 Westerbeke Diesel  
 

Propulsion Engines

• Universal Diesel Engines
• Velvet Drive transmission and parts
• SeaKamp Heat exchangers
• Speedseal Impeller covers
• Transmission repairs Hurth, ZF, Paragon,Velvet Drive
• Repair parts for Mercruiser, Volvo, Crusader

• phone-1-519-825-4631 • fax-1-519-825-7752 • parts 1-800-345-8341
website: www.anthonykeatsmarine.com

email: anth-kea@on.aibn.com

Westerbeke Industrial Diesel Gen Sets

Boat insurance.  
It’s what we do!

www.northstarinsurance.ca
info@northstarinsurance.ca 

1.866.717.9295      

Boat insurance.  
It’s what we do!

www.northstarinsurance.ca
info@northstarinsurance.ca 

1.866.717.9295      

Boat insurance.  
It’s what we do!

www.northstarinsurance.ca
info@northstarinsurance.ca 

1.866.717.9295      

place your ad here

May 2013 | $6.95 CDN

CANADIANYACHTING.CA

OverbOard! 
We TesT PFDs

New  
Sewage regS 

WhaT You NeeD  
To KNoW

in the ICW
First-timers

GreAt LOOP

MAY 2013
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For more information and rates
Contact Mary Nicoll Today!
905-535-2866
mnicoll@kerrwil.com

ADVERTISE 
HERE  
IN THE  

ANCHORAGE 
SECTION

MAKING SAILS THE WAY 

YOU WANT

COLLINGWOOD 705-446-2128

FULL SERVICE SAIL LOFT

CANADA WIDE 866-746-2128

HYDESAILS.COM

COLLINGWOOD 705-446-2128

FULL SERVICE SAIL LOFT

CANADA WIDE 866-746-2128

HYDESAILS.COM

avaILabLe ON aLL PLaTFOrMS!

Laptop/desktop iOS and androidGeT  
CANADIAN YACHTING  
ANY WAY  
YoU LIKe IT!

March 2013 | $6.95 CDN

CANADIANYACHTING.CA

MARCH 2013

Docking Done Right 
4 steps to smoother Landings

Wilson, nY 
so Near, Yet…

BeNeTeau sWIFT 34
Comfort • economy 

traveling Companion!
BriLLiAnt

iPad Onboard 

Make It Work for You
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Visit  
mysubscription.ca/CY/  

for all the details  
and to sign up today!
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Thunderbird Marina
 West Vancouver

604.921.7457

Reed Point Marina
 Port Moody
604.939.0499

Westport Marina
 Sidney

Vancouver Island
250.656.5832

150 exclusive listings: 
www.thunderbirdmarine.com 

B.C.’s Largest Database
of Used Boats

*DEALER INQUIRIES WELcomED

H2OUT SYSTEMS CANADA
Division of Quinte Canvas
Kingston, Ontario
H2OutCanada.com
1-800-268-4186

DRY YOUR WORLD  
AND PREVENT MOULD, MILDEW  
AND FUEL CONTAMINATION
INFINITELY RENEWABLE

Introducing WinchRite 
Winch Drive by Sailology
A Real Cordless Electric Winch Handle.

Now Available at the CY Store

www.canadianyachting.ca/cystore

The new WinchRite Cordless Electric 
Winch Drive is the recipient of a 2010 
NMMA Innovation Award! It is compact, 
lightweight, and extremely easy to use. 
Winchrite will drive your standard 
winches as if they were electric. The 
exterior housing is a composite of ABS 
and PC plastics resulting in superior 
durability and strength, with integrated non-skid rubber inlays. Designed specifically 
for use on a sailboat's winches, it achieves 110+NM of torque and reaches variable 
speeds of 50-120 RPM in both directions. The integrated stainless steel winch cog 
contains a unique drive to prevent failure in both rotation directions and will not 
unthread or snap the retaining screw.
Every Winchrite Winch Drive comes with a quick charging device; 100-240 volt shore 
power; a 12-volt Trickle charging device and a storage tote bag.
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W
E’RE ROARiNG downhill 
on the final run of the last 
race of the regatta. We take 
a 10 degree header, the 

crew gybes perfectly, we catch a bit of 
surf and bingo!, we cross the line and take 
the gun. A quick fist pump and smiles 
all around, but unfortunately Nadia the 
foredeck and I can’t share our joy fluently 
because she only speaks Uzbek. 

It’s a product of our times. This 
very high performing foredeck expert 
and insightful, responsive grinders who 
just helped us beat the fleet speaks no 
English and have only been in Canada 
since May. On the other hand, our 
navigator/tactician does speak English 
perfectly, and he already sent his 
congratulations via my onboard Skype 
from Bangalore.

I felt a little badly that I couldn’t 
communicate more directly with my 
crew, but business is business and 
my outsourcing supplier, iSail Boat 
Logistics has switched up some of my 
crew this year. Last summer, I had 
taken Tagalog tutoring and was really 
getting close with the crew, both in 
person and virtual, but there was an 
opportunity to save another 15% and I 
leapt at the chance. I was a bit dis-
turbed by the unintended consequence 
that the government sent last year’s 
group of offshore temporary workers 
home to Sulawesi in chains.

When it comes to sticking with 
homegrown Canadian crew, I can 
proudly say that my boat benchmarks 
very well against my competitors who are 
using outsourcing much more broadly.  
My pal Jamie, for example, no longer 
steers in races. His rudder is servo 
controlled by the iHelm Group who have 
headquarters in South Texas but report-
edly rely largely on Tunisian technicians.

The powerboat owners on my dock 

have increasingly turned to offshore 
supply sources to remain viable. Walt, 
on Dock B, assembled his own 36’ 
cruiser from a kit shipped via FedEx 
from Asia. And it’s a beauty! On rainy 
weekends, Walt fills out his guest list 
of beautiful boating people thanks to 
the bevvy of lovelies from iGuest, the 
party A-lister supply company that 
provides charmers of both sexes for 
next to nothing. Perhaps the best part 
is that these virtual party animals drink 
tax free beverages while chatting effer-
vescently at their Offshore iPartyPad™ 
in Sierra Leone, thus keeping the bar 
bill way down. Over a long boating 
season, these savings certainly add up!

There are so many reasons to use 
outsourced services to enhance your 
boating experience. Once the team 
comes from Kowloon under the allow-
ances of the federal laws, they quickly 
adapt their long traditions of boating 
and meticulous maintenance habits 
to our Canadian waters. Suddenly the 
boat is cleaner, more fuel efficient and 
at least 45% more dazzling at the dock. 
Training issues and the omnipresent 
whining of Canadians who resent eating 
Nutella while you’re serving caviar on 
boar is circumvented. Seasickness, 
hangovers and spills are eliminated.

Certainly there has been some push-
back.  What about the next generation 
of boaters who have invested years in 
upgrading their skills?  What about the 
ethics of operating a boat in Canadian 
waters with foreign born crews? Sure, I 
feel bad, as many other boaters do, but 
only for seconds. This is the new reality; 
the globalization of boating is absolutely 
part of the game these days. On top of 
significant savings, the practice gives your 
boat a decidedly international flair. Hey, I 
may even begin racing in a beret! 

How i upgraded  
my boating  
experience through 

out- 
sourcing

By John Morris
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